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Facilitated transport membranes (FTM) are a promising new class of materials for CO2-selective gas separa-
tion, with potential for application to post-combustion carbon capture and sequestration. FTM separation
takes advantage of the chemical reactions of CO2 to increase throughput and selectivity, with potential for
reducing costs and improving purity in the resulting gas streams. However, the process performance of FTM
separation relies on material properties, determined by a complex chain of dependencies including polymer
composition, water absorption, reactivity, and temperature, with the underlying physical processes not being
fully understood. The development of new FTM materials is in turn limited by a lack of quantitative models
and poor understanding of the microscopic mechanisms of FTM separation. This motivates the development
of new theory and molecular models for estimating process performance and thermodynamic behaviour in this
important class of materials.
Unlike simple fluids, FTM systems exhibit multiple complex features which have limited the application of
existing model frameworks. In this work, three key aspects of facilitated transport membranes are examined
in order to build a predictive model of thermodynamics and phase equilibrium processes in FTM systems:
(i) Thermodynamics of polymer melts and vapour-liquid equilibrium in polymer solutions are approached by
both molecular simulation and theoretical models, in order to characterise the behaviour of polyvinylamine,
a prototypical FTM polymer. Simulation of oligomers based on a TraPPE-UA molecular model are found to
produce good quality ρpT data for common polymers, and a hybrid simulation / equation of state approach
is proposed for predicting polymer properties. By substituting experimental measurement with molecular
simulation, equation of state models are obtained with PC-SAFT even where the real polymer is thermally
unstable or experimentally inaccessible. (ii) The aqueous-organic electrolyte solution originating from amine-
CO2 is considered based on theoretical and simulation approaches, with significant shortcomings found in
current models. New molecular parameters are proposed for aliphatic ammonium chlorides and bicarbonate,
optimized against experimental phase equilibrium data, allowing CO2 solubility in aqueous amine systems to
be simulated at varying stages of absorption. (iii) The reactive aspects of CO2 absorption in aqueous amine
solutions is examined in light of literature approaches. A new hybrid methodology is proposed, using infinite




Together, advancements in the three aspects outlined above permit description of facilitated transport
membranes by molecular simulation, and in turn parametrisation of equation of state models for reactive
polyamine systems. The knowledge gained for polymer-solvent systems, electrolytes, and reactive gas absorp-
tion allow prediction of material properties and process performance of FTM polymers. Here, the quaternary
system PVAm - H2O - CO2 - N2 is examined as a prototypical post-combustion FTM system, in order to chart
the dependence of process performance on operating conditions. These advances inform future application
of associating equations of state to amine-based facilitated transport membranes in particular, as well as the
wider field of reactive electrolyte systems.
Lay Summary
Separation of gases using membranes has a proven track record in existing industry applications, and has in
recent years been suggested as a possible solution to capture and sequestration of anthropogenic CO2 from
combustion processes. In the European Union Horizon 2020 framework, capture and sequestration of CO2 is
recognised as an important step towards meeting environmental emission targets in Europe and worldwide.
Membrane-based separation technology has the potential for reducing investment and operating costs for
CO2 capture and sequestration. However, the performance of membrane separation is limited by available
membrane materials available and their suitability for different separation processes.
A promising class of membrane materials for CO2 separation is facilitated transport membranes (FTM).
FTM separation takes advantage of the chemical reactions of CO2 to increase throughput and selectivity, in
turn reducing costs and improving purity in the resulting gas streams. However, the process performance of
FTM materials rely on a complex chain of dependencies including polymer composition, water absorption,
reactivity, and temperature, with the underlying physical processes not being fully understood. The develop-
ment of new FTM materials is in turn limited by the limited knowledge of underlying microscopic processes
governing FTM separation.
Molecular models are often used as a vehicle to study microscopic processes, in order to better understand
complex systems which are not readily studied by experimental means. Molecular models also enable the
prediction of key physical properties. A wide range of approaches with different levels of detail exist, developed
for the study of specific systems. However, the diverse physical phenomena of FTM materials have caused these
systems to until now go without a suitable model for representing physical properties. This work investigates
how best to represent facilitated transport membranes using molecular models, and develops a predictive
approach for the separation performance of FTM materials under typical post-combustion conditions. To
deconvolute the different processes in FTM separation, molecular models for a sequence of model systems are
considered in turn.
Firstly, we consider the polymer species making up typical FTM materials. These compounds absorb
water upon contact with humidity, swelling to as much as twice their initial weight, with the added water
content being essential for improved process performance. Using molecular simulation, properties of both
pure polymer systems and polymer-water solutions are investigated, including a prototypical FTM polymer.
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The simulation data are in turn used to construct analytical thermodynamic models for polymer systems and
polymer-water solutions. Through this approach, properties of new polymer compounds are readily predicted
and can be explored under a wide range of process conditions.
Secondly, the absorption of CO2 in FTM materials generates charged electrolyte species. The properties
of electrolytes differ considerably from CO2 in the gas phase, and influence overall system behaviour. While
establishing molecular models for electrolytes in FTM systems, significant weaknesses in existing models for
organic electrolyte compounds are identified. By considering thermodynamic properties of real electrolyte
solutions, we develop new molecular models for the key species involved in CO2 absorption. These models
allow organic electrolyte solutions to be studied with higher confidence, including FTM compounds together
with a wide range of solvent mixtures.
Third, the chemical reactions responsible for enhanced separation of CO2 in FTM membranes are con-
sidered. Through the formation of an acid-base equilibrium, CO2 is absorbed at far greater quantities than
volatile gases such as N2. Using the previously developed models for polymers and electrolyte compounds, a
new approach to predicting reaction equilibrium in fluid systems is described and tested for CO2 absorption in
a mixed solvent. Further, analytical approaches to representing reactive systems are reviewed with parameters
developed for use together with a prototypical FTM polymer.
Finally, the models developed based on each of the three categories above are combined to give a unified
framework for predicting properties of FTM materials. By considering the dependence of the key properties
gas solubility and transport on process conditions, a map is generated for the likely process performance of
the prototypical FTM polymer as a function of temperature and humidity. The model is found to over-predict
process performance, but correctly identifies the relative performance between different gases and is close in
magnitude to experimental values. This provides a first view of FTM process performance predicted from
molecular models.
The knowledge gained from this work in part pertains to each of the three model systems discussed above,
and in part to the FTM systems as a whole: a unified and predictive molecular model for these systems
is possible, given a thorough treatment of each constituent element. Having a pathway to predict process
performance in this novel class of materials unlocks new strategies for material development, as well as aiding
application of FTM separation within the area of carbon capture and sequestration.
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1.1 Gas Separation Membranes: Applications and Opportunities
Separation and purification of gas streams is an essential operation in process engineering, with particular
importance for the energy sector [1, 2]. Multiple competing separation technologies are available depending
on the specific application, including liquid absorption [3], cryogenic distillation [4], temperature- or pressure-
swing adsorption [5, 6], and membrane separation [7, 8, 9]. Membrane-based gas separation selectively
extracts either products or pollutants from a feed stream as a direct gas-to-gas process, resulting in purified
gas ready for further processing. Gas separation membranes are found in a wide range of applications. In
biogas refining, membranes are used to separate CH4 or H2 from predominantly CO2 after the fermentation
process [10]. For natural gas sweetening, membranes are used to remove CO2 or H2S from a stream containing
a mixture of hydrocarbons [1]. Membranes are used to produce enriched air for medical applications without
the need for high-pressure gas cylinders [11], by separating O2 from atmospheric air on a continuous basis.
Conversely, membrane separation can be used to generate a nitrogen-rich atmosphere [12], as illustrated in
figure 1.1 for a commercial fuel tank inert gas generating system.
A key advantage of membrane-based separation is the single-phase gas-to-gas operation. Competing
technologies, such as liquid-phase absorption or cryogenic distillation, rely on energy- and process-intensive
phase changes to achieve separation. This gives membranes the potential of significant advantages over
conventional separation processes – for desalination, membrane-based separation only consumes one-tenth the
energy of the corresponding thermal evaporation-condensation processes [13]. Transitioning to membrane-
based separation technology is also an avenue for process intensification [14], due to the simple operation, low
energy cost, and small footprint of membrane processes [7, 8]. These features make membranes an attractive
alternative for future generations of efficient and sustainable separation technology.
A more recent application for gas separation is the capture of CO2 from post-combustion flue gas streams,
as a step towards combating increasing anthropogenic emissions of climate gases. Membrane-based sepa-
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Figure 1.1: Membrane separation module for nitrogen enriched atmosphere (NEA) generation. Left: Dia-
grammatic representation of a hollow-fibre membrane module for NEA generation, reproduced from Reynolds
et al. [12]. Right: Commercial on-board inert gas generating system by Cobham Mission Systems [19].
ration of CO2 has already seen successful applications within natural gas and biogas treatment [1, 10], and
were quickly proposed as a likely solution for post-combustion CO2 capture [15, 16]. Membrane separation
technology is relatively easy to retrofit for CO2-intense processes such as power plants and cement produc-
tion [17], making it a feasible option for conversion of existing energy infrastructure to carbon-neutral energy
production. Capture of CO2 from post-combustion flue gases was recognized by the European Commission
through the Horizon 2020 work programme [18], calling for further research on carbon capture and storage
technologies targeting commercial applications.
In order to be commercially viable, membrane-based CO2 separation must both meet purity and recovery
specifications, and be competitive on implementation and operating costs relative to state-of-the-art separa-
tion technology. Due the fundamental thermodynamic advantages of single-phase separation, the potential
for significant energy savings is present. However, membranes are reliant on polymers with sufficiently good
material properties to achieve efficient separation: both throughput per unit area and separation factor vary
over several orders of magnitude depending on the membrane material used. To provide a competitive alter-
native for CO2 capture, application-specific materials must be developed that are suited to post-combustion
conditions and have adequate separation performance.
Material development in turn requires knowledge of the underlying processes and relationships governing
separation performance [7]. While some of the relationships governing membrane separation performance have
been uncovered [20], there is no consensus predictive model for estimating membrane separation performance
and material properties from polymer composition. This is particularly true for facilitated transport mem-
branes [21, 22], a class of materials leveraging the chemical reactions of CO2 in order to achieve significantly
enhanced separation performance.
Molecular modelling approaches makes it possible to study the underlying processes of membrane sep-
aration for existing or novel polymer compounds, and at arbitrary physical conditions. In this work, a new
predictive modelling approach is developed for gas separation membranes. Firstly, we show that polymer ma-
terial properties are readily characterised based on molecular simulation, allowing optimisation of analytical
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models for polymer behaviour. Secondly, the solution thermodynamics of facilitated transport systems are
considered, and new models for reaction products found in facilitated transport membranes are developed.
Third, we describe the chemical reactions involved in CO2 absorption in a new thermodynamic framework,
allowing combination of experimental data and simulation results. Finally, the results from each of these
aspects are integrated using an analytical model, allowing exploration of membrane properties for different
compositions and under varying physical conditions.
The remainder of this chapter will review the fundamentals of membrane separation, introduce the fun-
damentals of CO2 facilitated transport, and define the research aims and strategies of this work. Prevailing
macroscopic models for facilitated transport are presented, revealing no clear alternative for predictive mod-
elling of separation performance. The shortcomings of existing macroscopic models motivate the use of
molecular models to investigate the underlying phenomena driving CO2 separation in this class of membrane
materials. By considering the essential features of facilitated transport, we identify likely modelling approaches
and analogous chemical systems, stepping stones towards a more robust theory for this important class of
materials.
1.2 Membrane Operating Principles and Facilitated Transport
Gas separation membranes are thin films of typically micrometre thickness, often combined with a porous
supporting structure to improve mechanical robustness [7]. For commercial applications membranes are
collated in modules to drastically increase effective surface area per unit volume, with hollow fibre [23] or
spiral-wound [24] configurations being most commonly adopted. The performance of membrane gas separation
processes depends on a number of factors [7], including the following.
• Module and process design, determining the operating conditions for the separation process.
• Module configuration and construction, defining flow regimes and internal pressure drop gradients.
• Membrane manufacture and thickness, determining the achievable permeance.
• Material properties, defining the permeability and selectivity ratio of the membrane.
These aspects together determine the throughput, separation factor, and energy consumption of the process.
Of the above factors, material properties in particular represents a fundamental limit to the performance of
membrane separation – membrane manufacture, module construction and process design can be improved
incrementally, while advances in material properties are discontinuous and reliant on the discovery of new
material families. The key material properties for membrane gas separation processes are permeability Pi,
describing the throughput of a gas species i in response to an applied pressure differential, and selectivity αij ,
describing the relative permeability between species i and j in the gas stream. A comparison of membrane
material families for separation of CO2 / N2 gas mixtures is shown in figure 1.2. Separation of CO2 from N2
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the chemical potential gradient across the thickness of the membrane, as opposed to Knudsen diffusion [31]
or configurational diffusion [32] sometimes seen in microporous membranes or other filtration media.
The measured flux through a membrane module is in turn dependent on the membrane thickness l and





connecting the material properties in equation 1.1 to the observable permeance of a membrane module given
a certain construction and process conditions. Permeance describes the overall throughput of gas per unit
area of the membrane, with high permeance membranes permitting a larger throughput of gas thus reducing
the required membrane surface area for a given process.
Further to permeability, gas separation performance is determined by the selectivity of a membrane.
Selectivity describes the capacity of a membrane to enriches one component over another from the feed





and is the fundamental operating principle of membranes as a separation process. Commercial separation
membranes are often targeted towards a specific pair of species, such as O2 / N2 for oxygen production from
air, or CO2 / CH4 for natural gas sweetening.
The optimal gas separation membrane has both high permeability and high selectivity, resulting in both high
throughput and purity of the desired product. In practice, membranes can rarely obtain good performance
both for permeability and selectivity at the same time, creating a Pareto front of materials with different
material properties. This trade-off in permeability and selectivity is known as the Robeson upper bound [33,
34, 26], illustrated in figure 1.2 for conventional solution-diffusion membranes.
A possible route to circumvent the Robeson upper bound is to employ material families with permeation
mechanisms operating outside the conventional solution-diffusion regime. One such mechanism is that of
multiple parallel routes of permeation: if a species can traverse the membrane through multiple pathways,
the permeability of that species may be selectively enhanced, improving both permeability and selectivity.
This category of materials are known as facilitated transport membranes [21, 22], and have seen significant
adoption for CO2-selective gas separation. CO2 facilitated transport membranes comprise molecular amine-
functionalized polymer or molecular amine species. In the presence of humidity, CO2 reacts with amines to
form carbonic acid derivatives and other reaction products, which may permeate the membrane in parallel with
molecular CO2. Figure 1.3 illustrates this general principle: molecular CO2 traverses the membrane through
conventional solution-diffusion mass transport, while reacted species permeate with assistance from membrane
chemical groups. In figure 1.2, the permeability and selectivity of the facilitated transport membrane reported
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Figure 1.3: Transport modes in CO2 facilitated transport membranes. Non-reacting gases permeate through
physical solution-diffusion mode of transport, while CO2 permeates through a combination of solution-diffusion
and facilitated transport modes. Figure from Zhao and Ho [36].
by Deng et al. [30] is indicated. Separation performance is highly dependent on relative humidity, with both
permeability and selectivity for CO2 increasing as the hygroscopic membrane absorbs up to 100% of its own
mass in water [35]. This allows the Robeson upper bound to be exceeded in the case of 90% relative humidity,
suggesting facilitated transport membranes is a class of materials with potential to improve performance and
enable new applications within the area of CO2 separation.
The development of facilitated transport membranes for post-combustion CO2 separation has seen renewed
interest in recent years due to the rapid rise of anthropogenic emissions and their impact on global climate
and environmental health. Feasibility studies by Matsumiya et al. [15] and Hussain and Hägg [16] indicate
that facilitated transport membranes have the potential for significant cost savings and improved separation
performance relative to conventional liquid-phase separation technology. A recent design study by Han and
Ho [37] highlighted the potential for facilitated transport membranes in post-combustion carbon capture
applications, estimating a capture cost of USD 41.7 per tonne CO2 based on existing technology. In a
review of membrane gas separation applications, Ding [25] estimates a capture cost for CO2 / N2 based on
facilitated transport membranes as low as 27 EUR per tonne CO2, compared against 55 EUR per tonne CO2
for conventional liquid-phase separation [25]. The potential of facilitated transport membranes motivated
the research initiative NANOMEMC2 (NanoMaterials Enhanced Membranes for Carbon Capture)∗ targeting
development of next-generation commercial membrane materials, with the objective ”to fully develop the
potential of membranes in the selective capture of CO2 from gaseous emissions, increasing the efficiency of
∗Project website: https://www.nanomemc2.eu
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Figure 1.4: Data sources, modelling frameworks, and mass transport models for employed for studying solution-
diffusion membranes. For solubility models, polymer pV T (equivalently ρpT ) data together with binary poly-
mer solution data are used to optimise equation of state models. Molecular simulation fulfils a complementary
role to experimental data, allowing characterisation of systems or conditions where experimental measurements
are not available. Figure from Minelli and Sarti [40].
the capture step, and reducing the overall CCS [carbon capture and sequestration] cost below the value of 40
EUR/tonne of CO2 avoided” [38].
Despite years of development, the material properties and underlying molecular mechanisms for facili-
tated transport membranes remain poorly understood. Optimisation of membrane composition and operating
parameters such as temperature, pressure, and humidity are critical to the efficient operation of membrane
separation processes [37], and would be aided by improved models for vapour-liquid equilibrium and diffusive
transport. Further, material design for CO2 selective membranes is largely exploratory in nature, and would
benefit from methods of intelligent design as seen for liquid-phase separation technology [39].
1.3 Models for CO2 Facilitated Transport
Models for gas separation membranes span a wide range of scales, from plant design and optimisation, through
membrane module operation, to membrane material properties and microscopic description. For conventional
gas separation membranes, Minelli and Sarti [40] recently described successful approaches to representing
mass transport for multi-scale modelling of gas separation membranes. Key to each modelling approach is
the representation of solubility and (transport) diffusion, the two coefficients in equation 1.1, with a range
of models available for each coefficient. Figure 1.4 summarizes the input data, modelling frameworks, and
resulting transport models available for conventional solution-diffusion membranes.
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The primary discrepancy between the approaches outlined in figure 1.4 and facilitated transport membranes
is the reactive solubility seen for CO2. Commonly employed equation of state models for polymer systems
are poorly suited for describing reactive solubility. Additionally, the dependence of separation performance on
relative humidity indicated in figure 1.2 is not seen for conventional solution-diffusion membranes, indicating
a more complex interdependence in the polymer - H2O - CO2 ternary system. Membrane swelling and
plasticization upon absorption of water is also likely to alter the diffusivity of gas species, as seen e.g. for
cellulose acetate-based gas separation membranes [41] and perfluorosulfonate ion-exchange membranes [42].
The differences in both solubility and transport modes mean that models developed for conventional
solution-diffusion mass transport cannot be directly applied to facilitated transport membranes. Multiple
alternative models have been proposed, aiming to incorporate the reactive transport path through the mem-
brane. In two recent reviews of facilitated transport membranes for CO2 separation, Rafiq et al. [21] and
Tong and Ho [22] suggest the same general expression for transport through a facilitated transport system,
following Fick’s law for both solution-diffusion and facilitated modes of transport;
J = −Dsolute∇Csolute −Dcomplex∇Ccomplex (1.4)
where J is the flux, Di is the diffusivity, and ∇Ci is the local concentration gradient of the permeating
species in the system. Equation 1.4 applies to a particular membrane composition, and assumes the chemical
potential gradient is proportional to concentration. The labels solute and complex refers to molecular and
reacted forms of the gas species, indicating their parallel contribution to overall transport. The comprehensive
review by Rea et al. [43] details further macroscopic models for transport in solvent and polymer facilitated
transport systems.
1.4 Motivation and Objectives
While the macroscopic models outlined above provide some intuition and means to express mass transport
in facilitated transport membranes, equation 1.4 and similar approaches do not provide a predictive model
for correlating or predicting concentration or diffusion constants. New and improved models are needed to
describe the separation performance of facilitated transport membranes in response to temperature, pressure,
humidity, and membrane composition.
Solubility in hydrated facilitated transport membranes in many ways resembles CO2 solubility in aqueous
amines or alkanolamines. In a review of solvent chemistry and absorption capacity, Bernhardsen and Knuu-
tila [44] identify alkanolamines as the largest group of solvents employed for CO2 separation, with a wide
range of chemistries available for optimisation of specific separation processes. The chemical environment
of aqueous alkanolamine solutions clearly resembles that of the PVA/PVAm facilitated transport membrane
reported by Deng et al. [30]. Hence, modelling approaches used for CO2 absorption in aqueous amines is a
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natural starting point for facilitated transport membranes.
This work aims to establish a molecular modelling approach for facilitated transport membranes which
provides quantitative prediction of physical and reactive solubility for gases relevant to CO2 capture. The aim
of a predictive molecular modelling approach is supported by the following objectives.
• Identify a representative equation of state for describing polymer hydration and develop parameters for
facilitated transport membrane polymer, exemplified by polyvinyl amine (PVAm).
• Assess the likely CO2 reaction products in PVAm facilitated transport membranes, and develop molecular
models suitable for describing vapour-liquid equilibrium in the resulting electrolyte solutions.
• Develop a framework for combining molecular simulation with empirical data to predict composition in
reactive absorption systems, illustrated by CO2 absorption in aqueous MDEA solution.
• Combine the equation of state model for hydrated PVAm with the reaction model tested on MDEA
solutions, in order to predict absorption in a prototypical facilitated transport membrane.
The above objectives target solubility in facilitated transport membranes, pertaining to the concentration
gradients of equation 1.4. While this work will centre on the thermodynamic properties of facilitated transport
membranes, kinetic properties are also key for predicting overall transport rates. For diffusion constants in
facilitated transport membranes, work by Fayon and Sarkisov [45] indicates multiple diffusion regimes separated
by a threshold in water content, similar to that seen for cellulose acetate-based membranes [41]. Due to the
ongoing research into diffusion regimes and transport in polymer membranes, predictive models for diffusion
constants will not be an objective of this work.
1.5 Approaches to Molecular Modelling
Facilitated transport membranes are complex fluid systems, comprising multiple elements which individually
require specialised theory. The primary areas are: (i) polymer solutions and vapour-liquid equilibrium in these
systems; (ii) electrolyte systems where both solvent and solutes have organic character, and the resulting
solution activities; (iii) reaction equilibrium in aqueous-organic electrolyte solvents, describing the reactive
absorption of CO2 in response to applied vapour pressures. These three areas of theory come together to
describe the thermodynamics of gas solubility in facilitated transport membranes. To develop an integrated
model comprising the three aspects outlined above, we require modelling tools beyond any one approach or
theory. Molecular simulation can provide significant predictive power for vapour-liquid equilibrium in fluid
systems, as shown in our previous work [46], but faces challenges with statistical precision and accuracy when
generating predictions of physical quantities for polymer systems due to the long time scales in these systems.
Equations of state which are commonly used to study polymer-solvent systems and vapour-liquid equilibrium,
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Figure 1.5: Modelling approaches for physical phenomena in facilitated transport membranes. For each
modelling approach, suitability within each area is indicated by colour. Green: high suitability, good agreement
with experimental behaviour and no significant technical challenges. Orange: medium suitability, reasonable
agreement with experimental behaviour and only minor technical technical challenges. Red: poor suitability,
significant deviations from experimental behaviour or unacceptably high statistical uncertainty in numerical
predictions.
have limited predictive power when faced with reactions and aqueous-organic electrolyte solutions, as we have
explored for CO2 absorption in aqueous amine solutions [47]. Conventional aqueous-phase reaction models,
relying on assumptions of dilute solution behaviour, require empirical correction factors which are cumbersome
to obtain for multi-component systems.
The body of this work is structured by the three theoretical areas identified above; polymer solutions,
electrolyte solutions, and reaction systems. For each area, appropriate modelling frameworks are discussed
together with their theoretical basis, informing the model choices for facilitated transport membranes. Both
molecular simulation and analytical models are considered and found to complement each other, allowing
description of systems at previously unexplored compositions and conditions.
1.5.1 Models of Polymers and Polymer Solutions
Polymers are linear or branched chains of monomeric units, comprising a backbone of repeating covalent
bonds. Chain length and backbone chemistry in polymer systems greatly influence phase behaviour, kinetics,
and mechanical properties. These properties can be further modified through the introduction of chemical
functionality, making polymers attractive for application-specific material design and optimisation.
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Chapter 3 details selected modelling approaches for polymer systems. Lattice-based theory is introduced
using the Sanchez-Lacombe equation of state [48, 49, 50] as an example of a framework employed to charac-
terise polymer ρpT behaviour and phase behaviour of polymer solutions. Statistically associating fluid theory
and contemporary molecular equations of state are discussed, and the PC-SAFT equation of state [51, 52,
53] introduced as a general modelling framework suitable for a variety of fluid systems.
Both the equation of state approach and molecular simulation are compared against ρpT behaviour in
real polymer systems. While the former provides an excellent data regression framework with fast numerical
solutions, the latter provides good predictive power for chemically novel or physically uncharacterised systems.
Combining the two methods, models for polyethylene oxide (PEO) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) are regressed
against molecular simulation data and compared against experimental values. The same approach permits
regression of parameters for polyvinyl amine (PVAm), for which there are no available experimental data. By
considering a combination of volumetric properties and absorption isotherms in polymer-water systems, binary
polymer-water interaction parameters are optimised for each polymer.
1.5.2 Models of Electrolyte Solutions
Electrolyte solutions are mixtures of neutral solvent with ionic species such as salts, creating electrically
conductive liquids. Facilitated transport membranes generate electrolyte species upon absorption of CO2.
Chapter 4 starts by reviewing fundamentals of continuum electrolyte solution theory, tying solution thermody-
namics properties to solvent permittivity. Born and Debye-Hückel theory is discussed in the context of ions and
solvent of increasing complexity, and high-concentration systems are shown to diverge considerably from the
behaviour predicted by continuum solvation models. Recent efforts to augment molecular equations of state
with continuum solution theory are discussed, with different approaches exemplified by the ePC-SAFT [54,
55] and eCPA [56, 57, 58, 59] models.
Further, we review recent advances in molecular simulation of electrolyte solutions based on explicit molec-
ular models. Molecular simulation has the advantage of not requiring prior knowledge of solvent permittivity,
as well as a more fine-grained representation of electrolyte shape and chemical structure. While other analyt-
ical approaches such as the work of Maribo-Mogensen et al. [59] also can be used to predict mixed solvent
permittivity, this requires significant assumptions or prior knowledge of geometric structure in mixed solvent
systems. Further, we assess common optimisation targets for electrolyte model development, and identify
phase equilibrium simulations as a significant weakness of most existing models. A new objective function
targeting liquid density and osmotic coefficients is specified.
Using liquid density and solvent activities as optimisation targets, new molecular models for alkylammo-
nium halides are developed by optimising halide ion parameters. We show that correct liquid density and
solvent activity can be obtained based on classical integer charge models, allowing simulation of vapour-liquid
electrolyte systems. Building further on the proposed alkylammonium parameters, a model for bicarbonate
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is developed based on a combination of experimental vapour-liquid data and ab initio structural data. In
combination, the new models for organic ammonium and bicarbonate allow simulation of reaction products
in amine - H2O - CO2 ternary systems.
1.5.3 Models of Reactive Systems
The reactive absorption of CO2 in facilitated transport membranes closely resembles that of aqueous amines,
which are far better characterised experimentally. In chapter 5, aqueous amine systems are used as a chemical
analogue to develop modelling approaches for reactive CO2 absorption in facilitated transport membranes. The
absorption mechanisms of CO2 in aqueous amine systems belong to the category of rapid equilibrium reactions,
where system composition is a response to CO2 partial pressure together with other physical parameters. We
present a thermodynamic framework for equilibrium reaction systems, relating activities and reaction free
energy to system composition, allowing equilibrium speciation to be calculated based on activities obtained
through molecular models.
Using literature models for polymer and water, together with parameters for organic amines developed in
chapter 3 and models for alkylammonium bicarbonate developed in chapter 4, amine - H2O - CO2 systems
are simulated at varying levels of CO2 absorption. Predictions for methane solubility in the ternary system
are found to be in good quantitative agreement with experimental values, indicating physical solubility is
well described by the molecular model. By measuring the activity of each species in solution, a reaction
equilibrium is calculated allowing absorption isotherms to be predicted for the well-characterised MDEA -
H2O - CO2 system. Comparison with literature absorption data shows reasonable qualitative agreement with
experimental values.
The integration of reactive absorption data with equation of state models is considered through a survey of
recent studies of reactive CO2 absorption. Statistically associating fluid theory is found to give an acceptable
representation of reactive absorption. In chapter 5, this approach is combined with the equation of state
models developed in chapter 3, giving an integrated predictive model for facilitated transport membranes.
Trends for reactive and physical solubility are explored as functions of temperature and relative humidity.
1.5.4 Application to Facilitated Transport Membranes
Combining the approaches to polymer, electrolyte, and reaction systems outlined above, each column indicated
in figure 1.5 can be described with sufficient accuracy to provide an integrated model for reactive CO2
absorption in hydrated polymers. In chapter 6, the molecular models developed in chapters 3, 4, and 5 are
combined to make predictions for the thermodynamic properties of facilitated transport membranes under a
variety of process conditions. We consider hydrated PVAm, the CO2-selective polymer investigated by Deng
et al. [30].
Using the molecular model, we predict absorption of N2 and CO2 for variable temperature and relative
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humidity, offering quantitative predictions for gas solubility as used in equation 1.1. By comparing the
solubility ratio of the two gases, the solubility-selectivity is confirmed as the explanation for the high selectivity
observed in figure 1.2. However, solubility alone does not permit comparison with permeability data for process
performance.
To provide more versatile predictions of process performance, a simple qualitative model for diffusion in
polymer solution is used to calculate speculative estimate of diffusion constants for equation 1.1. These are
combined with predicted gas solubility to estimate permeability of CO2 and N2 in hydrated PVAm over a
range of process conditions relevant to post-combustion carbon capture.
Further, molecular simulation with the molecular models from 3 and 4 is used to provide a qualitative
view of the facilitated transport membrane system. Close association of the bicarbonate ion with one or
two protonated amine groups in PVAm suggests a ’stepping’ process for transport in the resulting electrolyte
solution, where bicarbonate can rapidly walk along or between the PVAm polymer strands to traverse the
membrane.
Finally, in chapter 7 we close by providing an overview of the key developments and contributions to
knowledge made in this project. We comment on the application of results from this work to process opti-
misation and material development for facilitated transport membranes, and identify promising avenues for
future work building on the models and methodology developed here.




This chapter details the methodology used for evaluating thermodynamic properties in model fluids, either
through molecular simulation or analytical equations of state. Model fluids are simplified representations of
real systems such as polymer solutions based on their thermodynamic properties, providing a means to explore
and understand their behaviour over a wide range of conditions. The interactions of model fluids in this work
are based on the premise of additive two-body potentials, describing the strength of interaction between pairs
of particles as a function of distance. Although both molecular simulation and equations of state operate
on this principle, the two approaches differ in the potentials functions used, the treatment of electrostatic
and dispersion interactions, and most significantly, the methods used for evaluating the thermodynamic
functions resulting from the molecular description. This makes molecular simulation and equations of state
complementary approaches in the study of fluid systems.
The two classes of model fluids employed in this work can be described as follows: classical molecular
simulation is based on explicit representations of molecular geometries and interaction potentials, aiming to
reproduce the physical forces acting between real molecules. Molecular equations of state are frameworks
for correlating fluid properties based on model parameters, typically describing size, interaction strength, and
chain lengths, together with an association model for bond formation. The selection of these models is in part
justified in this chapter, with further detail and development of model parameters both for molecular simulation
and equations of state detailed in subsequent chapters. Figure 2.1 compares the representation of ethanol
in each of the two approaches: for molecular simulation, the molecular shape together with distribution of
charges describes its interactions with nearby fluid particles. For associating equations of state, molecules have
a chain length, size, and interaction strength, but no distinct shape, and strong interactions (e.g. hydrogen
bonding) are described using association sites.
In the section 2.2, a general description of classical molecular simulation is presented, detailing interaction
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Figure 2.1: Model fluid representations of ethanol. Left panel: United-atom molecular simulation, with
partial charges ±δq used to represent the electrostatic potential of the molecule, and dispersion interactions
are described by a Lennard-Jones potential. Ethanol has a geometry with bond lengths and angles resembling
that of the real molecule. Right panel: Associating equation of state, with intermolecular interactions described
in a mean-field sense using a perturbed hard chain potential. Associating sites, indicated by A and B, form
strong directional interactions corresponding e.g. to hydrogen bonding seen for alcohol compounds.
potentials, equations of motion, and coupling of the macroscopic observables temperature and pressure to
microscopic properties of molecular systems. These methods are used for simulation of molecular systems in
the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, and permit measurement of properties such as molar volumes, expansivity,
and compressibility. Further, section 2.2 provides a brief derivation of thermodynamic perturbation theory in
the context of small-molecule solvation in condensed liquid systems. Perturbation theory is used to calculate
free energy differences between thermodynamic states, in turn allowing properties such as solvation free energy,
Henry’s law constants, and solution activities to be determined. Practical challenges regarding correlation
times and the statistics of ensemble averaging are discussed in the context of polymer systems, together with
an overview of the replica-exchange accelerated sampling technique.
Equations of state are introduced in section 2.4 as a complementary method to molecular simulation,
providing analytical expressions of the Helmholtz free energy of a mean-field interacting fluid. Equations
of state have the significant advantage of providing numerically exact solutions to thermodynamic functions
for the given model, as well as being orders of magnitude faster to evaluate. Standard thermodynamic
relations, connecting Helmholtz free energy with thermodynamic observables such as pressure and enthalpy,
are presented as a general path to calculating phase equilibria and compositions in fluid system. Examples
of the lattice fluid and statistically associating fluid theory (SAFT) equation of state families are given in
the form of the Sanchez-Lacombe and perturbed-chain SAFT (PC-SAFT) equations of state. By comparing
vapour-liquid coexistence curves for a selection of solvents, the performance of three- and five-parameter
Sancehz-Lacombe and PC-SAFT equations of state are evaluated relative to high-precision multi-parameter
equations of state correlated to multiple independent data sets for dimethyl ether [60], methanol [61], and
water [62].
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2.2 Molecular Simulation
2.2.1 System Hamiltonian
The properties of classical molecular systems are governed by analytical interaction potentials, describing
the inter- and intramolecular forces acting between particles in the system as a function of their positions.
Intermolecular potentials describe the interaction energy between molecules, and comprise electrostatic and
dispersion interactions, while intramolecular potentials describe the internal energy based on molecular geom-
etry. Together, inter- and intramolecular potentials define the instantaneous potential energy of a molecular
system, and implicitly, the Helmholtz free energy for a given thermodynamic state. Interaction potentials
together with kinetic energy due to translation together comprise the system Hamiltonian H, representing the
total energy of the system,
H = Ekin + Upot (2.1)
where the potential energy Upot contains all pairwise potential interactions in the system. In equation 2.1,







for a system of particles i and where mi and pi is the particle mass and momentum, respectively. The
Hamiltonian defines the time-propagation of the system state Γ, comprising positions qi and momenta pi for
all particles in the system. In turn, the system Helmholtz free energy is a result of Upot alone and independent
of time-propagation, delineating the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of a system.
In classical molecular simulation, the forces acting on particles in a fluid system are calculated from
interaction potentials between two or more particles. Each potential is emulates a real physical interaction
such as the electrostatic potential or quantum mechanical bond-angle energy. The potential energy surface
Upot normally comprises van der Waals, Coulomb, bond, angle, and dihedral potentials,
Upot = UvdW + UCoul + Ubond + Uangle + Udihedral (2.3)
with each potential energy contribution a function of the system coordinates. The system potential defined
over phase space Γ limits the available states for a given system and thermal energy, with Γm denoting
the available phase space volume for a given state m, containing all energetically accessible combinations of











with Qm being the configurational partition function of the system in state m. The configurational partition
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function is in turn an integral over all possible states for the system. In the case of a system of N identical












where h is Planck’s constant. The partition function will be revisited in section 2.3 for the calculation of free
energy between different states.
2.2.2 van der Waals Interactions
Short-ranged intermolecular forces originate from quantum mechanical electronic effects, comprising repul-
sion due to Pauli exclusion of electronic orbitals, and attraction due to London dispersion forces originating
from induced-dipole interactions. These short-ranged effects are collectively referred to as van der Waals
interactions, and describe the interaction potential between uncharged particles such as noble gases [63].
Classical molecular systems represent van der Waals interactions using explicit pairwise functions of the
separation r between particles, describing both short-ranged repulsion and long-range attraction. Perhaps the











where ε is the magnitude of the potential energy minimum and σ is the contact distance at which the potential

























where A and B in equations 2.7 and 2.8 are generalized parameters. The Mie potential reverts to the Lennard-
Jones potential for A = 12 and B = 6, but gives additional flexibility to the scaling of attractive and repulsive
components.
In this work, the Lennard-Jones potential is employed for van der Waals interactions, largely to maintain
compatibility with existing molecular models of organic molecules as detailed in chapters 3 and 4. Equation 2.6
is used for calculation of short-ranged dispersion interactions, while a mean-field tail correction is applied for
long-range interactions [68].
For unlike species, the parameters ε and σ for interactions between particles i and j are determined by
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σ = (σi + σj)/2 (2.10)
where the subscripts indicate particle-specific parameters. The Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules have been
criticized for overestimating the energy parameter ε for unlike particles based on comparison with noble gas
experiments [69]. However, use of non-Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules in molecular simulation has been
explored by e.g. Rouha and Nezbeda [70] and Moučka and Nezbeda [71] for alcohol-water mixtures, and were
found to provide limited benefit in the description of excess molar volumes. While mixture properties may be
modulated by variations in combining rules, there is no simple alternative providing quantitative agreement
for generic fluid mixtures.
2.2.3 Electrostatic Interactions
Electrostatic forces in molecular simulation are determined based on fixed partial charges qi assigned to each







where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. Long-range effects are particularly significant in systems with anisotropy
or long-range structure, including electrolyte solutions. Unlike the Lennard-Jones potential, there is no simple
correction accounting for long-range electrostatic interactions. Instead, long-range electrostatic interactions
are calculated using an Ewald summation method [72] with the conventional periodic boundary conditions.
The use of Ewald summation for long-range interactions requires an additional factor of 1 − erf(βr) for the
Coulomb potential in equation 2.11, where β is a weighting between direct- and reciprocal space sums. The
smooth particle-mesh method of Darden [73] is employed for Ewald summation, with further detail provided
in section 2.5.
2.2.4 Bonded Interactions
While van der Waals and electrostatic interactions describe the intermolecular interactions of molecules,
the intramolecular bond, angle and dihedral interactions are described by bonded interaction potentials.
These intramolecular degrees of freedom govern the shape and flexibility of polyatomic molecules. Unlike
intermolecular potentials, bonded interactions can be functions of more than two particles. Each potential
describes the energy penalty for deviating from the minimum-energy conformation, emulating the quantum
mechanical energy of different configurational states.
Bond angles describe the angle θ between three consecutively bonded atoms. The bond angle interaction
is defined by a harmonic potential,
Uangle = kθ(θ − θ0)2 (2.12)
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with force constant kθ and equilibrium angle θ0. Dihedral angles describe the angle φ between intersecting
planes defined by four consecutively bonded atoms, and often denoted 1-4 interactions. Unlike bond an-
gles, dihedral angles can have multiple symmetrical minimum-energy conformations depending on molecular
symmetry. In this work a three-term cosine expansion is employed for dihedral potentials,
Udihedral = C1(1 + cos(φ)) + C2(1− cos(2φ)) + C3(1 + cos(3φ)) (2.13)
suitable for the one-, two- and three-fold bond symmetry seen for most organic molecules.
Bond lengths, while flexible in real molecules and often represented as a harmonic bonded potential, are
constrained to a fixed distance for all species in this work. Forces on bonded atoms are propagated using the
linear constraint solver described by Hess et al. [74, 75].
2.2.5 Equations of Motion and Weak Coupling Algorithms
In molecular dynamics simulation, the system state is propagated by mimicking the natural time evolution of
the microscopic system using the classical interaction potentials described in sections 4.6.3 - 2.2.4. Forces






where the variables p and q comprise the positions and momenta of all particles in the system. Straightforward
application of equation 2.14 results in the microcanonical ensemble with fixed particle count, density, and
total system energy. Since physically observable quantities typically are obtained at fixed temperature and
pressure rather than fixed energy and volume, it is convenient to modify equation 2.14 to reflect coupling of
the simulated microscopic system to external temperature and pressure regulators.
Temperature is the macroscopic observable corresponding to kinetic energy in the simulated system. While
kinetic energy is an instantaneous property, temperature is an average property of the simulated ensemble.








where Ndf is the number of degrees of freedom in the system, calculated as Ndf = 3N − Nc for a system
of N particles and Nc constraints. In equation 2.15, the angled brackets indicate an ensemble average over
the simulated states. To maintain kinetic energy fluctuations corresponding to a target temperature T , a
thermostat algorithm is incorporated in the equations of motion. Here, the Langevin equation as described
by van Gunsteren et al. [76] is used for this purpose. By introducing a stochastic force R and coefficient of
friction γ acting on all particles in the system, kinetic energy can be modulated using the modified equation

















in order to maintain the correct Boltzmann distribution of energies [76, 77]. Equation 2.16 is known as the
Langevin equation of motion, and ensures sampling of the system degrees of freedom even in cases where
particles are entirely non-interactive (as is encountered when simulating decoupled states for free energy
perturbation, see section 2.3). However, due to the stochastic nature of the random force R the equation of
motion is irreversible, unlike the time-reversible nature of purely Newtonian systems. This system description
in equation 2.16 is adopted for all constant-temperature simulations in this work.
Similar to temperature, the system pressure is a macroscopic observable corresponding to the difference


















and the sum over ij comprises all pairwise particle interactions with separation rij and interaction potential
Uij . A barostat is employed to maintain fluctuations around a target pressure p, in practice modulated by
scaling the system volume V . Here, the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [78, 79] is employed with the extensions








where the coupling strength parameter W determines the time period of oscillation around the target pressure
p0. Equation 2.19 together with the Langevin equation of motion (equation 2.16) permit simulation at
constant temperature and pressure. This system description is adopted for all simulations in the isothermal-
isobaric ensemble in this work.
2.3 Perturbation Theory
The free energy difference between thermodynamic states is a foundational concept within the area of equi-
librium thermodynamics, governing phase and reaction equilibria. The free energy difference ∆mnA can be
expressed as the ratio of the partition functions of the two states m and n,
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where the configurational partition function Qm is defined in equation 2.5. To estimate the free energy
difference of a state n that is not too dissimilar to m, we need a way of estimating Qn based on our




















where Um is the potential energy of state m evaluated at Γ, and ∆mnU is the corresponding energy difference












which by insertion in equation 2.20 gives an estimate of the free energy difference ∆mnA. While Γn ≈ Γm
may initially seem like a drastic approximation, the differences between Γn and Γm are found for sparsely
occupied states, provided the differences in Um and Un are small: Changes to the available phase space
occurs for configurations that have sufficiently high potential energies to be thermally inaccessible, which in
turn means these configurations carry little weight in the partition function. As long as the frequently visited
configurations of both m and n are accessible in simulation, the approximations in equation 2.22 hold.
In practice, partition function integrals for anything but the simplest of systems are infeasible to evaluate
analytically and must instead be estimated by simulation. However, the same free energy expression applies,
with Qn/Qm instead estimated by an ensemble average,









where ∆mnU ≡ Un − Um and the angled brackets denotes an exponential average for samples taken from
state m for both potential functions Um and Un. Equation 2.23 was introduced by Zwanzig [81], and forms
the core for later developments in the area of free energy perturbation theory [82]. It gives a practical recipe
for estimating free energy differences by sampling the configurational states of the system of interest, and
comparing the resulting potential energy differences.
2.3.1 Widom Insertion
The free energy relation in equation 2.23 has straightforward applications to molecular systems, where U
can be evaluated exactly for a given state coordinate Γ. Perhaps the simplest implementation is the Widom
insertion method for evaluating excess chemical potential µex, typically used for calculating solubility of small
volatile species in liquids or porous materials [68]. The Widom insertion method measures the the excess
chemical potential of a particle, equal to the free energy difference of the particle relative to the ideal gas
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reference state, where all particle positions and orientations are equally likely. Using the simulation framework
outlined in section 2.2, the combined particle + condensed phase system may be simulated with all interactions
switched off for the test particle. Given a suitable stochastic temperature coupling algorithm, the particle
would drift randomly in space. For insertion into a liquid, the excess chemical potential is equal to the
solvation free energy ∆solvA, and may be calculated using equation 2.23 as









where IG indicates that the test particle energies are sampled from the ideal gas state. In this case, ∆solvA
corresponds to the excess chemical potential µex, and can be used to calculate Henry’s law solubility constants
KH . Henry’s law constant describes molal concentration in the condensed phase at the temperature and
mechanical pressure of interest, in response to partial pressure of a species in an ideal (i.e. non-interacting)










for a given value of ∆solvA calculated at temperature T . In practice, the Widom insertion method can be
used in a much more efficient manner by generating the condensed phase ensemble first, and subsequently
sampling ∆mnU by insertion of the test particle at randomly chosen coordinates.
2.3.2 Bennett Acceptance Ratio and other Estimators
The exponential equality in equation 2.23 forms the basis of thermodynamic perturbation theory, and is
generally applicable to any modification to the system Hamiltonian. However, it is not the most efficient
estimator for free energy differences, and in particular produces poor statistics for systems with few but
energetically favourable configurations [83], such as particle insertion in dense systems.
The minimum-variance estimator for free energy perturbations was derived by Bennett [84], with key steps
given below. The key development is introduction of a weight function W in equation 2.20,




such that sampled Hamiltonian differences can be rescaled to give a lower variance estimate for the free
energy difference. Bennett demonstrates [84] that the minimum variance weight function for a free energy
perturbation sampled from both states m,n is given by


















where nm, nn are the number of samples obtained from each state and C
′ is a constant. Substituting
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equation 2.27 into equation 2.26 gives the free energy estimate as
∆mnG− C = −RT ln
〈f(Um − Un + C)〉m
〈f(Un − Um − C)〉n
(2.28)





) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Bennet shows through variational calculus [84]
that the minimum-variance value of the constant in equation 2.28 is C = ∆mnG+RT ln(nm/nn), containing





























which must be solved iteratively for ∆mnG. Equation 2.29 is known as the Bennett acceptance ratio, and is
commonly utilized for calculation of free energy differences from equilibrium states.
Other alternatives to equation 2.23 include thermodynamic integration [85] as well as non-equilibrium
work [86] methods, both relying on gradual change to the λ-coordinate of the system Hamiltonian during
the course of a simulation. A further development of this λ dynamics [87], where the λ-coordinate is treated
as a dynamic variable and incorporated into the phase space volume Γ. A similar principle is used for
expanded ensemble simulation [88], utilized in our previous study of solubility in mixed solvents for improved
convergence [46]. Independent comparisons of free energy estimators conducted by Shirts and Pande [83]
and Bruckner and Buresch [89] both conclude the Bennett acceptance ratio is the most efficient estimator
for free energy perturbations, and it is used for all free energy perturbations in this work.
2.3.3 Hamiltonian Perturbations and Soft-Core Scaling
The potential energy difference in equation 2.20 describes some change in the description of the system
from state m to state n, reflected in changes to the Hamiltonian of each state. In practice, the change
between states is specified by adjusting the underlying interaction potentials of the system, governed by a
thermodynamic parameter λ describing the degree of transition from one state to the next. For a perturbation
to the Lennard-Jones potential (equation 2.6) and Coulomb potential (equation 2.11) we may write
H = Ekin + ULJ(λ) + UCoul(λ) + Uangle + Udihedral (2.30)
where different values of λ corresponding to different states of the system. Note that relative to equation 2.1,
UvdW has been replaced by ULJ and Ubond is omitted due to the use of fixed bond lengths. It is customary
to select interaction potentials such that λ = 0 and λ = 1 produce the two end states of interest. A simple
example of such a potential is given by
U(λ) = λUm + (1− λ)Un (2.31)
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describing simple linear interpolation between states m and n. For perturbations with relatively small changes
to the system Hamiltonian, a simple linear interpolation as shown in equation 2.31 provides sufficient overlap
between states. This is typically the case for Coulomb interactions provided dispersion interactions are main-
tained constant [90], as the repulsive dispersion interaction prevents the system from reaching any singularities
in the Coulomb potential.
For dispersion interactions based on the Lennard-Jones potential, linear interpolation provides poor ther-
modynamic overlap when considering particle insertion in dense systems. The singularity in equation 2.6 at
r = 0 creates a ’goalpost effect’: no matter the value of λ, there is always a region δr around the particle
which remains inaccessible as the interaction potential exceeds the thermal energy in the system. This leads
to a discontinuity in the phase space Γ, resulting in poor thermodynamic overlap close to the decoupled state
and large uncertainties in the resulting free energy estimates.
To circumvent the singularity near r = 0 for dispersion interactions, a soft-core expression is used to
modify the conventional Lennard-Jones potential. A fixed term is added to the numerators of the Lennard-
Jones potential to limit the magnitude of the repulsive interaction. The resulting potential is





















α(1− λ)bσcn + rc
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(2.32)
where α is a scaling factor determining the soft-core diameter, and the exponents a, b, and c adjust the shape
of the soft-core potential. Note that equation 2.32 simplifies to equation 2.6 at the end points of λ equal to
0 or 1 regardless of choice of parameters.
The purpose of introducing soft-core scaling of dispersion interactions in free energy perturbation calcu-
lations is to increase the thermodynamic overlap of states where a particle is being ’grown’ from nothing in a
condensed-phase system. The choice of α, a, b, and c in equation 2.32 will result in different and potentially
system-specific differences in the thermodynamic overlap obtained. This problem has been been investigated
by Pham and Shirts [91, 92] for the case of small-molecule solvation in water, by evaluating the thermody-
namic distance between states described by a different parameter combinations. In practice, the resulting
pathway is only weakly system-dependent, with useful discernible trends based on commonly encountered
systems. The authors conclude a pathway of a = 1, b = 1, c = 48 (1-1-48) is optimal for solvation of small
molecules such as methane in water.
Unfortunately, the c = 48 exponent places additional demands on the numerical precision of particle
coordinates during simulation, requiring the use of double precision floating point operations. Double precision
operations in turn increases computational expense by 20% - 100% [93]. For this reason, the somewhat
higher variance but more numerically stable 1-1-6 pathway is employed in this work. As shown by Pham and
Shirts [91], the 1-1-6 pathway has lower variance than the other commonly used 4-1-6 and 1-2-6 soft-core
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potentials. The scaling factor α is set to 0.5 as suggested by Steinbrecher et al. [90], while σ in the soft-core






where the atom indices i, j may differ between states m and n, for instance with conversion between a methyl
and ethyl group.
Further to the choice of soft-core potentials, the specific λ schedule for traversing the free energy landscape
must be determined. Several iterative schemes have been proposed for optimising λ pathways, aiming to evenly
separate intermediate states resulting in lower overall variance. Here, we assess systems on a case-by-case
basis, with linear λ pathways employed unless otherwise noted.
2.3.4 Accelerated Sampling Techniques
Simulation of molecular systems requires careful treatment of weak coupling algorithms and monitoring of sys-
tem energy to ensure the correct ensemble of equilibrium states are obtained, rather than trapped metastable
states. This is particularly true for polymer systems, where chain relaxation can be hindered by large en-
ergy barriers. A multitude of enhanced sampling methods have been developed to accelerate convergence
and reduce correlation times in such systems, which can be broadly categorized as mean force biasing, non-
Boltzmann sampling, and parallel exchange methods [94]. Methods belonging to the categories of mean
force biasing and non-Boltzmann sampling aim to drive the system state away from a locally favoured equi-
librium, for instance for studying targeted transitions between protein conformations [95] or ligand binding
processes [96].
For polymer-solvent systems there are no clearly defined end-states, unlike those observed in the preceding
two examples. Rather, the objective for accelerated sampling is to decrease correlation times between system
configurations over the course of the simulation. Hence, any accelerated sampling technique must conform to
the correct isothermal-isobaric ensemble while providing an appreciable computational efficiency for polymer
systems.
The replica exchange method [97, 98, 99], also known as parallel tempering, is of particular interest for
the simulation of polymer systems where condensed-phase properties at multiple temperature points are con-
sidered. Replica exchange accelerates simulations through the exchange of system configurations at different
temperatures: By propagating kinetically trapped high-energy configurations towards high-temperature sys-
tems, the higher thermal energy is used to accelerate exploration of new system states. Hence, energy barriers
which may have indefinitely trapped a low-temperature system in a small pocket of configurational space can
be efficiently overcome.
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The exchange of system configurations in the replica exchange method is a form of Monte Carlo simulation,
with proposed exchanges accepted or rejected depending on system enthalpy, comprising internal energy and
pressure-volume work, to maintain the detailed balance condition. In the isobaric-isothermal ensemble, the













where U, V are instantaneous potentials and volumes for each system, and p, T are the target pressures and
temperatures. As the potential energies in equation 2.34 are extensive quantities, the systems should not be
too large in order to maintain reasonable exchange probabilities.
The computational cost of replica exchange scales linearly with the number of replicas. Further, replicas
cannot be too widely spaced in temperature to ensure reasonable exchange probabilities, nor too closely
spaced else there is too little spread in temperatures to reap any acceleration effect. For polymer systems,
the temperatures investigated should cover the phase diagram well into the melt phase where there is rapid
structural change. While there is a substantial added computational cost of replica exchange, this is largely
recouped by the added temperature range for sampling.
2.4 Equations of State
Equations of state provide a exact descriptions of fluid systems through analytical expressions for Helmholtz
free energy as a function of molar density and temperature. From the Helmholtz free energy and its derivatives,
all other thermodynamic properties can be determined. Since analytical expressions can be solved efficiently
and precisely at arbitrary physical conditions, equations of state are powerful correlative tools for describing
the properties of model fluid systems and extrapolating behaviour in one region of phase space to another.
This section describes the construction of molecular equations of state for solvents, polymers, and polymer-
solvent systems, together with thermodynamic relations employed for calculating derived thermodynamic
properties. The Sanchez-Lacombe [48, 49] and PC-SAFT [51, 52, 53] equations of state are employed as
examples of respectively lattice-based and associating equations of state, two categories which have been
widely employed in the study of fluid systems including polymers and their solutions.
The molecular parameters employed in equations of state are non-geometric, containing limited information
about the shape and connectivity of molecular species, illustrated in figure 2.1. Hence, molecular equations
of state are a further abstraction from real fluids than that seen for molecular simulation in section 2.2. Some
notion of the molecular structure can nonetheless be identified by the segment number (chain-like character),
interaction energy, and volume parameters of molecular equations of state. Association interactions, detailed
in section 2.4.3, give further character to the specific interactions of the molecule, but remain abstracted from
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molecular geometry.
2.4.1 Standard Thermodynamic Relations
Where molecular simulation employs ’computer experiments’ to estimate observable properties from molecular
systems, equations of state derive thermodynamic properties directly from the expression of Helmholtz free
energy through thermodynamic relations. All equations of state may be formulated as a description of
Helmholtz free energy A as a function of molar densities ρi and temperature T . Thermodynamic properties
such as pressure and chemical potentials are readily obtained as partial derivatives of system Helmholtz free
energy with respect to these fundamental variables.
The relationships between Helmholtz free energy and thermodynamic quantities are universal, and are
readily applied to any equation of state model. Here, we use the thermodynamic relations and solution
strategies from Quin̄ones-Cisneros and Deiters [101], employing the Helmholtz free energy density as primary
thermodynamic potential. The advantage of using Helmholtz free energy density as thermodynamic potential
is the use of molar densities as primary variables, replacing mole fractions and density (or molar quantity
and volume) simplifying the resulting expressions and reducing computational cost for evaluation [101] of








which is numerically faster to evaluate using the partially differentiated expression







where the partial derivatives in both cases are performed at constant molar densities of species j 6= i and








which allows the mechanical pressure to be calculated using the definition of Gibbs free energy, G = A+p/ρ.






















which for a single-component system reduces to the simple relation p = ρ2∂A/∂ρ. Further thermodynamic
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allowing the enthalpy H, the sum of internal energy and pressure-work, to be calculated as
H = G+ TS (2.41)
with G and S as defined above. These relations are used for evaluation of thermodynamic potentials, as well
as determination of phase equilibrium, for equations of state in this work.
As noted for molecular simulations, experimental data typically refers to isothermal-isobaric conditions
at a prescribed mechanical pressure. For phase coexistence calculations, care must be taken to specify
phase coexistence in a consistent manner to the actual experiments performed, in order to obtain meaningful
comparisons of model predictions with experiment. Equal chemical potentials, or ’chemical pressure’, is
required for each species in addition to mechanical pressure. For excess chemical potentials and other excess
properties, the ideal gas contribution should first be subtracted. The above thermodynamic relations form
the basis of phase calculations in this work. For example, simultaneous physical and chemical equilibrium
between vapour and liquid phases (denoted by ′ and ′′) is defined by
P ′ = P ′′, T ′ = T ′′, µ′i = µ
′′
i (2.42)
satisfied for all species i considered volatile in the system. To allow efficient generation of thermodynamic
expressions for mixtures of arbitrary compositions and constraints, this work represents equations of state using
the open source SymPy library [102] for symbolic mathematics, as will be detailed in section 2.5. Expressions
for pressures and chemical potentials are first generated using SymPy, which through the relationships in
equation 2.42 define a system of equations describing the two-phase system. This equation system is solved
based using an appropriate SciPy optimization routine. Using this approach, properties of any equation of
state model are readily obtained provided a description of Helmholtz free energy.
2.4.2 Lattice Fluid Theory
The lattice fluid approach is founded on a description of fluid systems as chain-like molecules arranged on a
regular grid, where intermolecular interactions are represented by nearest-neighbour interactions. Pioneering
work on lattice fluids was done by Guggenheim, Flory and Huggins, initially in the context of polymer-solvent
systems but later expanded to generic fluids. The Flory-Huggins theory of polymer solutions will be revisited
in chapter 3.
A re-formulation of lattice fluid theory as a general equation of state was proposed by Sanchez and
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Figure 2.2: The Flory-Huggins and Sanchez-Lacombe lattice fluid models for polymer solutions. In the Flory-
Huggins model (left panel), each species is represented as a chain-like molecule arranged on an imagined
lattice, with the solvent occupying all interstitial sites. The Sanchez-Lacombe model (right panel) has an
additional entropic contribution from the inclusion of vacant lattice sites.
Lacombe [48, 49, 50]. In the Sanchez-Lacombe equation of state, molecules are described by three parameters:
their segment number r, close-packed monomer volume ν, and pairwise interaction energy ε. In addition,
lattice vacancies are incorporated in the lattice to confer compressibility to the liquid phase. Figure 2.2
illustration the Flory-Huggins and Sanchez-Lacombe lattice fluids for a mixture of solvents.
The original derivation of the Sanchez-Lacombe equation of state is in terms of Gibbs free energy, with
pressure p and temperature T as explicit variables [48, 49]. For pressure-explicit equations of state, density is
calculated as a dependent variable for a given temperature and pressure, unlike the density-explicit Helmholtz
free energy formulation described in section 2.4. Below, a brief derivation of the Sanchez-Lacombe equation
of state is given following the development of the authors [48, 49], but expressed in terms of Helmholtz
free energy with temperature and density as explicit variables. From the resulting expression, pressure and
other thermodynamic properties can be readily calculated using the thermodynamic relations in section 2.4.1,
illustrating the connection between the system partition function, Helmholtz free energy, and macroscopic
observables.
For the lattice fluid, the system partition function may be described by the number of near-neighbour
connections made in the fluid, contributing to the residual system energy E, and the number of permutations
which result in this energy, denoted Ω(E) or the density of states. The Helmholtz free energy of a fluid
mixture is related to these quantities through the configurational partition function, defined as









where the sum over E counts all possible energy states available to the system. For a lattice fluid, expressions
for Ω and E can be obtained as functions of N0, the number of lattice vacancies in the system [48]. Consider
a system of r-mers and vacancies, as illustrated in figure 2.2. The total number of lattice sites Nr given by
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the number of lattice vacancies N0 plus the sum of sites occupied by each species,




distributed randomly on the lattice. If each nearest-neighbour interaction carries the same mean-field inter-








where ε∗ij is the per-segment interaction energy. For unary systems ε
∗
ii = ε
∗ is a model parameter, while for
binary and higher order systems ε∗ij is obtained using the mixing rules from Sanchez and Lacombe [50]. The
number of possible states Ω at a given composition and number of vacancies N0 is the number of possible
arrangements of the r-mers on the lattice. The solution by Guggenheim [103] is expanded by Lacombe and














where z is the coordination number of the lattice, and δi and σi are flexibility and symmetry parameters
for each species describing intramolecular degrees of freedom. In equation 2.46, Nq is defined by Nq =
[(z − 2)Nr + 2N0 + 2
∑
iNi]/z, with zNq/2 equal to the number of non-bonded pairs. In the limit of large














where ω = δr/(σ exp[r − 1]) is a constant value representing the number of possible intramolecular configu-
rations for each species, which cancels in the calculation of residual thermodynamic properties.
With the expressions for Ω and E in equations 2.45 and 2.47 both being functions of the number of
lattice vacancies, the sum over energies in equation 2.43 can be replaced by a sum over N0. The multinomial
distribution for Ω can in turn be approximated by its maximum term for systems of large Nr, found by
minimizing the free energy based on the generic expression in equation 2.47. The resulting expression for A is
A = −rε∗ρ+ rε∗T
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and the model parameters r, ε∗ and ν∗ for multi-component systems are given by the revised mixing rules by
Sanchez and Lacombe [50]. Equation 2.48 corresponds to equation 23b from Lacombe and Sanchez [49] for
the Gibbs free energy. The parameters δ and σ are left undefined as the constant ωi in equation 2.48 does
not influence derivatives of the Helmholtz free energy.
Based on equation 2.48, molecular parameters can be regressed for polymers and solvents from their
physical behaviour. For pure solvents, the vapour-liquid coexistence curve is typically used for parameter
regression [48], covering temperatures, pressures, and liquid densities from the triple point to the critical point.
In figure 2.3, the vapour liquid-coexistence curve for dimethylether is shown, using molecular parameters
regressed from experimental data using the procedure recommended by Sancehez and Lacombe [48]. For
polymers, ρpT data at elevated pressure and temperatures can be used [50], provided the polymer is in either
the rubber or melt (liquid) state.
The lattice fluid approach, and Sanchez-Lacombe equation of state in particular, does well for systems
of isotropic chains, such as aliphatic hydrocarbonds and most polymers. Conversely, compounds forming
associations such as hydrogen bonds represent a particularly challenging class of solvents for the lattice
fluid models. The assumption of mean-field nearest-neighbour interactions is central to the development of
lattice fluid models, and is incongruent with the strong directional bonding seen in e.g. liquid alcohols and
water. In figure 2.3, experimental vapour-liquid coexistence curves for dimethylether and methanol – chemical
analogues without and with hydrogen bonding character, respectively – are compared against model fluids for
the same compounds based on equations of state. Additionally, simulated vapour-liquid coexistence points
for the TraPPE-UA molecular model are shown for each compound, as reported by Stubbs et al. [104] for
dimethylether and Chen et al. [105] for methanol. The critical points are estimated from simulation data
using the law of rectilinear diameters [106] with scaling exponents 0.325 and 0.28, respectively [104, 105].
Chen et al. [105] note use of a scaling exponent other than the Ising value of 0.325 due to the scaling law for
polar compounds, an effect also observed in real fluids [107].
The accuracy of the Sanchez-Lacombe equation of state is seen to worsen from dimethylether to methanol,
with significant deviations for liquid and critical densities. As mean-field equations of state, both the Sanchez-
Lacombe and PCSAFT models predict scaling exponents that are too large, hence producing a more rounded
shape near the critical point. Further, the molecular representation of methanol corresponds to a long-
chain compound with r = 10.73, at odds with the chemical structure of the compound. This long-chain
representation is a result of the Sanchez-Lacombe equation of state compensating for hydrogen bond formation
in the real liquid. It is evident that the lattice fluid model has significant limitations in the representation of
fluids with hydrogen bonding interactions.
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2.4.3 Statistically Associating Fluid Theory
The fluid properties of compounds forming hydrogen bonds and other strong interactions requires a different
approach than the mean-field interactions of lattice fluid models. A more suitable model for describing such
compounds is statistically associating fluid theory (SAFT), developed by Chapman et al. [108, 109]. SAFT
builds on the work of Wertheim [110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115], describing bonding of fluids with highly
directional attractive forces. In SAFT, molecular species are described by their size, length, and mean-field
interactions as for lattice fluids, but additionally by their capacity to form strong interactions (e.g. dimers)
with other molecules. This allows the free energy of interactions such as hydrogen bonding to be accounted
in a similar manner to the formation of chemical bonds.
The implementation of SAFT as an equation of state relies on an accurate description of a reference
fluid, followed by one or more modifications to the interaction potential of the reference fluid implemented
as perturbation terms. In the original work by Chapman et al. [108, 109] the hard sphere fluid reported
by Carnahan and Starling [116] was used as reference. Perturbations to the reference fluid describing chain
formation, dispersion interactions, and association interactions are added to give the overall Helmholtz free
energy,
A = Aid +Aref +Adisp +Aassoc (2.50)
where the dispersion (disp) and association (assoc) terms rely on the radial distribution function of the













where ρ◦ is the unit concentration. Equation 2.51 omits an additive constant accounting for the internal free
energy of the molecules, similar to the parameter ωi in equation 2.48. These internal degrees of freedom are
assumed not to contribute to the observable thermodynamic properties of the system, in other words only
intermolecular interactions are considered for the residual contributions to equation 2.50.
The association term Aassoc in equation 2.50 describes the Helmholtz free energy of directional bonding
in the model fluid, as a function of bond formation. For a species with association sites∗ A and B on species
i and j, the quantities XAi and XBj denotes the fraction of association sites not bonded in the system for


























∗Note the use of non-italicised labels for association sites to distinguish from Helmholtz free energy.
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for all XAi , i.e. that the bonding through association is at a stationary point with respect to free energy for
all association sites. Equation 2.52 describes the law of mass action, governing the equilibrium of competing
interactions of different interaction strength. The factor ∆AiBj in equation 2.52 describes interaction strength











with parameters κAB and εAB denoting interaction volume and interaction energy, respectively. Hence, SAFT
equations of state require five parameters: three parameters for the reference fluid size, chain, and dispersion
interactions, and two additional parameters for each association interaction.
Contributions from the reference fluid and dispersion interactions in equation 2.50 will depend on the
potential employed in developing the equation of state. A number of approaches have been adopted, such
as square-well potentials for the SAFT equation of state by Huang et al. [118, 119] and perturbed-chain PC-
SAFT by Gross and Sadowski [51, 52], the Lennard-Jones potential in equation 2.6 for soft-SAFT developed
by Blas and Vega [120, 121], or the Mie potential in equation 2.8 for variable-range SAFT-VR Mie by Lafitte
et al. [122].
Each of these variants of SAFT builds on the same assumptions of thermodynamic behaviour, and has
been employed to study a variety of complex fluid systems. The principal differentiating factor between SAFT
equations of state is the balance of computational efficiency against sophistication. In a review of equations
of state for carbon-capture applications, Diamantonis et al. [123] find PC-SAFT to perform particularly well
for prediction of system behaviour without binary interaction parameters. Perez et al. [124] find similar
performance for PC-SAFT and SAFT-VR-Mie in a comparison of equations of state for carbon capture
applications.
2.4.4 PC-SAFT
In this work, perturbed-chain statistically associating fluid theory (PC-SAFT) [51, 52, 53] is employed as a
general thermodynamic framework for the description of polymer, solvent, and solute species. The PC-SAFT
equation of state is well suited for the representation of polymer systems [53], and shows good predictive
capacity in the description of their solutions [125]. PC-SAFT performs well for modelling compounds relevant
for carbon capture and sequestration applications [126], including CO2 and H2O which are central to the
present study. In figure 2.3, the performance of PC-SAFT is compared against the Sanchez-Lacombe equation
of state for vapour-liquid coexistence curves in dimethylether and methanol. The PC-SAFT model fluid
improves the description of liquid states as well as the critical behaviour of both fluids. In figure 2.4, a similar
comparison is made for water using parameters from Diamantonis and Economou [127], with the PC-SAFT
model showing better performance both for liquid density and in the critical region. However, both equation
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for species i with exponent n equal to 0, 1, 2 or 3. The reference fluid system described by equations 2.55 -
2.58 is athermal, without interaction energies or other temperature-dependent parameters. This is modified
by the introduction of a temperature dependence in the species-specific segment diameter di in equations









describing the temperature-dependent effective collision diameter of the square-well hard-sphere system [51]
as a function of size parameter σ and well depth ε. Equation 2.59 accounts for the decrease in effective
particle size with the addition of interaction energy.
To bring the equation of state from non-interacting hard spheres to a system of interacting particles, a
square-well interaction potential is used. The dispersion contribution to the Helmholtz free energy is based
on Barker and Henderson perturbation theory [132] for the square-well potential with first- and second-order






























where I1 and I2 are integrals over the radial distribution function g
hc
ij . Unlike the hard-sphere system, no


























with the coefficients ai and ab regressed against molecular simulation data. Values for ai and bi can be found in
Table 1 of Gross and Sadowski [51]. The factor C1 in equation 2.60 is the hard-chain fluid compressibility [51],
given by
C1 = 1 +m
8η − 2η2
(1− η)4
+ (1−m)20η − 27η
2 + 12η3 − 2η4
(1− η)2(2− η)2
(2.63)
where η in equations 2.61, 2.62, and 2.63 is the packing fraction, η ≡ ζ3. The reference and dispersion
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As equation 2.50 relies on orthogonal contributions from each free energy component, it is unclear how species
can be assigned both strong multipolar and associative character without double-counting interactions due to
the similarity of association and directional polar interactions. In a study including H2S-H2O and CO2-H2O
binary systems, Tang and Gross [138] argue that water should be modelled as an associative species without
multipole moments, while CO2 and H2S should retain their multipole character. The authors find excellent
agreement for phase equilibria in the two systems.
Nonetheless, a modified PCP-SAFT equation of state has been proposed for water by Ahmed et al. [139],
incorporating a three-parameter temperature-correlated hard-core diameter replacing equation 2.59 and a
dipolar fraction parameter delineating dipolar and associative contributions. While the expansion of equation
of state contributions to equation 2.50 offers additional parameter space for complex systems, doing so is
difficult to justify if putting the physical realism of the model at risk. Hence, the conventional PC-SAFT
equation of state is employed in this work. Further refinements to the PC-SAFT equation of state include
electrolyte contributions due to long-range electrostatic interactions between charged species. These free
energy contributions will be discussed in chapter 4.
2.5 Implementation Details
Through sections 2.2 - 2.4, frameworks for molecular simulation and equation of state descriptions of fluid
systems have been outlined allowing the construction of models for polymers and other compounds related to
facilitated transport membranes. In order to use these frameworks for modelling of fluid systems, the framework
implementations must also be considered. The practical considerations pertaining to implementation of
molecular simulation and equation of state models differ considerably, as the former relies on efficient stochastic
sampling of simple function with hundreds of free variables, and the latter with efficient solution strategies
for functions with a handful of free variables but elaborate analytical expressions.
2.5.1 Molecular Simulation
The description of interactions potentials and simulation methods in sections 2.2 and 2.3 establish the physical
basis for molecular simulation, yet the details of how this system description is interpreted differs depending
on software implementation. In this work, the Gromacs software package [93] version 2018.8 is used
for all molecular simulation. A leapfrog integrator with time step 0.2 fs is used to integrate the equation of
motion described in section 2.2.5. The Lennard-Jones potential from equation 2.6 and Coulomb potential from
equation 2.11 are truncated at 1.2 nm. As noted in sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, a mean-field correction is employed
for long-range Lennard-Jones interactions and the smooth particle-mesh Ewald method of Darden [73] is used
for long-range electrostatics. A grid spacing of 0.1 nm and cubic cardinal-B spline interpolation [140] is used
for calculating the reciprocal space sum for the particle-mesh Ewald method. For weak coupling algorithms as
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described in section 2.2.5, a temperature coupling time constant of 2 ps and pressure coupling time constant
of 5 ps are employed according to their respective Gromacs implementations [93]. Examples of Gromacs
parameter files are provided in appendix A.
For free energy calculations (section 2.3) and accelerated sampling (section 2.3.4, multiple states are
evaluated in a single simulation. Free energy calculations are carried out using the Bennett acceptance ratio
method. For soft core scaling described by equation 2.32, the 1-1-6 pathway is employed with scaling factor
α = 0.5 and soft-core parameter σ = 0.3 nm. Unless otherwise noted, a 21-state λ schedule is employed for
particle insertion, with the Lennard-Jones and Coulomb potentials switched independently and a λ spacing
of 0.1 between states. For accelerated sampling, the replica exchange method described by equation 2.34 is
used, as illustrated in figure 2.6. Exchange between neighbouring systems is attempted every 100 ps.
Further to the software implementation details and parameters described above, evaluation of thermo-
dynamic averages from molecular simulation requires careful consideration of system size, time scale, and
ensuring the system ensemble sampled corresponds to true thermal equilibrium. All systems considered in
this work are isotropic, and a cubic simulation box with periodic boundary conditions [93] is employed for
representing the bulk fluid. As there is some influence of finite-size effects in the simulation of electrolyte
solutions [141], a fixed system diameter of approximately 3.2 nm is employed for all simulations. For pure
water, this corresponds to 1070 molecules. Particle numbers in mixed solvent and electrolyte systems are
adjusted to yield consistent system sizes, with further detail provided in subsequent chapters.
For estimation of simulation time scales and ensuring convergence to true thermodynamic equilibrium, the
method of Chodera [142] for automatic equilibration detection is employed. This approach takes advantage
of the fact that correlation times tend to be long in a system progressing towards equilibrium, and relatively
shorter once the system is fluctuating around equilibrium. By maximizing the number of statistically uncor-
related samples, the initial period of system equilibration can be discarded. This approach is illustrated in
figure 2.6. Similarly, the total simulated time for simulations is chosen based on the observed correlation time
of the system. Total system energy, comprising interaction potentials, kinetic energy, and pressure-volume
work, is used as the observable for monitoring system correlation times.
2.5.2 Equations of State
The implementation of equations of state for phase equilibrium calculations describes how to solve equa-
tion 2.42 for two or more phases. Unlike molecular simulation where thermodynamic observables are estimated
by averages, equations of state give exact numerical solutions (to within the precision of the data types used
for calculation). Hence, for equations of state there is no consideration to statistical convergence, but rather
ensuring efficient evaluation of Helmholtz free energy and its derivative thermodynamic functions presented
in section 2.4.1.
In order to efficiently evaluate thermodynamic functions for a variety of systems and equations of state,
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Figure 2.6: Equilibration of total system energy and corresponding statistically uncorrelated samples for
simulations of polyethylene oxide oligomers in water (0.2 water mass fraction) at 298 K. Top panel: replica
exchange molecular dynamics, showing a maximum of 36 uncorrelated samples after 5 ns of simulation.
Bottom panel: conventional molecular dynamics, showing a maximum of 8 uncorrelated samples after 9.5 ns
of simulation. The maximum in uncorrelated samples occurring at the tail end of the simulation suggests
incomplete convergence towards thermodynamic equilibrium. Further detail of the molecular models used is
given in chapter 3.
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a generic equation of state solver was implemented in Python using the SymPy [102], NumPy [143], and
SciPy [144] libraries. The equation of state is implemented using an object-oriented approach, where each
state contains a number of species with molecular parameters attached as object attributes. The Helmholtz
free energy expression A(T, ρi) is dynamically updated according to system composition. Arbitrary constraints
may be enforced through SymPy expressions, with a commonly encountered example being T ′ = T ′′, p′ = p′′,
and µ′i = µ
′′
i for a two-phase system at the vapor-liquid equilibrium line.
Through differentiation using SymPy symbolic variables T and ρi, thermodynamic functions from sec-
tion 2.4.1 are calculated on-the-fly according to the current system composition. For determination of state
points through constraints, the symbolic constraint functions are converted to NumPy functions and solved
with a multivariate numerical root finder using the Powell method [144]. A reasonable initial guess of the
system states is required, obtained from experimental or simulation data as available. The implementation
strategy is illustrated in figure 2.7.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, frameworks for representing fluid systems have been presented based on molecular simulation
and molecular equations of state. In both cases, these frameworks use model fluids represented by molecular
parameters describing the interactions of species in the system. The use of model fluids allow description of
complex system under arbitrary physical conditions, in turn permitting investigation into the thermodynamic
properties which may be inaccessible or impractical to study using experimental methods. In this work, model
fluids will provide a means to investigate facilitated transport membranes and related systems.
A general system description was provided for molecular simulation, imitating the geometries and interac-
tions of real compounds. Molecular simulation represents a general and predictive framework for representing
fluid systems, provided molecular interactions can be represented by classical interaction potentials. The func-
tional forms used for interaction potentials were presented in sections 2.2.2 - 2.2.4, modelled after quantum
mechanical interaction energies. Methods for simulation in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble were reviewed in
section 2.2.5, which will be used for simulation of fluid systems in chapters 3 - 6. Molecular simulation can
also be used for free energy calculations, with sections 2.3 - 2.3.2 presenting the principles of perturbation
theory together with soft-core scaling of dispersion potentials and the Bennett acceptance ratio estimator for
free energies, which will be used in chapters 4 and 5 to calculate solvent activity and gas solubility in fluid
systems.
In contrast to the stochastic nature of molecular simulation, molecular equations of state provide an
analytical mean-field description of fluid interactions and the resulting Helmholtz free energy. Molecular
equations of state represent a further simplification of model fluids relative to molecular simulation, but come
with the advantage of exact solutions and significantly reduced computational expense. In section 2.4.1,
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the Helmholtz free energy of molecular equations of state is connected to other thermodynamic functions,
allowing calculation of observable properties for model fluids. Two molecular equations of state, based on
the lattice fluid and SAFT theories, are presented in sections 2.4.2 - 2.4.4 together with comparisons of their
performance in representing small-molecule solvents at saturation conditions. Based on its performance for
solvents together with extensive use for polymer systems in literature, the PC-SAFT equation of state is
adopted for use together with molecular simulation in subsequent chapters, describing polymer systems in
chapter 3 and a variety of aqueous-organic fluid mixtures in the remaining chapters.
Chapter 3
Models of Polymers and
Polymer-Water Solutions
3.1 Overview
This chapter examines the properties of polymers and their interactions with water, with the objective of
establishing a predictive modelling approach for hydrophilic polymers and their aqueous solutions. Molecular
simulation is used in combination with the PC-SAFT equation of state to develop model parameters for
the well-understood polymers polyethylene oxide (PEO) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). The same approach is
employed for prediction of solution properties of aqueous polyvinylamine (PVAm), allowing model parameters
to be generated for the description of polymer-water systems encountered in facilitated transport membranes,
where experimental data are lacking.
In order to build representative models for polymers, the phase behaviour and physical properties of pure
polymer systems are first reviewed in section 3.2. Pure polymer ρpT behaviour is discussed in the context of
the glass-rubber and rubber-melt transitions frequently encountered in polymer systems. The thermodynamics
of polymer solutions are introduced together with the notion of upper and lower critical solutions temperatures.
The classical Flory-Huggins model of polymer solutions is used to illustrate solubility as a function of polymer-
solvent interaction strength.
Next, literature approaches to molecular simulation of pure polymer and polymer-solvent systems are
reviewed in section 3.3, ranging from detailed atomistic models to coarse-grained representations of polymer
beads. Key findings from molecular simulation include the slow diffusive dynamics of polymer-solvent systems,
together with the importance of solvent-polymer hydrogen bonding in typical aqueous polymer solutions. A
selection of available model parameters is considered in section 3.3.1, with the TraPPE-UA model chosen as a
suitable compromise between molecular detail and accuracy in reproducing physical data for small molecules.
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Additional parameters for the TraPPE-UA model, describing amine torsional interactions, are developed in
section 3.3.2 on the basis of ab initio data for small-molecule amines to permit the representation of polyamines
seen in facilitated transport membranes.
In section 3.4, the TraPPE-UA polymer models are used to simulate pure polymer ρpT behaviour for PEO,
PVA, and PVAm over a wide range of temperatures and pressures. The simulated data are compared against
experimental ρpT data for PEO and PVA, and used to regress molecular parameters for each of the three
polymers. The hybrid molecular simulation / equation of state approach is found to have comparable accuracy
with parameter regression from experimental data. However, glass-rubber and rubber-melt transitions are not
observed in the simulation data for any of the polymers.
Further, polymer-water systems are simulated for PEO, PVA, and PVAm, producing liquid densities across
a wide range of compositions and temperatures. For PEO, simulated solution densities and the resulting
equation of state model are in good agreement with experimental sources. Aqueous PVA does not show
the same conformity, due to a gradual experimental transition to the glass state that is not captured by
either of the molecular models. PVAm is found to behave similarly to PEO, mirroring the similarities between
small-molecule amine and ether compounds.
This chapter demonstrates that molecular simulation ρpT data can be used in a manner similar to ex-
perimental measurements, or as a complementary source of data, for the development of equation of state
parameters. In order to provide sufficient accuracy for engineering applications, the models developed from
molecular simulation should show consistent qualitative behaviour with experiment, and offer quantitative ac-
curacy comparable with the tolerances of the application. For facilitated transport membranes, water activity
and corresponding hydration levels is a primary parameter determining process performance. Based on water
absorption characteristics [145] a solvent activity within 10% is deemed acceptable for a predictive model.
Using molecular simulation as an alternative data source allows prediction of thermodynamic properties
where experimental data are unavailable, exemplified by PVAm found in facilitated transport membranes. The
parameters developed in this chapter form the basis of polymer-water systems studied in chapter 6, detailing
reactive absorption in PVAm.
3.2 Polymer and Polymer Solution Thermodynamics
The thermodynamic properties of polymers are determined by their chemical structure, chain length, and
degree of branching or cross-linking between chains. Depending on the rigidity of the polymer and strength
of monomer-monomer interactions, polymers can be dense or porous, have a rigid or flexible structure, and
high or low melting points. Most polymers can exist in multiple states depending on temperature, pressure,
and chain length, and undergo rapid changes in thermal expansivity and other properties at the transition
temperature. While these states have different thermodynamic properties, they are not necessarily separate
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polymer chain is confined by interactions with surrounding chains, constraining its movement. The polymer
can wiggle free from any given tube - termed reptation [151] - but the timescale of this process scales with the
energy of the chain constraints. As thermal energy RT increases, these constraints no longer limit available
polymer configrations and the timescale of polymer movement reduces drastically.
At high temperatures, polymers melt to form a liquid phase. The melt phase is normally significantly
lower in density than the glass or rubber states. Unlike crystalline solids, the melting process is a continuous
transition, as seen in figure 3.1 for PEEK near the melting temperature of 620 K. In the melt phase, the
polymer behaves like a liquid with no elasticity or hysteresis upon deformation.
Further to the glass, rubber, and melt phases described above, some polymers encounter a nematic
mesophase, and many polymer mixtures exhibit complex phase behaviour [152]. These states, although
interesting in their own right and relevant to the construction of gas separation membranes using co-polymer
or hybrid membranes, will not be discussed further here.
Like solvents, polymers also readily form mixtures with compounds of similar chemical character. The
properties of polymer-solvent systems vary widely depending on the compounds involved, ranging from su-
percritical polystyrene-CO2 used for closed-cell polystyrene foam extrusion, to polyethyelene oxide-water used
as a biomedical drug delivery agent [153]. Here, we are interested in polymer solutions, due to their im-
portance for hydration phenomena observed in facilitated transport membranes [30, 35]. Similar to solvents,
polymer-solvent mixtures can either be continuously soluble or form a two-phase system depending on physical
conditions. In figure 3.2, the phase diagram of polystyrene-acetone is shown to illustrate typical features of
polymer-solvent phase behaviour.
The phase diagram of polymer-solvent systems can be grouped into three regions. At low temperatures,
polymer-solvent mixtures form polymer-rich and polymer-lean phases. Solubility in this region is determined
by the strength of polymer-solvent interactions [155]: for systems where solvent-solvent interactions are
energetically favourable, a limited amount of polymer can be dissolved. As temperature increases, so does the
entropic contribution to polymer solvation, increasing solubility. Above the upper critical solution temperature
(UCST), all polymer-solvent compositions form a continuous phase. The two-phase envelope and UCST can
be observed for the 4800 g mol−1 and 10 300 g mol−1 polymer fractions in the lower portion of figure 3.2. For
the lower molecular weight polymer, the entropic contribution is greater and so the UCST occurs at a lower
temperature.
At high temperatures, entropic contributions to polymer solvation become dominant, driven by the thermal
expansion of polymer and solvent compounds [154]. For polymer-solvent mixtures with large differences in
thermal expansivity, the system undergoes a second phase separation once it reaches the lower critical solution
temperature (LCST). This can be seen for the 4800 g mol−1 and 10 300 g mol−1 polymer fractions in the upper
portion of figure 3.2. The LCST for the lower molecular weight polymer occurs at a higher temperature due
to the increase in expansivity [154].
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To determine vapour-liquid water absorption in facilitated transport membranes, we need to describe
the polymer-solvent composition as a function of solvent activity. The lattice fluid description of polymers,
described in section 2.4.2, was the first model to provide a quantitative explanation of solvent activity in
polymer solutions. Flory [156] and Huggins [157] each developed a theoretical description for the free energy
of mixing in these systems. Flory-Huggins theory is based on a chain-like description of polymer-solvent
systems, where each molecule occupies a fixed number of lattice sites as illustrated in figure 2.2. Upon
mixing, the two species will populate the lattice according to their concentration and chain length. The
resulting entropy change for polymer-solvent solutions is calculated combinatorially based on the lattice site





where r denotes the number of sites occupied by a molecule and N is the number of molecules. For an
athermal system where the energy of polymer-solvent interactions is the same as for each individual species,









which reduces to the ideal entropy of mixing in the case of ri = 1 for all species.
Flory-Huggins theory may be used for describing mixtures of e.g. aliphatic polymers with aliphatic solvents,
but has limited application to polymer-solvent systems where interaction energies between unlike species vary.
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where the Flory-Huggins binary interaction parameter χij encodes the strength of interactions between unlike
species relative to those of like species. This adjustable parameter allows regression of solvent-polymer
interaction strength against experimental data, for example based on solvent activity in polymer-solvent
mixtures. In figure 3.3, solvent activity in polystyrene-toluene and polystyrene-butanone solutions is plotted as
a function of solvent weight fraction, and correlated using equation 3.4. Toluene and polystyrene both comprise
the aromatic benzene group, while butanone has a polar ketone group. The polystyrene-toluene system has
χ = 0.43, while polystyrene-butanone has χ = 0.69, indicating greater differences between polymer-solvent
interactions. Hence, toluene is more readily absorbed by polystyrene, resulting in a greater solvent weight
fraction for a given activity compared against butanone.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic comparison of molecular model resolutions, exemplified by a polyethylene oxide (PEO)
oligomer. A: Fully atomistic molecular model, e.g. OPLS-AA. B: United-atom model with hydrocarbon groups
represented by a single site, e.g. TraPPE-UA. C: Coarse-grained model with each monomer unit represented
by a single site, e.g. Martini force field.
Conversely, experimental ρpT data for polymer melts may be used to optimise interaction potentials
for molecular models. This has been explored e.g. for linear alkanes by Widmann et al. [165] using a
united atom model and Krishna Pant et al. [166] with an anisotropic united atom model. Rosi-Schwartz
and Mitchell [167] additionally incorporated neutron scattering data to optimise bond lengths and angles for
polyethylene. Coarse-grained representations are often developed based on the iterative Boltzmann inversion
technique [168].
Simulation of polymer-solute systems and polymer solutions faces similar challenges as for polymer melts.
By employing the continuum configurational bias method together with Widom insertion as outlined in sec-
tion 2.3.1, de Pablo et al. [169] estimated solubility constants for small hydrocarbons in polyethylene, ob-
taining good agreement with experimental values. A later study by van der Vegt [170] considered solubility
of chloroform in swollen polydimethylsiloxane, employing a thermodynamic perturbation approach similar to
that presented in section 2.3.2. Sorption of CO2 in polystyrene, and resulting glass-rubber transition, has
been studied using molecular simulation by van der Vegt [171], with phase equilibrium calculated based on
the Widom insertion technique. Spyriouni et al. [172] later studied the same system using a direct particle
deletion method, the inverse process of Widom insertion.
In a recent review of simulation approaches to sorption and diffusion in glassy polymers, Vergadou and
Theodorou [173] highlight both Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics as valid methods for studying these
systems. The authors stress the importance of multi-scale approaches due to the complexity of polymer
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systems, suggesting a combination of coarse-grained and atomistic models. Comparison between experimental
data, simulation, and theoretical frameworks has been done e.g. by Dodd and Theodoru [174] for polyethylene,
finding good agreement between simulation and experiment.
Multiple authors have simulated aqueous-polymer and alcohol-polymer solutions with emphasis on struc-
tural and dynamic properties. Müller-Plathe and van Gunsteren [175] studied the solvation of polyvinyl
alcohol in water and ethanol, finding preferential hydrogen bonding between the polymer chain and water.
Müller-Plathe [176] later simulated water-PVA and ethanol-PVA solutions to study the diffusion properties of
pervaporation membranes, finding random-walk dynamics dominating at high water content, transitioning to
a site hopping mechanism at high polymer content. A Mackie-Meares lattice model [177, 178] was found to
explain the diffusive mechanics across a wide range of water contents, with the solvent diffusion constant D







where φ is the polymer lattice site fraction, corresponding to volume fraction for non-lattice systems. Further
to the slow limiting diffusivity in polymer, there is significant evidence of anomalous diffusive behaviour
occuring at small timescales in these systems, reported by Müller-Plathe et al. [179] for gases in polyisobutane.
Anomalous diffusion regimes originate from the different length scales encountered in polymer-solvent systems:
since solvent rearrangement occurs on a much smaller timescale than chain conformational changes, overall
diffusive mechanics are a combination of fast and slow degrees of freedom.
Transport in aqueous polymer systems has more recently been studied by Fayon and Sarkisov [45], reporting
similar anomalous diffusion regimes for solvent transport in partially protonated PVAm using a fully atomistic
model. Similar behaviour was found by Gusev et al. [180] for diffusion of small gases in polycarbonate and
polyisobutylene, and underlines the long timescales required for simulating polymer-solvent systems without
accelerated sampling techniques. A review of polymer-solvent diffusion by Amsden [181] concluded that most
polymer-solvent systems can be described by an obstruction scaling model,








where rs is the solvent radius, rf is the polymer chain radius, and κ is a polymer-specific adjustable parameter.
In both equation 3.5 and 3.6, solvent diffusion is dramatically reduced as polymer content increases.
Further to structural and kinetic properties, molecular simulation may be used to predict solubility and
solvation effects in polymer solutions. However, a limited number of studies report solubility in polymer
solutions based on molecular simulation, and there is no consensus method for obtaining this property. Sol-
ubility of water in polymers was investigated by Nick and Suter [182] for PVA and polycarbonate using a
combined Widom insertion and thermodynamic integration approach. While this method allowed the authors
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to distinguish between the hydration behaviour of the two polymers, quantitative agreement with experi-
mental systems was limited. The thermodynamics of the PVA-water system was investigated by molecular
simulation by Wu [183], finding a lowering of glass transition temperatures in the binary system consistent
with experimental values. PVA-water was found to be miscible for the temperatures considered, matching the
experimentally observed behaviour [184]. Simulations of water and ethanol sorption in PVA were performed
by Qiao et al. [185], investigating the optimal conditions for ethanol dehydration. Molecular simulation can
also be used to investigate structural modifications. Chiessi et al. [186] simulated PVA hydrogel (polymer
volume fraction of 0.12), finding that cross-linking had essentially no significant impact on system behaviour.
Hydrogen bonding is central to the polymer hydration phenomena seen in hydrophilic polymers. Dormidon-
tova [187] used a combined simulation and experimental approach to study hydrogen bonding in PEO-water
mixtures, finding hydrogen bond strength could explain the closed-loop upper/lower critical solution temper-
atures (UCST/LCST) of this system. Similar systems were considered qualitatively by Zhang et al. [188],
investigating swelling of ternary PVA mixtures with water and ethanol. PVA was found to preferentially asso-
ciate with water rather than ethanol, helping explain the selectivity of PVA for water-ethanol pervaporation.
Simulation of polymer and polymer-solvent systems is a complex field of study due to the long correlations
of these systems in both space and time. Care must be taken to ensure proper sampling of their configurational
states, and accelerated sampling techniques are frequently employed to aid the convergence of thermodynamic
properties. This is also reflected in the interaction potentials used for polymer systems, with coarse-grained
representations allowing larger systems or longer timescales to be studied.
3.3.1 Classical Models of Polymer Systems
In the previous section, we considered a selection of molecular simulation approaches to polymer systems as
well as their solutions, covering a broad range of systems and properties. This section further elaborates on
the interaction potentials used for molecular simulation of polymers, their construction, and their suitability
for describing the thermodynamics of pure polymer and polymer solutions.
Classical molecular models allow simulation of a wide range of systems, and have long seen application
for studying polymers. The early works of Ryckaert and Bellemans [159, 160] used a united-atom model
to characterise n-alkanes, giving a first molecular view of thermodynamic and kinetic properties in these
systems. A more refined molecular model, now known as optimised potentials for liquid simulations (OPLS)
was developed by Jorgensen et al. [189], providing parameters for branched, unsaturated, and aromatic
hydrocarbons based on liquid densities and heats of vaporization. A large number of refinements for united-
atom models have been developed since. The model by Berger et al. [190] was optimised for lipid bilayers in
organic systems. Toxvaerd [191] proposed an anisotropic adjustment to better represent methylene groups,
giving improved agreement for vapour pressures. A further refinement was proposed by Ungerer et al. [192],
with improvements to liquid densities, vapour pressures, and enthalpies of vaporization over a wide temperature
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range. This family of potentials is known as anisotropic united atom (AUA), and has a number of extensions
including alcohols [193], ethers [194], amines [195, 196], and alkanolamines [197].
The OPLS model was itself developed by the original group of authors to include chemical functionality
for amides [198], oxygen- [199, 200] and sulfur-containing [201] compounds, and an all-atom implementa-
tion [202] (OPLS-AA) with explicit hydrogen atoms covering a wide range of chemical functionalities including
amines [203]. Later refinements have centred on biomolecular simulation, such as revised torsional parame-
ters for peptides [204], better transferability of long-chain hydrocarbons [205] for lipid bilayers, and improved
descriptions of nucleosides and nucleotides [206].
While the OPLS models are reasonably accurate for condensed-phase properties and biological systems,
phase equilibrium properties are not always well represented. A comparison of saturation properties for alkanes
and alcohols by Martin [207] showed OPLS-AA reproduced experimental saturation properties within 1% for
less than half the cases considered. The family of tranferable potentials for phase equilibria (TraPPE) is
a series of refinements of OPLS models to better capture phase equilibria in organic compounds including
alkanes [208, 209, 210], unsaturated compounds [211], alcohols [105] and other oxygen compounds [104],
nitrogen-containing compounds (including amines) [212], sulfur-containing compounds [213], heterocyclic
compounds [214], and a large number of compound-specific models. The TraPPE family of potentials exists
both as explicit hydrogen and united-atom models, and have shown good transferability to mixed systems.
Other notable molecular models include the general Amber force field [215] (GAFF) and Groningen molecu-
lar simulation (GROMOS) force field [216, 217, 218], developed primarily for the study of biomolecular systems
such as lipids and proteins. While these have undergone substantial development, targeting condensed-phase
properties does not necessarily produce good models for phase equilibria, as observed e.g. for the OPLS
models.
Further coarse-graining of molecular models is common, especially for the study of large biomolecular and
polymer systems. The Martini force field [219] is perhaps most commonly used, employing a four-to-one
coarse graining ratio (approximately four heavy atoms are represented by each model particle). Polymer
species including polyethylene oxide (PEO) [220, 221] have been parameterised for use within the Martini
framework using a coarse-grained representation illustrated in figure 3.4, showing that excellent agreement
can be obtained for liquid density in polymer-water systems. However, vapour-liquid simulations do not
directly translate to this approach due to the coarse-graining of solvent molecules, and hydration patterns
around strongly interacting species such as electrolytes are not described in sufficient resolution to describe
e.g. hydrogen bonding and ion solvation.
For simulations of systems relevant to facilitated transport membranes there are multiple criteria for the
polymer model used. The properties of the polymer itself, its interaction with water, and the ternary and
higher-order systems formed through gas absorption are all important for creating a thermodynamic system
resembling the real material. Hence, the polymer model should satisfy the following.
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• Accurately describe polymer ρPT behaviour in the melt (liquid) phase, to ensure the polymer cohesive
energy is correctly described and consistent with equation of state representations.
• Reproduce the phase behaviour of polymer-water mixtures governing the absorption isotherms of water
in polymer observed in facilitated transport membranes.
• Represent polymer-solute interactions in a realistic manner for ternary systems (e.g. polymer-water-
CO2), providing a means to estimate ternary solubility and assess anisotropic solvation effects in these
higher order systems.
The families of molecular models described above were evaluated according to these criteria based on literature
sources for each model. TraPPE was found to give the most universal coverage of fluid phase properties for
the compounds of interest, primarily aliphatic polymers, polar substituents (in particular amines), and gas
molecules relevant to separation including CO2 and N2. Proprietary molecular models, such as condensed-
phase optimized molecular potential for atomistic simulation studies [222] (COMPASS) and polymer consistent
force field [223, 224, 225, 226, 227] (PCFF) were not considered.
While the TraPPE model reviewed above shows good performance for condensed-phase properties of many
organic compounds and small molecules, not all molecular parameters are available from literature sources.
In particular, only hydrogen-explicit parameters have been reported for dihedral potentials in amines [212].
For hydrogen bonding compounds such as amines, alkyl groups may reasonably be approximated by a united
atom representation (figure 3.4 B), while amine groups are represented with explicit hydrogen atoms. This
is the same approach as Chen et al. [105] employ for the TraPPE united-atom representation of alcohols:
non-polar alkyl groups are represented by a single interaction site, while substituents are presented in full
atomistic detail to capture hydrogen bonding interactions. To employ this approach to organic amines, new
amine torsional parameters developed for the united atom approach are required.
3.3.2 Development of Amine Torsional Parameters
The representation of amine chemical groups by classical molecular models has been the subject of considerable
investigation [228, 229, 230, 231, 203], in large part due to the unusual solvation pattern of methylated
ammonia compounds. Solubility of organic compounds is expected to reduce with increasing methylation due
to the hydrophobicity of alkyl groups, with the anticipated sequence in order of solubility NH3 > MeNH2 >
Me2NH > Me3N. Instead, the singly substituted methylamine is most soluble, with overall sequence MeNH2 >
NH3 ≈ Me2NH > Me3N. More recently Hesske and Gloe [232] studied the ammonia and methylamine
hydration using Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics, finding the main difference between the compounds to be
in the structure of the first hydration shell. This indicates amine hydration relies on cooperative effects rather
than being the product of individual water-amine interactions.
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Dihedral C0 / kJ mol
−1 C1 / kJ mol
−1 C2 / kJ mol
−1 C3 / kJ mol
−1 Source
C-C-C-N 0 2.9519 -0.5670 6.5794 [208]
C-C-C-N 0 1.5602 -0.0317 9.0564 This work
C-C-N-H 1.3875 0.6050 -1.5300 2.8050 This work
C-C-N-C -2.2240 7.3567 -4.5099 5.6552 This work
Table 3.1: Dihedral potential parameters for aliphatic amines described by the TraPPE-UA model, for use with
the dihedral potential in equation 3.7. Parameters for nitrogen-containing dihedral potentials are regressed
against ab initio torsional energies of small-molecule aliphatic amines. For details, see the text and figures
3.5 and 3.6.
Rizzo and Jorgensen [203] proposed the first classical molecular model to correctly capture the hydration
energies of the methylamine series, showing that the effect resulted from the specific hydration pattern formed
around each compound. The model showed good transferability to other organic amines within the OPLS-AA
framework [203]. Later, Oostenbrink et al. [233] showed that a united-atom approach could also be used for
the organic amines with good results, as part of the GROMOS 53A6 parameter set. The TraPPE parameter
set for amines [212] is based on the model of Rizzo and Jorgensen [203] with charges and dispersion parameters
re-optimised to reproduce vapour-liquid coexistence curves of MeNH2, Me2NH, and Me3N. Since the model
does not employ scaled 1-4 interactions (unlike OPLS-AA), torsional parameters for the TraPPE-EH model
were re-fitted from the OPLS-AA potential. A four-parameter dihedral potential was employed [212],
Udihedral = C0 + C1(1 + cos(φ)) + C2(1− cos(2φ)) + C3(1 + cos(3φ)) (3.7)
where Udihedral is the potential energy for two atoms with dihedral angle φ, and C0, C1, C2, and C3 are
adjustable parameters. The parameter C0 is included in order to normalize the lowest energy dihedral angle
to zero, but has no impact on the rotational distribution.
In this work, the TraPPE-UA model is employed for polymer chains to improve computational efficiency
in high particle count systems. The model is partially coarse grained, with hydrogen atoms included for polar
groups including amines, following the TraPPE-UA model for alcohols by Chen et al. [105]. However, the amine
torsional parameters from the explicit hydrogen model by Wick et al. [212] do not yield the correct dihedral
distributions when applied to amines with a united atom carbon chain. Hence, new torsional parameters were
fitted using the form in equation 3.7, using the same methodology as the OPLS model on which the TraPPE
amine model is built. Development of the individual nitrogen-containing dihedral potentials are described
below, with the resulting torsional parameters reported in table 3.1.
The C-C-C-N dihedral potential was fitted based on ab initio torsional energies at the 6-31G* level from
Maxwell et al. [234], the same torsional profiles used to parameterise OPLS-AA. A comparison of the resulting
cosine expansion is shown in the top panel of figure 3.5. The earlier values by Allinger et al. [235] at the 4-31G
level appear consistent with those of Maxwell et al. [234], with both being calculated based on propylamine.
For the C-C-N-H dihedral potential the analytical function by Zeroka et al. [236] was used, based on ab
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initio torsional energies of ethylamine at the 6-311G** level. The resulting cosine expansion is shown in the
bottom panel of figure 3.5. Note that the dihedral angle shown is that of the nitrogen lone pair, assumed
to be at 120° from each hydrogen, with the resulting torsional potential being the sum of the C-C-N-H
potentials with a phase shift of 120°. The expression is found to be in reasonable agreement with the values
from Maxwell et al. [234]. However, the potential from Zeroka et al. [236] identifies the 180° conformation
(nitrogen lone pair trans to the methyl group) as the lowest energy. This is supported by the AUA model
by Orozco et al. [195], albeit with some difference in the relative energy of the two conformers. The AUA
model is fitted against density functional theory calculations of ethylamine, although no potential energies
were reported by the authors.
The C-C-N-C dihedral potential can be parameterised either based on the secondary amine (e.g. ethyl-
methylamine) or tertiary amine (e.g. dimethylethylamine). Torsional energies for ethylmethylamine at the
4-31G level have been reported by Allinger et al. [235] and Batista de Carvalho and Teixeira-Dias [237], but
requires the inclusion of a C-C-N-H dihedral potential to account for the remaining amine hydrogen. Instead,
the torsional energies for dimethylethylamine from Batista de Carvalho and Teixeira-Dias [238] at 6-31G*
level are used. The resulting dihedral potential is shown in the top panel of figure 3.6. As for the C-C-N-H
torsion fitted to ethylamine, the dihedral angle is that of the nitrogen lone pair with the two methyl groups
shifted by ± 120°.
As a test of transferability, the dihedral potential for ethylmethylamine was calculated from the C-C-N-C
and C-C-N-H dihedral potentials fitted above. Rotation around the central C-N bond in ethylmethylamine
comprises both C-C-N-C and C-C-N-H torsional interactions, with a ± 120° phase shift between the two corre-
sponding dihedral potentials. The dihedral potential resulting from one C-C-N-C and one C-C-N-H potential
is in excellent agreement with torsional energies reported for ab initio calculations of ethylmethylamine [235,
237], as shown in figure 3.6. This illustrates the transferability of torsional interactions, and demonstrates the
accuracy of the amine dihedral parameters in table 3.1 for organic amine compounds.
3.4 Prediction of Polymer ρpT Behaviour
The molecular models outlined so far allows description of the properties of fluid systems, including pure
polymer and polymer-solvent systems, which help explain and predict phase behaviour relevant to polymer
solvation. However, in order to be useful for property prediction in real systems, any molecular models must
first be trained against physical data for the base species involved. For molecular simulation, the group
contribution principle is readily applied as outlined in section 3.3: polymers are simply long-chain variants
of their constituent monomers, and the behaviour of a given polymer is an emergent property accurately
reflected in the molecular simulation.
For equation of state models, the molecular parameters of polymer species do not in general correspond
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to a simple increase in the chain length parameter. Rather, all molecular parameters are modified to reflect
the changing mean-field interactions of the polymer. Hence, experimental data for polymer systems are
typically used directly to develop molecular parameters. In the construction of equation of state models the
ρpT behaviour of polymers in the melt state is particularly relevant, as the three independent properties of
(i) density, (ii) thermal expansivity, and (iii) compressibility are sufficient for regressing the three molecular
parameters of the equation of state model. Additionally, ρpT data for most polymers can be readily obtained
experimentally, with data for the glass, rubber, and melt phases available in literature for common polymers.
Here we will use the data collections of Zoller and Walsh [146] and Wohlfarth [239]. Other polymers may
not yet have been synthesised, be thermally unstable at temperatures corresponding to the melt phase, or
otherwise be unsuitable for ρpT characterisation (such as the PIM family of polymers [240] occupying trapped
metastable states). This includes polyvinylamine (PVAm), for which no experimental data are available.
Where experimental data are unavailable, molecular models may be used in a predictive manner based on
the group contribution principle: the interactions of a chemical group are largely independent of its chemical
connectivity with other groups. Polymer molecules are simply long chains of repeating monomer species. The
group-contribution approach has seen wide adoption both for equations of state, e.g. by Peters et al. [241,
242] for PC-SAFT. The group contribution principle is also one of the fundamental assumptions of transferable
models for molecular simulation, including the TraPPE model described in section 3.3. Polymers take the
group contribution principle to its logical conclusion but utilizing parameters from small molecules to describe
chains orders of magnitude larger. In this section, the predictive power of molecular simulation for polymer
ρpT behaviour is tested by comparing simulated models of short-chain polymers, illustrated in figure 3.7, with
real polymer melts. Further, simulation data are used to train PC-SAFT models for PEO, PVA, and PVAm,
allowing efficient representation of these polymers in more complex fluid systems.
3.4.1 Polyethylene Oxide
Polyethylene oxide (PEO, also referred to as polyethylene glycol or PEG) is a straight-chain polyether with unit
formula C2H4O as shown in figure 3.7. PEO has a wide range of uses including pharmaceutical applications,
surface treatments, packaging, and as a preservative, largely due to its strongly hydrophilic character. PEO is
soluble in water at ambient conditions [243], and can be used to regulate osmotic pressure in aqueous solution.
PEO has seen considerable use in CO2 separation membranes due to its water regulating activity [244], either
as part of the polymer membrane [245] or as an additive [246]. However, poor mechanical properties and high
propensity for crystallization means PEO is unsuitable as the base polymer for gas separation membranes.
The phase behaviour of PEO follows the expected pattern for weakly interacting straight-chain polymers,
with a glass-rubber transition near ambient temperatures [146]. The rubber-melt transition of long-chain PEO
occurs at 320 K - 340 K, but varies considerably with chain length [146]. Low molecular weight oligomers
do not undergo the rubber-melt transition, instead showing a tendency of crystallizing [247] at temperatures
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Figure 3.7: Chemical structures of short-chain polymer used for molecular simulation. Top panel: Polyethylene
oxide (PEO). Middle panel: Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). Bottom panel: Polyvinyl amine (PVAm). The polymers
are in each case symmetrically capped with terminal methyl groups to limit tail effects.
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below ambient, with the exact temperatures and conditions varying with chain length and monodispersity.
Hence, rather than using long-chain PEO, separation membranes may be embedded with PEO oligomers to
circumvent the problem of in-membrane crystalline regions as done by Shin et al. [246].
In order to establish a predictive modelling approach for hydrophilic polymers, PEO was selected as an
initial test case. High-quality experimental ρpT data are available for both long- and short-chain PEO, and
the phase transitions are well documented. While molecular simulation is limited to short-chain PEO due to
computational constraints, the melt-phase properties are nearly identical for short- and long-chain polymer.
Short-chain polymer also ensures the simulated system is in the melt phase, and accelerates convergence of
ensemble averages. Three objectives were identified for the investigation of ρpT behaviour of PEO:
• Confirm the suitability of the PC-SAFT equation of state for representing polymer melt properties.
Parameters for PEO have previously been reported by Peters et al. [241, 242] and Byun and Lee [248].
• Investigate the correspondence between experimental ρpT data and equivalent data generated by molec-
ular simulation using the TraPPE-UA model.
• Optimise PC-SAFT molecular parameters for PEO based on simulated ρpT data using equation 3.8,
determining the quantitative agreement between the hybrid simulation / equation of state approach
and experimental data.
To generate ρpT data, PEO was simulated using the TraPPE-UA model for ethers [208, 104], using a
system of 94 oligomers with chain length of 9 monomers. The oligomers used for molecular simulation have a
molecular weight of Mw = 398 g mol
−1, within the range of low molecular weight PEO reported by Zoller and
Walsh [146] (Mw = 300− 600 g mol−1). Simulations were performed for isobars at 0 MPa, 40 MPa, 80 MPa,
120 MPa, 160 MPa, and 200 MPa, across a temperature range of 373 K - 473 K. The systems were simulated
for 20 ns using the replica-exchange method described in section 2.3. A comprehensive list of simulation
parameters is given in appendix A. At the conditions considered, experimental PEO of this molecular weight
does not undergo the melt-glass transition, with similar phase behaviour expected for the molecular model.
However, as noted above ρpT behaviour is nearly identical to long-chain polymer above the melt transition,
making it a representative system for optimising equation of state parameters. Finally, terminal groups of PEO
oligomers have been shown to somewhat influence solution properties [187], with methyl-capped oligomers
more closely resembling the behaviour of long-chain polymer. Hence, the model PEO was constructed with
terminal methyl groups on both ends, as shown in figure 3.7.
The simulated ρpT data for PEO oligomers are shown in figure 3.8, with comparison against experimental
values from Zoller and Walsh [146] and Wohlfarth [243] along the same isobars as noted above. Since short-
chain PEO is used there is no rubber-melt transition, with the full temperature range considered corresponding
to the melt phase. The simulated ρpT data are in excellent agreement with both experimental density and
thermal expansivity along the 0 MPa and 40 MPa isobars. However, compressibility is somewhat high especially
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Polymer Mw / g mol
−1 Unit Formula σ / A εk−1B / K m
PEO 44.05 C2H4O 2.9157 249.90 2.2373
PEO1 44.05 C2H4O 2.8824 257.73 2.3710
PEO2 44.05 C2H4O 3.5497 241.48 1.2731
PVA 44.05 C2H3OH 3.0090 403.47 1.9658
PVA2 44.05 C2H3OH 3.2993 302.2 1.5727
PVAm 43.07 C2H3NH2 2.8427 285.33 2.4309
Table 3.2: Molecular parameters for polymers using the PC-SAFT equation of state. Parameters are regressed
against simulated ρpT data as shown in figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10. 1Parameters from the group-contribution
approach of Peters et al. [241, 242]. 2Parameters from Byun and Lee. [248]
estimated by molecular simulation, and ρEOS is the melt density obtained by PC-SAFT for a given parameter
combination m,σ, ε. The adaptive simplex algorithm described by Gao and Han [250] was employed for
multi-parameter minimization with additional checks for convergence of the PC-SAFT equation of state at
each iteration. The resulting molecular parameters are reported in table 3.2.
The combined molecular simulation / equation of state approach is shown with solid lines in figure 3.8,
allowing comparison against both experimental and simulated ρpT data. The PC-SAFT model is in excellent
agreement with simulated values for PEO melt density, as expected based on the parameter optimisation
procedure above. The mean absolute deviation between the PC-SAFT model and simulation data for the
temperature range 373 K - 473 K is 0.1%.
For comparison against experimental data, the low-temperature range down to 300 K was included to
evaluate the predictive capacity of the model outside the temperature range of the optimisation data set.
Unsurprisingly, the PC-SAFT model displays similar behaviour as the simulation data: low-pressure isobars are
in good agreement with experimental data, while density in high-pressure systems is somewhat overestimated.
Additionally, predictions outside the simulated range deteriorate somewhat, especially at high pressure. The
mean absolute deviation between the PC-SAFT model and experimental ρpT data over full temperature range
is 0.9%.
3.4.2 Polyvinyl Alcohol
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a straight-chain poly-alcohol with unit formula C2H4O, as shown in figure 3.7.
PVA is used for a variety of industrial purposes including food packaging and paper production due to its
solubility in water, thermal stability, and low cost of manufacture [251]. For gas separation purposes, PVA
has been included as a component in a variety of membranes for CO2 separation, including PVA-nanocellulose
composite mebranes [252], PVA-PEO membranes [253] and PVA-PEO-silica mixed matrix membranes [254],
as well as in the previously discussed amine-based facilitated transport membranes [30, 255, 256]. As a
membrane component, PVA promotes water sorption, but unlike PEO it also has excellent physical properties
[257, 258] and can be chemically crosslinked to further increase stability. This makes PVA well suited for
membrane construction, and a good candidate for membranes applications where a hydrophilic character is
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desired.
The behaviour of PVA is somewhat unusual compared to other carbon-backbone polymers. In figure 3.9,
experimental ρpT behaviour for PVA is shown over the temperature interval 300 K - 550 K based on data
from Zoller and Walsh [146] and Wohlfarth [239]. While the chain length for the ρpT data by Zoller and
Walsh [146] in this case is unspecified, it is assumed to be for long-chain polymer. The long-chain PVA is
a glassy polymer at ambient conditions, going through a relatively high-temperature glass-rubber transition
near 350 K. However, the density change between the two phases is small, with the rubbery phase actually
increasing in density under high-pressure conditions. The rubber-melt transition is near 500 K [146]. However,
PVA is only thermally stable in the melt phase for a narrow temperature interval, and undergoes thermal
decomposition near 540 K [259] making further data collection impossible. It is likely that experimental ρpT
data in the interval 500 K-550 K also are of limited quality due to thermal degradation. Hence, experimental
ρpT data are scarce for the melt phase, limiting the available range of experimental data for model regression.
Having seen good correspondence between simulated and experimental ρpT data for PEO, the same proce-
dure used in section 3.4.1 was applied to PVA oligomers. This additionally gives information on the suitability
of non-associating equations of state in describing hydrogen bonding polymers. PVA was simulated along
isobars with pressures of 0 MPa, 40 MPa, 80 MPa, 120 MPa, 160 MPa and 200 MPa, and for 12 geometri-
cally spaced temperature points over the range 450 K-550 K. These conditions overlap with the experimental
ranges for the rubber-melt transition. The TraPPE-UA model for alcohols [208, 105] was used to describe the
polymer, using a system of 40 PVA oligomers with chain length of 20 monomers, corresponding to an oligomer
molecular weight of Mw = 897 g mol
−1. The systems were simulated for 20 ns using the replica-exchange
method described in section 2.3. The resulting data are shown in figure 3.9.
The simulated values for polymer density are similar to those seen experimentally, but the trends with tem-
perature deviate significantly from experimental both at high and low temperatures. Only immediately after
the experimental rubber-melt transition do the simulated isobars for PVA show melt density and compress-
ibility in agreement with those seen experimentally. At higher temperatures, the experimental melt density
decreases sharply relative to the simulated values; however, given the instability of PVA at these conditions
it is unclear whether this is a genuine extension of the melt phase behaviour or due to partial thermal de-
composition for the experimental system. At lower temperatures, corresponding to the experimental rubber
phase, the simulated polymer shows no sign of phase transitions. To investigate the lack of a rubber-melt
transition, further sets of simulations were conducted at 12 temperature points over a lowered temperature
range of 420 K-520 K. The resulting ρpT behaviour is consistent with that seen for the higher temperature
range, showing no rubber-melt transition.
The absence of melt transition and divergence from experimental densities at high temperatures seen
for simulated PVA systems has multiple likely causes: Firstly, polymer chain length is known to depress
rubber-melt transition temperatures in experimental systems [146]. The 20-mer chains may simply be too
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(see equation 2.52). This implies significant changes in system thermodynamics between long-chain
and infinite-chain polymer. How should this be resolved?
To incorporate association interactions in the model for PVA, we evaluated a modification to the association
























where ρ∗i = ρini is the monomer molar density rather than molecular molar density, for a polymer comprising
ni monomers. This assigns each monomer of a polymeric molecule as an independently associating entity, such
that even infinitely long polymers (i.e., systems comprised of a single long polymer strand) show associative
behaviour.
Two separate strategies were explored for optimising molecular parameters for PVA. Firstly, a conventional
three-parameter description was used, similar to PEO described in the previous section. This approximates
inter-chain association through the chain parameters m,σ and intra-chain association as part of the chain
interaction energy parameter ε inherent to the PC-SAFT equation of state. Molecular parameters for this
model were optimised based on the objective function in equation 3.8, and are listed in table 3.2. The
resulting equation of state behaviour is indicated in figure 3.9 by solid lines. PC-SAFT shows acceptable
agreement with molecular simulation data for the temperature and pressure ranges considered, albeit with
slight deviations in density at lower temperatures.
Secondly, a five-parameter description was attempted, where monomer association is described by equa-
tion 3.9 and each monomer is assigned sites A,B following the association scheme for alcohols described in
chapter 2. The additional associating parameters κAB , εAB were added as optimisation variables to the ob-
jective function in equation 3.8. However, the resulting molecular parameters failed to converge to physically
reasonable solutions. This is likely due to the limited information content in ρpT data: the observed behaviour
is well described by only three parameters (corresponding to density, thermal expansion, and compressibility),
making optimisation with further parameters produce degenerate solutions.
Having explored both three-parameter and associating five-parameter representations of PVA, we opted
for a conventional three-parameter model, incorporating alcohol hydrogen bonding as part of the mean-field
description of the polymer. This also leaves room for the addition of cross-associating sites for e.g. interactions
with water, which do not influence pure polymer ρpT behaviour.
3.4.3 Polyvinyl Amine
Polyvinyl amine (PVAm) is a straight-chain polyamine with unit formula C2H3NH2 as shown in figure 3.7, and
can be considered the amine chemical analogue of PVA. PVAm forms hydrogen bonds between amine groups
in similar fashion to the alcohol. However, unlike PVA it is chemically reactive in solution, acting as a poly-
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base [260] upon contact with water. This makes PVAm a chemically interesting and easily modifiable polymer
for material development, offering many potential applications despite its relatively recent development on a
commercial scale [261]. PVAm has the highest amine density of any polymer [262], making it an attractive
compound for applications relying on amine functionality, including facilitated transport membranes. A num-
ber of facilitated transport membranes based on PVAm have been reported, with the largest available body of
research being on PVA/PVAm membranes reported primarily by Hägg et al.[263, 264, 145, 30, 35, 265, 266,
267]. Other PVAm-based facilitated transport membranes include PVAm-polysulfone by Dong et al. [268]
and amine-impregnated PVAm-polysulfone [269]. Mixed-matrix membranes have also been proposed based
on PVAm, such as PVAm with hydrotalcite channels [270] or polyaniline nanorods [271], where the inclusion
of microstructured material is meant to enhance diffusion and increase overall transport rates through the
membrane.
The physical properties of PVAm are relatively poor, making defect-free thin film membranes hard to
obtain. This may be overcome by the use of a supporting layer in composite membranes, chemical cross-linking,
blending of PVAm with other polymers, or a combination thereof. The physical properties of PVAm also make
it hard to characterise experimentally, and there are no reported ρpT data for pure PVAm. Purification of
PVAm from the commercial salt form (Lupamin® 9095) to a non-protonated state also requires considerable
experimental effort [272].
Despite the lack of ρpT data for PVAm and ambiguity around chemical protonation state, certain educated
guesses can be made based on its chemical structure. Amines as chemical analogues of alcohols generally
have a somewhat less dense liquid phase, owing to the reduced strength of the N-H hydrogen bond relative
to O-H [273]. Following the same argument, we should also expect a rubber-glass transition temperature
somewhat below 500 K, although it is unlikely to be observed for short-chain polymer.
In place of experimental data for PVAm, the same procedure as adopted for PEO and PVA was used to
simulate ρpT for PVAm. Systems of 40 oligomers with chain length of 20 monomers were used to represent
the polymer systems. The same isobars of 0 MPa, 40 MPa, 80 MPa, 120 MPa, 160 MPa and 200 MPa were
simulated, with 14 geometrically spaced temperature points across the temperature range of 423 K - 553 K.
The systems were simulated for 20 ns using the replica-exchange method described in section 2.3. This should
give good coverage of the melt phase in a region where simulation data are likely to correspond well with
experiment. The resulting data are shown in figure 3.10.
The simulated values for melt density are somewhat lower than those seen for PVA for the same temper-
atures, in line with our expectation based on chemical analogues. There is no discernible variation in thermal
expansivity over the range studied. Following the same procedure as for PEO and PVA, the simulated ρpT
values were used to optimise a three-parameter molecular model for the PC-SAFT equation of state, based
on the objective function defined in equation 3.8. The resulting parameters are listed in table 3.2. It is worth
noting the similarity of the molecular parameters obtained for PVAm to those previously obtained for PEO
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Figure 3.10: PVAm ρpT behaviour for isobars at 0, 40, 80, 120, 160, and 200 MPa (increasing density). Open
symbols show simulated values as detailed in the text, with simulation uncertainties within the symbol size.
Solid lines indicate PC-SAFT model regressed against simulation data, with resulting molecular parameters
given in table 3.2.
and PVA. The interaction energy ε is somewhat larger than for PEO but not as great as for PVA, in line with
the weakening hydrogen bond strength. The PC-SAFT model for PVAm has an absolute average deviation
of 0.1% relative to simulation data, and appears reasonable based on the available evidence, although no
experimental data are available at present to measure the agreement of ρpT behaviour.
3.5 Models for Polymer-Water Systems
There are a number of properties of binary polymer-solvent systems which may be experimentally characterised
to obtain information about the thermodynamic behaviour of the mixture. The collection of aqueous polymer
solutions by Wohlfarth [243] includes measurements of liquid-liquid equilibrium or cloud point curves, vapour-
liquid equilibrium either through vapour pressure osmometry or by the isopeistic method, enthalpy change of
solution, solution ρpT behaviour, freezing point depression and boiling point increase, as well as scattering
data for characterising second virial coefficients. Polymer-solvent binary data are in turn used to correlate
interaction parameters, as exemplified by the Flory-Huggins model in figure 3.3. For molecular equations of
state, three strategies for representing polymer-solvent systems are commonly employed.
• The first approach is based on extrapolation from binary solvent mixtures. By characterising vapour-
liquid equilibrium and saturated liquid densities in solvent mixtures with progressively longer chains,
parameters for polymer-solvent systems may be obtained by extrapolation to infinite chain length. This
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approach requires data for a well-characterised set of oligomers, and fails to account for e.g. long-chain
entanglements and self-interactions [52].
• The second approach builds on polymer molecular parameters developed from ρpT behaviour of pure
polymer. A binary interaction parameter kij is in turn regressed based on the binary polymer-solvent
system. This approach has the advantage of requiring a limited amount of binary system data, as well
as providing reasonable descriptions of the polymer-solvent system also under low-solvent conditions.
• The third approach employs data for polymer-solvent systems to directly correlate both molecular
parameters for the polymer and the polymer-solvent binary interaction parameter. This approach can
be expected to represent the binary system more accurately, but requires training data with sufficient
information content to correlate four independent parameters (three molecular parameters for polymer,
plus on binary interaction parameter). This approach was adopted by Gross and Sadowski [53] for
characterising polymer-solvent systems, but is in practice limited to regression of two or three free
parameters, depending on the available data. Remaining parameters (typically σ and kij) must be fixed
on an ad-hoc basis.
Using the molecular models for PEO, PVA, and PVAm previously described together with the TIP4P/2005
model for water [128], polymer-water systems can be simulated at arbitrary composition to extract thermo-
dynamic data. These simulated values can in turn be used to develop equation of state representations of the
polymer-solvent system. However, certain practical constraints limit the type of data which may be reasonably
obtained by molecular simulation, and hence which of the above approaches should be adopted.
Characterisation of cloud point curves, as shown in figure 3.2, is an experimentally slow processes requiring
on the order of hours [274] for separation to occur. The long timescale makes characterisation of cloud point
curves by molecular simulation challenging. Certain systems have nonetheless been characterised by molecular
simulation, such as dilute solutions of N-isopropylacrylamide oligomers reported by Deshmukh et al. [275].
The authors found a distinct coil-globule transition for the molecular configuration of the oligomer chains at
a lower critical solution temperature. However, behaviour near cloud-point curves is system-specific, and the
suitability of molecular simulation for precise determination of cloud points is unclear.
Similarly, freezing processes occur on timescales too long for molecular simulation. Through the use of
sophisticated seeding algorithms or phase coexistence methods [276] the freezing transition can be observed
for water. However, the small system size of molecular simulation inhibits growth of crystalline structures, an
effect which will be reinforced in polymer-solvent systems. These factors make molecular simulation unsuitable
for characterisation of freezing point depression.
Unlike the two above phase transitions, polymer solution ρpT data can be readily obtained across a wide
range of physical conditions. Through the use of accelerated sampling techniques, reliable ρpT data can be
obtained at ambient conditions. Here, simulated ρpT data are used to correlate binary interaction parameters
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of polymer-solvent systems, making use of the second approach listed above. A system composition of 50%
polymer weight fraction is chosen for parameter correlation. The objective function for regression of binary









where the sum over w, T covers the temperature range 298 K - 373 K for each polymer-solvent system. In
the next sections, equation 3.10 is used in conjunction with simulated ρpT data to develop equation of state
representations of PEO-water, PVA-water, and PVAm-water systems. Polymer-water systems are represented
in PC-SAFT using the polymer parameters reported in table 3.2 together with the four-site water model of
Diamantonis and Economou [127], as detailed for MDEA - H2O solutions by CLeeton et al. [47].
Binary interaction parameters correlated from solution ρpT data are known to be less reliable for the rep-
resentation of polymer-solvent phase equilibrium compared against using phase equilibrium data directly [52].
To assess the performance of the polymer-solvent equation of state representation for phase equilibrium,
solvent activities for PEO-water and PVA-water are compared against experimental values.
3.5.1 Polyethylene Oxide - Water
PEO is a hydrophilic polymer, forming a liquid solution with water at high humidity. The hydration pattern
of the ether group in PEO has been studied in detail by Raman scattering [277] and ultrasonic measure-
ments [278], confirming a strong hydrogen bonding interaction with water. Each ether group is found ex-
perimentally to bond with one or two water molecules, depending on hydration level [277]. This pattern of
interaction is replicated in molecular simulation, as illustrated in figure 3.11, with a large fraction of water
molecules found to be doubly hydrogen bonded to PEO in a looped-chain structure. The association of water
with PEO ether groups is the main driver for the hydrophilic character of PEO, which otherwise comprises
hydrophobic aliphatic chains.
Thermodynamic properties of PEO-water solutions are available for a wide range of chain lengths, com-
positions, and physical conditions. Liquid densities of PEO-water solutions have been reported by numerous
authors [279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285], with the values from Sadeghi et al. [286] and Eliassi and Modar-
ress [287] used here. A detailed study of vapour-liquid equilibrium data was first reported by Herskowitz and
Gottlieb [288] across the temperature range 293.15 K - 333.15 K. They found a group-contribution approach
(UNIFAC, Herskowitz and Gottlieb [289]) dimethyl ether - water systems to only partially explain the water
activities in PEO - water, likely owing to the association of water with the glycol ether group through hydrogen
bonding. More recent results from Sadeghi and Shahebrahimi [290, 291] for the temperature range 298.15 K
- 308.15 K, Sadeghi and Ziamajidi [292] for the temperature range 293.15 K - 318.15 K, and Zafarani-Moattar
et al. [293] for the temperature range 298.15 K - 318.15 K are particularly well resolved for temperature and
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Figure 3.11: Looped-chain multiple hydrogen bonding of water to PEO oligomers in 0.5 water weight fraction
solution. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed green lines. Snapshot extracted from molecular simulation
of 24 TraPPE-UA PEO oligomers and 535 TIP4P/2005 water molecules at 305.45 K.
water content, adding to the experimental data available for this system.
Solutions of PEO in water also display variations in activity with chain length, as investigated by Herskowitz
and Gottlieb [288] and Ninni et al. [294]. They found solutions of short-chain PEO to have lower water activity
for a fixed water mass fraction, consistent with the expectation from a lattice fluid model. By re-optimizing
UNIFAC parameters for the PEO - water system, Ninni et al. [294] were able to obtain good agreement for
water activity across temperatures and PEO chain lengths.
In order to develop equation of state parameters for the PEO-water system, molecular simulations of
PEO-water solutions were performed with TraPPE-UE [104] PEO oligomers with chain length of 9 monomers
(Mw = 398.5 g mol
−1) and TIP4P/2005 [128] water molecules. Particle numbers were chosen to give water
weight fractions of 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, and 0.80, with a system diameter of approximately 3 nm. For
each water weight fraction, eight systems at temperatures geometrically spaced in the range 298 K - 353 K
were simulated in parallel using the replica exchange method detailed in section 2.3 for 20 ns. Liquid densities
for the resulting 48 state points are reported in appendix B. In the upper panel of figure 3.12, simulated
liquid densities for each composition at 298 K are compared against against experimental liquid densities of
PEO-water mixtures [286, 287].
Liquid density from molecular simulation at 298 K gives excellent agreement with experimental values
at 0.20 polymer weight fraction, and the trend with increasing concentration appears to be in line with
the experimental data. Hence, it appears the PEO-water system is well described by the combination of
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TraPPE-UA and TIP4P/2005 models described previously. In order to transfer the system description from
molecular simulation to the PC-SAFT equation of state model, a binary interaction parameter kij = −0.1620
was correlated using the objective function in equation 3.10 based on liquid densities at the 48 simulated
state points for PEO-water systems. Liquid densities from the resulting equation of state model at 298 K are
shown in the upper panel of figure 3.12. As previously seen in figure 2.4, the water model by Diamantonis
and Economou [126] overestimates water liquid density at low temperatures. Consequently, PEO-water liquid
densities predicted by the PC-SAFT model are too high for water-rich systems. The mean absolute deviation
between the PC-SAFT model and experimental densities from Eliassi and Modarress [287] is 0.8%.
Further to liquid densities, the equation of state representation for PEO-water allows prediction of wa-
ter activities at prescribed system compositions and temperatures. In the lower panel of figure 3.12, water
activities in PEO-water solutions at 298 K are compared against experimental values from Sadeghi and Zia-
majidi [295] and Sadeghi and Shahebrahimi [291]. For water activities in the range 0.85 - 0.95, the PC-SAFT
model overestimates the solution water content by 20% - 45%. While this is a considerable deviation, the
PEO-water solution is correctly identified as miscible. Considering the sensitivity of polymer-solvent solutions
to small variations in binary interaction parameter [53], we consider the simulation-developed PC-SAFT model
to give a fair description of the overall system behaviour.
3.5.2 Polyvinyl Alcohol - Water
Similar to PEO, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a hydrophilic polymer which readily absorbs water at high humidity.
However, pure PVA is known to have micro-crystalline regions near ambient conditions, and there is conflicting
evidence regarding the dissolution of these regions with increasing water content. Infrared spectroscopy and
density measurements by Peppas [296] indicate the crystalline regions remain up to high water content.
Conversely, Raman spectroscopy by Iwamoto et al. [297] and X-ray diffraction by Hodge et al. [298] indicate
crystalline regions gradually dissolve upon absorption of water. Differences in the experimental timescales, as
well as variations in the chemical composition of the polymer, are likely causes for the observed discrepancies.
In the case of molecular simulation, the system size is insufficient for crystalline regions to emerge, so there
is no ambiguity over micro-crystalline regions.
Solution densities for PVA-water systems have been reported by Eliassi and Modarress [287], Salabat and
Mehrbad [284], and Molisso et al. [299]. Vapour-liquid equilibrium data for aqueous PVA solutions have also
been reported by a number of authors. Kim et al. [300] measured water sorption using a gravimetric method
at a temperature of 303 K. The resulting data, together with results from previous authors were used to fit
parameters for Flory-Huggins model (see section 3.2.1) and UNIQUAC excess Gibbs energy models, together
with multiple equation of state approaches including the Panayiotou and Vera [301] and Sanchez-Lacombe
(see secton 2.4.2) lattice-fluid models. The authors found the Flory-Huggins model with a mean absolute
deviation of 4.1% provided the best agreement with experimental values.
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Striolo and Prausnitz [302] measured water absorption using a gravimetric method in the temperature
range 343 K - 368 K. The results were fitted to a lattice fluid model by Hino et al. [303] for hydrogen bonding
polymers, with varying levels agreement [302]. Palamara et al. [304] considered fully and partially hydrolyzed
PVA and its solutions with water, methanol, and methyl acetate. Activity in PVA - water solutions was
measured across the temperature range 363 K - 383 K. The authors used the Panayiotou and Vera equation
of state [301] to correlate experimental results, finding good agreement for the conditions studied. However,
only moderate water activities (aw < 0.3) were considered. Csaki et al. [305] obtained water activity using a
gel-deswelling method at 298 K, and interpreted the results based on the Flory-Huggins model. They found
a concentration dependent interaction parameter χij in the range 0.48 - 0.50 could fit the experimental data
to good accuracy, but did not investigate temperature dependence in this system.
Cross-linking of PVA introduces additional elastic energy to the polymer, allowing the formation of hy-
drogels at high water content [306]. Hydrogels have different water absorption characteristics from regular
polymer, with highly crosslinked polymer absorbing less readily. Although important for polymer membrane
construction, cross linking is not considered further here in terms of its impact on polymer-water solutions.
As before, molecular simulation of PVA-water solutions was performed to develop equation of state pa-
rameters for the PVA-water system. PVA was represented with TraPPE-UA [105] PVA oligomers (Mw =
897.1 g mol−1) and TIP4P/2005 [128] water molecules. Particle numbers were chosen to give water weight
fractions of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8, with a system diameter of approximately 3 nm. Eight systems
at geometrically spaced temperatures in the range 298.15 K - 353.15 K were simulated in parallel using the
replica exchange method detailed in section 2.3 for 20 ns. Liquid densities for the resulting 48 state points are
reported in appendix B. In figure 3.13, simulated liquid densities for each composition at 298 K are compared
against against experimental liquid densities of PVA-water mixtures [287]. The experimental values are for
long-chain PVA (Mw = 15 000 g mol
−1), as no short-chain PVA-water solution data are available.
The simulated liquid densities at 298 K have a clear increasing trend with polymer content. This is in
contrast to the experimental values for the same system, showing a moderate increase up to 0.70 PVA weight
fraction and subsequent decrease as the system approaches pure polymer. This trend is due to the phase
behaviour of PVA. As can be seen in figure 3.9, PVA is in the glassy state at 298 K. Hence, the liquid densities
in figure 3.13 represent a transition from liquid water to glassy PVA. Conversely, the simulated liquid densities
likely correspond to PVA in the melt phase. It is unclear to what extent the observed differences are due to
the TraPPE-UA model employed or chain length dependence.
The PC-SAFT equation of state description is based on melt-phase data, and as such should be well suited
to describing liquid densities seen in molecular simulation. Using the same approach as for PEO, a binary
interaction parameter kij = 0.0553 was correlated using the objective function in equation 3.10 based on
liquid densities at the 48 simulated state points for PVA-water systems. Liquid densities from the resulting
equation of state model at 298.15 K are shown in figure 3.13. The PVA-water liquid densities predicted by the
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Figure 3.14: Polymer density as function of temperature for PVAm-water solutions at 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
and 0.8 water weight fraction, from simulation with the TraPPE-UA and TIP4P/2005 models. Apparent
molar volumes for 0.3 water weight fraction systems are consistently higher than the more dilute systems,
indicative of the system undergoing a phase transition at low water content.
polymer systems in order to develop equation of state parameters, despite this being a somewhat artificial
construction.
Molecular simulation of PVAm-water solutions was performed using the modified TraPPE-UA model
described in section 2.2 to construct PVAm oligomers (Mw = 877.4 g mol
−1), together with TIP4P/2005 [128]
water molecules. Particle numbers were chosen to give water weight fractions of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8,
and a system diameter of approximately 3 nm. For each water weight fraction, eight systems at temperatures
geometrically spaced in the range 298.15 K - 353.15 K were simulated in parallel using the replica exchange
method detailed in section 2.3 for 20 ns. Liquid densities for the resulting 48 state points are reported in
appendix B. In figure 3.14, simulated liquid densities are shown for each composition at 298 K.
As for PEO and PVA, the simulated liquid densities at 298 K have a clear increasing trend with polymer
content. The systems are nearly equal in density to PEO-water solutions in figure 3.12, mirroring the similar
liquid densities seen for small-molecule amine and ether compounds. Using the same approach as for PEO
and PVA, a binary interaction parameter kij = −0.1336 was correlated using the objective function in
equation 3.10 based on liquid densities at the 48 simulated state points for PVAm-water systems. The
binary interaction parameter is negative, similar to that for PEO-water, indicating strong binary polymer-
water interactions. Liquid densities from the resulting equation of state model at 298.15 K are shown in
figure 3.14. The PVAm-water liquid densities predicted by the PC-SAFT model are elevated by approximately
1% at low polymer content, but approach simulated densities with a mean average deviation of 0.4% for the
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compositions shown. The parallels between the PC-SAFT models for PVAm and PEO are striking, with both
molecular parameters and the polymer-water binary interaction parameter being similar. While no like-for-like
comparison can be made against experimental data, the PC-SAFT model for PVAm appears to represent the
solution properties of PVAm-water in a manner consistent with a highly absorbent and water-soluble polymer.
3.6 Summary
This chapter has detailed the development of molecular models for the polymers PEO, PVA, and PVAm
together with their aqueous solutions. In order to identify the physical properties used for model development,
thermodynamics of pure polymer and their solutions were first reviewed in section 3.2. Typical ρpT behaviour
of polymers, showing glass-rubber and rubber-glass transitions, were illustrated by polyether ether ketone in
figure 3.1, while polymer-solvent liquid-liquid phase behaviour and absorption isotherms were illustrated in
figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Models for the molecular simulation of polymers and their solutions were reviewed in section 3.3, with
the partially coarse-grained TraPPE-UA family of potentials identified as most suitable for systems where
phase behaviour is of interest. PEO and PVA are both well described based on literature TraPPE-UA param-
eters [105, 104]. For PVAm, new dihedral potentials were developed in section 3.3.2, describing C-C-C-N,
C-C-N-H, and C-C-N-C torsional interactions.
Using molecular simulation, the ρpT behaviour of PEO, PVA, and PVAm was characterised in section 3.4
for their respective melt phases. Simulated ρpT data were found to be in good agreement with experiment
for PEO, with a mean average deviation of 0.1% in the temperature range 373 K - 473 K. For PVA, the
experimental melt phase occurs close to the point of thermal degradation, so experimental data for the melt
phase have limited reliability. However, simulated densities were nonetheless found to be close to experimental
values for the temperature range 500 K-540 K. For PVAm, the simulation data show ρpT behaviour similar
to that of PEO, although no experimental data are available for comparison.
The simulated ρpT data were used to develop PC-SAFT models for each of the three polymers, illustrated
in figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10. The resulting molecular parameters were reported in table 3.2, and compared
against PC-SAFT molecular parameters reported in literature based on experimental data for PEO and PVA.
For PEO, where an unambiguous melt phase can be characterised experimentally, the PC-SAFT parameters
developed from molecular simulation were found to be very close to the PC-SAFT parameters reported by
Peters et al. [241, 242].
Continuing the approach of utilizing molecular simulation to characterise ρpT behaviour, the aqueous
solutions of PEO, PVA, and PVAm were simulated using TraPPE-UA models in combination with the
TIP4P/2005 [128] model for water over the temperature range 298 K - 353 K. From the resulting ρpT
data, binary interaction parameters were developed for each polymer-water pair. In figures 3.12 - 3.14, both
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molecular simulation data and the resulting PC-SAFT model behaviour were compared against experimental
ρpT data, together with solution activities for PEO.
Overall, the hybrid molecular simulation / equation of state predictive approach was found to give good
quantitative descriptions of pure polymer ρpT behaviour for the cases considered, and a reasonable qualitative
representation of polymer-water systems. Liquid densities of PEO-water solutions were well represented, and
the water activities in figure 3.12 indicate the solution is miscible. For PVA, the phase behaviour of the
simulated system deviated from experimental behaviour, as shown in figure 3.13. However, this is likely due
to chain length effects, and the simulation data are assumed to be representative for short-chain PVA solutions.
For PVAm, the system behaviour was close to that of PEO, indicating a highly water-soluble polymer.
The proposed model for PVAm allows exploration of vapour-liquid equilibrium and gas solubility in the
selective layer of facilitated transport membranes. However, for application to reactive CO2 absorption,
additional features of organic amine absorption must be understood. In chapter 4, the properties of organic
electrolyte compounds are considered, and new models for alkylammonium and bicarbonate are developed for
molecular simulation of their aqueous solutions. Chapter 5 details the processes governing reactive absorption,
and how this process may be integrated with the equation of state model for PVAm described here. Finally,
in chapter 6 the model for PVAm and PVAm - H2O solutions developed here is applied to study reactive
absorption of CO2 and predict the performance of facilitated transport membranes under varying process
conditions.
Chapter 4
Models of Electrolyte Solutions
4.1 Overview
Electrolytes are compounds which dissociate to form ionic species in solvent, producing electrically conductive
solutions. The ionic species can either form from the electrolyte itself, as for sodium chloride, or be generated
through a chemical reaction, as seen in absorption of CO2 in aqueous amine solvents and facilitated transport
membranes. Solvation of electrolytes influences the thermodynamic properties of solvents, electrolyte species,
and the overall properties of solutions, such as density, heat capacity, and viscosity. In the context of phase
equilibrium, electrolyte concentration modulates solvent and ion activity, as well as the solubility of other
species. These effects may be understood by considering the ion-solvent and ion-ion forces acting in solution.
In this chapter, we begin by considering the physical behaviour of electrolyte solutions, spending some
time developing the conventional Born and Debye-Hückel models of electrolyte solutions in sections 4.2 and
4.3. While these continuum models are presented in detail in other works, they serve as useful illustrations
of the interactions governing thermodynamic behaviour in electrolyte solutions, and allow us to reflect on the
reasons for failure of of classical theory in complex solutions. Empirical extensions to Debye-Hückel theory
are also considered, exemplified by the Pitzer equation in section 4.4.
Building from the developments for polymer systems in chapter 3, the most straightforward molecular
modelling approach for electrolyte solutions would be to use an equation of state description. This chapter
examines commonly employed ’electrolyte’ equations of state in section 4.5, reviewing the key differences in
treatment of electrolytes between each approach. We first consider primitive models employing a continuum
assumption for solvent permittivity, such as used in the conventional Debye-Hückel model. These models are
seen to fail for complex fluid systems, motivating the use of more elaborate non-primitive approaches. Non-
primitive models in the context of electrolyte solutions refers to explicit representation of solvent polarity, and
representation of solution thermodynamic properties without evoking the dielectric constant. However, non-
primitive models are found to be poorly developed for the polymer-solvent systems encountered in facilitated
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transport membranes, necessitating the use of molecular simulation.
As an alternative to dielectric continuum and non-primitive theoretical approaches to electrolyte solutions,
molecular simulation implicitly calculates the dielectric properties and ion-solvent interactions based on the
constituent species of a system. In the second half of this chapter, electrolyte models for molecular simulation
of alkylammonium, halide, and bicarbonate species are developed in order to build model parameters for
facilitated transport membranes.
In section 4.6, literature approaches and models for simulation of electrolyte solutions are reviewed. Single-
atom models make up the majority of past research efforts, with selected alkali halide models reviewed in
section 4.6.1. Selection of target properties for electrolyte model development in the context of calculating
fluid phase properties is discussed in section 4.6.2, alternative dispersion potentials in section 4.6.3, while
consideration to non-integer charge models and the charge-scaling approach is given in section 4.6.4.
Using the identified best practices for electrolyte model development, section 4.8 develops molecular
parameters for simulation of alkylammonium chloride solutions trained against experimental solvent activity
data. Alkylmmonium parameters are constructed to be compatible with the TraPPE-UA model for organic
amines developed in chapter 3, so that hydrated amine compounds can be represented in the protonated state
when considering reactive systems in chapter 5 and facilitated transport membranes in chapter 6.
With a similar approach as for alkylammonium, molecular parameters are developed for bicarbonate in
section 4.9, the primary anion expected for facilitated transport membranes. In combination, the new models
provide an avenue for studying solutions of organic ammonium bicarbonate solutions, including a wide range
of solutions important to CO2 absorption applications. To test the transferability of the alkylammonium and
bicarbonate models, water activity is predicted for tetramethylammonium bicarbonate solutions, and found
to be in excellent agreement with experimental values.
4.2 Born Model
The simplest model of electrolyte solvation is that of spherical ions dissolved in a continuous dielectric solvent.
Interactions between the ion and solvent are isotropic, and ions (of either charge) do not interact with each
other in solution. The resulting free energy is described solely by the Coulomb potential for the ion, and
corresponds to the energy required to ’charge up’ the electric field in the surrounding dielectric medium to
align with the ion in solution. For a fluid of permittivity ε, the electrostatic potential ψ at the boundary of a





for an ion with variable charge λ. Here, λ takes on values from 0 to q where q is the formal charge of the
ion, equivalent to the thermodynamic perturbation approach described in subsection 2.3. The corresponding
free energy ABorn can be found by integrating the work of charging up the ionic solute by adjusting λ from
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Figure 4.1: Solubility of sodium chloride at 298 K in hydrogen-bonding solvents with varying dielectric con-
stants, with solid circles indicating experimental values reported by Burgess [309]. The dotted line shows
scaling according to the Born model of ion solvation (equation 4.3) for solubility in similar solvents.








for creating an ion in the dielectric medium. Note that free energies from continuum solvation models
are often quoted as Gibbs free energy, although no pressure-work is incorporated in the model description.
In practice, pressure-work in electrolyte solutions is negligible due to the small volume change of the liquid
phase. Additionally, it has been argued by Atkins and MacDermott [308] that the work integral in equation 4.2
should be replaced by a summation due to the integer charges found in real systems, however as discussed
in section 2.2 non-integer charges are readily used in the thermodynamic perturbation formalism. From
equation 4.2, the free energy change for ion transfer between different solvents can be calculated. In the
special case of ion transfer from a hypothetical vacuum state (ε = ε0) into solvent, the free energy of
solvation can be calculated as
∆solvA








where εr is the relative permittivity of the solvent such that εr = ε/ε0. Equation 4.3 is known as the Born
equation, and is the foundation of continuum electrostatics treatments of electrolyte solvation, and allows
prediction of relative solublity between solvents of different permittivity.
To assess the applicability of the Born equation, figure 4.1 compares the solubility of sodium chloride
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for solvents of varying relative permittivity. The Born equation predicts a logarithmic decrease in solubility
with 1/εr, indicated by the dotted line. The experimental values show reasonable agreement with the Born
equation over four orders of magnitude in solubility. However, in practice the assumptions of equation 4.3
only apply within a group of similar solvents: the effective ion radius r0 is sensitive to changes in short-ranged
ion-solvent interactions, resulting in large variations in solubility between chemically different solvents.
In addition to the lack of transferability between different solvents, a major shortcoming for the Born
model of ion solvation is the lack of concentration dependence in the system description. Solvation free
energy ∆solvA
Born is fixed for a given solvent due to the assumption of no ion-ion interactions and the
permittivity of the continuum solvent remaining constant. These are reasonable assumptions for very dilute
systems, where ions do not encounter each other and the dielectric properties remain those of the bulk solvent.
As electrolyte concentration increases, the assumption of no ion-ion interactions breaks down due to
long-range electrostatic interactions between ions. This stabilization of electrolyte species with increasing
concentration causes a reduction in electrolyte activity coefficient, with a corresponding increase in solvent
activity coefficient due to the Gibbs-Duhem equation. A successful theory setting out the relationship between
electrolyte concentration and solution activities was first described by Debye and Hückel [310, 311].
4.3 Debye-Hückel Model
The Born model outlined above treats each ion as exclusively interacting with the surrounding solvent. To
better account for solvent and electrolyte activities in solutions of higher concentration, long-range electrostatic
forces between ions must be considered in addition to the Born energy described previously. The Debye-
Hückel model [310, 311] of electrolyte solutions provides an analytical solution for systems away from infinite
dilution. In order to provide a background for understanding the dominant forces in electrolyte solutions, a brief
derivation of Debye-Hückel theory is given below. Further details of Debye-Hückel theory and its implications
for electrolyte equations of state are discussed in further detail in the recent review by Kontegeorgis et al. [312].
Rather than treating the ion as solvated in an infinite electrostatic continuum, the Debye-Hückel model
considers electrostatics in two regions. Firstly, the immediate environment of the ion will contribute a solvation
energy similar to that of the Born model. No other ions occupy this space: it is within the distance of closest
approach, a0. The distance a0 is separate from the ion radius r0 in the Born model. Secondly, the more
distant region will tend to be occupied by ions of opposite charge, attracted by long-range electrostatic forces.
We are interested in the electrostatic potential ψi around the central ion. Within the distance of closest
approach, we ignore the effects of external ions and the electrostatic potential is given by Laplace’s equation,
∇2ψi(r) = 0, r ≤ a0. (4.4)
Hence, the electrostatic potential is simply the electrostatic potential of the Born model (equation 4.1), up
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which together with the electroneutrality condition
∑
i ρiqi = 0 gives an electrostatic potential in the region








jψi(r), r > a0. (4.10)










allowing equation 4.10 to be written as
∇2ψi(r) = κ2ψi(r), r > a0 (4.12)








where the constants C1 and C2 are determined by boundary conditions. For large r, the electrostatic force
vanishes so we must have C2 = 0. Further, at r = a0 the value and gradient of ψi must be consistent


































with either C0 inserted into equation 4.5 or C1 inserted into equation 4.13 at radius a0 resulting in the same
electrostatic potential. Simplifying the resulting expression, we obtain the electrostatic continuum potential
adjusted for the Debye-Hückel energy:
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The corresponding Helmholtz free energy can be found by a thermodynamic charging process for qi, similar





with resulting Helmholtz free energy








3/2 + ln(1 + κa0)− 2(1 + κa0) + (1 + κa0)2/2
]
(4.19)
using κ as defined in equation 4.11.
From equation 4.18 the chemical potentials of ion or solvent species can be obtained thorough equa-
tion 2.36. Many electrolyte equations of state employ the Debye-Hückel contribution ADH in combination
with a reference fluid Helmholtz free energy contribution to describe the thermodynamics of electrolyte so-
lutions. In the case of associating equations of state, the resulting system description is a hybrid between
molecular and continuum theory: association interactions are evaluated based on radial distribution functions,
while Debye-Hückel interactions assume a fluid continuum for electrostatic properties.
The effect of long-range electrostatic interactions for electrolytes can be conveniently shown by considering
activities in low concentration solutions. Conventionally, either the mean ionic activity coefficient γ± or the





where m is the electrolyte molality, µ± is the mean ionic chemical potential, and µ
◦
± is the mean ionic chemical
potential at a hypothetical reference state with concentration 1 molal and infinite dilution conditions. Similarly,
the osmotic coefficient is defined on molality basis as





where µs is the solvent chemical potential and µ
◦
s the chemical potential for the neat solvent. In equations
4.20 and 4.21, ν is the stoichiometric number of the electrolyte and Ms the molar mass of solvent.
For a single electrolyte solution the ion activity coefficient and osmotic coefficient are related through the
Gibbs-Duhem equation [313], and may be calculated by integrating







The Debye-Hückel model only has a single adjustable parameters describing the ions, and no ion-specific
parameters other than formal charge. As such it is a striking example of predictive theory in complex fluid
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• Solutes are treated as repulsive hard spheres, not permitting closer approach than the contact radius.
• Short-range ion-ion interactions are calculated from the second- and third-order virial coefficients.
• Long-range electrostatic interactions are calculated from the Debye-Hückel model.
The free energy formulation of the Pitzer model is presented here for reference, with a full derivation
provided by Pitzer [315]. As for the Born and Debye-Hückel models, Pitzer uses Gibbs free energy to describe
solution thermodynamics. Here, Helmholtz free energy is employed instead for compatibility with the general
equation of state thermodynamic framework in section 2.4. For a solution of a single electrolyte MX the













where Aφ is the Debye-Hückel coefficient, I the ionic strength, b a solvent-specific constant set to 1.2, and
ν is the stoichiometric number for each ion. BG and CG are electrolyte-specific terms, defined by
















where β(0), β(1), and Cφ are electrolyte-specific adjustable parameters. The parameters β(0) and β(1) define
the second-order virial coefficient of the electrolyte pair, while Cφ defines the third-order virial coefficient which
in many cases can be neglected in real electrolyte systems [315]. The Pitzer equation can be parameterised to
give an accurate description of activity in simple electrolyte solutions up to a concentration of several molar,
as shown in figure 4.3 for the sodium halides. With extensions for multi-valent ions, mixed electrolyte mixed
solutions, and various solvents, Pitzer model is well suited for solutions of most simple ions.
For molecular species such as charged organic compounds, solute interactions often have more structure
than the ion pairs formed by spherical electrolytes. These interactions may include directional bonding,
formation of ion-solvent clusters, and regions of increased or decreased charge density. An extreme example
of structured ion-ion interaction is the formation of micellar vesicles by salts of long-chain carboxylate acids,
where ions of like charges nonetheless show cooperative behaviour.
The Pitzer model and other theories developed on similar premises fail when considering ions with more
heterogeneous solute-solute interactions. This is the case for tetraalkylammonium chlorides, where solution
activity shows increasingly complex behaviour with lengthening alkyl chains. Parameters for the Pitzer model
fitted to alkylammonium chloride osmotic coefficients from Lindenbaum and Boyd [321] are reported in
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Table 4.1: Pitzer coefficients for alkylammonium chlorides fitted to experimental osmotic coefficients from
Lindenbaum and Boyd [321] for tetramethylammonium chloride (Me4NCl), tetraethylammonium chloride
(Et4NCl), tetrapropylammonium chloride (Pr4NCl), and tetrabutylammonioum chloride (Bu4NCl). Limit of
validity indicated by m, with coefficients fitted using least-squares regression up to this concentration.
electrolyte β(0) β(1) C m / mol kg−1 RMSD
Me4NCl 0.0654 −0.1752 −0.0001 6.0 0.005
Et4NCl 0.0669 −0.1266 0.0089 4.5 0.004
Pr4NCl 0.1293 −0.2904 0.0174 2.5 0.005
Bu4NCl 0.2240 −0.3690 −0.0538 2.0 0.004
table 4.1.
A comparison of the Pitzer-Mayorga model against experimental osmotic coefficients for alkylammonium
chloride systems is shown in Figure 4.4. At low concentration, each compound obeys the familiar Debye-Hückel
slope. As concentration increases the osmotic coefficients of short-chain methylammonium and ethylammo-
nium species are reasonably described by the Pitzer model, with an initial dip followed by monotonic increase.
For the long-chain propylammonium and butylammonium species, osmotic coefficients instead level off and
decline with increasing concentration, including a characteristic ’double dip’ for tetrabutylammonium chloride.
This indicates changes to the fluid structure beyond simply solvation and ion-ion interactions.
The changes to fluid structure and thermodynamics with increasing content of organic electrolytes do not
follow the anticipated behaviour of electrolyte solutions, but rather resemble those seen in conventional fluid
mixtures. This is expected, as the fluid mixture increasingly takes on the character of its organic components.
This merger of electrolyte- and fluid mixture effects motivates the combination of electrolyte theory with an
equation of state treatment for the fluid mixture, accounting both for long-range electrostatics and short-
ranged fluid interactions as discussed in chapter 2. However, the continuum solvent assumption in electrolyte
solution theory conflicts with the molecular- or lattice-based approaches outlined previously, leading to differing
implementations of electrolyte equations of state.
A number of other extensions or modifications to Debye-Hückel theory have been proposed, such as the
Davies equation [322] and specific ion interaction theory developed by Guggenheim and Turgeon [323]. In
each case, post-Debye-Hückel theories are predominantly empirical in nature, and better suited as frameworks
for data regression rather than predictive tools for complex electrolyte solutions. Indeed, the Pitzer model was
shown by Rowland et al. [324] to perform similarly for most ions as a simple power law expansion in molality.
4.5 Electrolyte Equations of State
As ion concentration increases, the solvent content of an electrolyte solution decreases with concomitant
changes to fluid properties. In the case of tetrabutylammonum bromide at 15 molal shown in figure 4.4, the
electrolyte makes up 83% of the liquid mass. Similar changes in composition are expected for CO2 absorption
in aqueous amine solutions and facilitated transport membranes. Given the departure of fluid composition
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for each system of interest. The electrolyte PC-SAFT (ePC-SAFT) model developed by Held et al. [54, 55]
and many other electrolyte equations of state belong to this category, often denoted primitive models.
A variation of the continuum solvent approach has been proposed by Maribo-Mogensen et al. [56], employ-
ing a geometric model for estimating permittivity in conjunction with equation 4.18. This allows modelling of
electrolyte solutions at varying conditions without the need for additional empirical data, as demonstrated for
the eCPA model (see section 4.5.2). However, challenges remain for high-concentration and organic systems
as illustrated in figure 4.4, where the assumptions for Debye-Hückel theory start breaking down.
A third option is abandoning the Debye-Hückel framework and utilizing a so-called non-primitive electrolyte
equation of state, where solvent is represented as explicit dipolar species rather than a dielectric continuum.
Each of the above approaches is discussed further in the following sections.
4.5.1 ePC-SAFT
The ePC-SAFT model developed by Cameretti et al. [325] and Held et al. [54, 55] combines the PC-SAFT
equation of state presented in section 2.4 with the Debye-Hückel expression in equation 4.18 to describe
Helmholtz free energy of electrolyte solutions with varying solvent composition. Short-ranged ion-ion interac-
tions are neglected in the original ePC-SAFT model, while a later revision by Held et al. [326] includes these.
Due to the continuum solvent assumption permittivity must be known for the solvent, with the original work
by Cameretti et al. [325] employing the correlation by Floriano and Nascimento [327]. Weak electrolytes such






where keq is the reaction equilibrium constant and ν are stoichiometric coefficients (see chapter 5 for a more
detailed treatment of chemical reactions).
The ePC-SAFT equation of state has been applied to a broad spectrum of electrolyte systems relevant
to CO2 solubility in aqueous or aqueous-organic systems. Yan et al. [328] considered solubility of CO2 in
brines, finding good agreement with experimental liquid densities relative to five other equations of state.
Held et al. [329] investigated electrolyte solution in water-alcohol mixtures, where ePC-SAFT was able to
reproduce the complex composition dependencies of solvent activity in water-ethanol mixtures with a variety
of electrolytes. Activity coefficients of electrolytes and solvent in water-urea mixtures were modelled by ePC-
SAFT by Sadeghi et al. [330] with average deviations below 5%. Held et al. [331] considered water-amino acid
mixtures in a similar study, finding correct sequencing of halide anions with respect to experimental activity.
For the case of CO2 absorption, special attention has been given to solutions of N-methyldiethanolamine
(MDEA) and the MDEA - H2O - CO2 ternary system. Uyan et al. [332] considered MDEA and CO2 each as
weakly dissociating electrolytes as proposed by Held et al. [55] and developed three-parameter temperature-
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correlations for the resulting binary parameters. The resulting absorption isotherms had an average deviation
of 22.9% over the composition ranges studied. Wangler et al. [333] later considered CO2, H2S and CH4
absorption in the same system, with a reported average deviation of 19.7% again relying on temperature-
correlated binary interaction parameters. More recently, Cleeton et al. [47] explored competitive absorption in
the quaternary systems MDEA - H2O - CO2 - H2S and MDEA - H2O - CO2 - CH4 systems over a wider range
of conditions, while employing temperature-invariant binary interaction parameters. The resulting average
deviations ranged from 20.3% - 65.5% for data sets of increasing concentration, showing clear degradation
of the ePC-SAFT model with increasing organic content, despite the MDEA - H2O binary system being
well represented across the full range of compositions. Unsurprisingly, electrolyte contributions based on
constant permittivity break down when departing from the original solvent composition, likely due to changes
in permittivity and ion-solvent interactions.
4.5.2 eCPA
The description of permittivity in neat or mixed solvents is intimately linked to microscopic structural organi-
sation, and its prediction is a long-standing problem in the study of liquids. An early study of the connection
between permittivity and the structure of liquids was conducted by Kirkwood [334, 335], considering systems
of molecular dipoles. For a dipole with moment µ (note the use of bold vector notation µ to distinguish from
chemical potential µ), the permittivity εr is given by [335]







where gK is the Kirkwood g-factor, describing the microscopic alignment of dipoles to a local electric field.






where M denotes the total dipole of the system including the central molecule. Note that calculation of
gK from any microscopic system assumes the system is large enough that alignement with the central dipole
decays at the system boundaries.
As shown by equation 4.28 the Kirkwood g-factor and hence macroscopic dielectric properties are intimately
connected with local geometry and alignement. Later work has expanded on the connection between the
Kirkwood g-factor and molecular geometry, such as the permittivity in liquid acohols and water by Oster and
Kirkwood [336]. Rather than being a static property, gK varies strongly with the applied field frequency once
the timescale becomes comparable to that of molecular rearrangement in the fluid (e.g. for optical processes).
For equilibrium thermodynamic properties, the zero-frequency value of εr is conventionally used.
Extending equation 4.27 to mixtures and accounting for electronic polarizability due to induced dipole
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moments, Maribo-Mogensen et al. [56] derive the relation










where the sum is over all species i in the system. The infinite-frequency electric permittivity ε∞ in equa-









suitable for systems of isotropic polarizability. Hence, both static and induced dipoles contribute to the overall
electric permittivity of the fluid in equation 4.29. The value of α0,i can be determined experimentally from the
refractive index, estimated by quantum-mechanical calculations, or used as a free parameter in the correlation
of εr for a material.
Following a geometric argument similar to that of Oster and Kirkwood [336], Maribo-Mogensen et al. [56]
showed that local dipole alignment in an associating fluid mixture can be approximated based on molecular
angles γ, θ and the strength of association between fluid components. The resulting expression for gK around
species i is [56]








Pi cos θij + 1
(4.31)
where zij is the coordination number of species j around species i, Pij is the probability of an association
interaction between the two species, and Pi is the probability of the association sites of species i being bonded
to any species. Equation 4.31 in combination with equation 4.29 allows calculation of the permittivity of fluid
mixtures, provided the parameters µ and α0 are known for each species and the geometric parameters zij
γij , θij for each binary pair.
The electrolyte cubic-plus-association (eCPA) model developed by Maribo-Mogensen et al. [56, 57, 58,
59] combines the permittivity expression in equation 4.29 with statistically associating fluid theory, as outlined
in chapter 2. The resulting equation of state allows estimation of permittivity and electrolyte contributions to
the Helmholtz free energy, albeit at the cost of two additional species-specific parameters and three binary pa-
rameters. The eCPA equation of state has been applied to a variety of systems including organic electrolytes.
Sun et al. [337] modelled the vapour-liquid properties of aqueous tetra-n-butyl ammonium halides, investi-
gating activity and density up to electrolyte concentrations exceeding 10 molal. For tetrabutylammonium
bromide the authors found average deviations of 9.2% and 7.7% for liquid density and saturation pressures,
respectively. Gas solubility in alkylammonium salt solutions was considered by the same authors [338] using
temperature-correlated solute-solvent binary interaction parameters, finding average deviations within 10% for
N2, CH4, and CO2. However, the qualitative behaviour for e.g. CH4 solubility in tetraalkylammonum bromide
was inconsistent with experimental trends.
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The eCPA model is a well developed model for characterising complex electrolyte systems, with a geometric
framework for estimating permittivity which bridges the gap between continuum and molecular solvent models.
However, the eCPA equation of state is poorly suited for the study of polymer systems due to the use of a
cubic equation of state as reference fluid. Additionally the eCPA approach is limited by the large number
of parameters required for electrolyte solutions, including knowledge of solvent-solvent interaction angles for
dipole projections between associating compounds.
4.5.3 Non-Primitive Models
Developments beyond Debye-Hückel and semiempirical theories are coined non-primitive models for ion sol-
vation, in which solvent is typically represented as molecular dipoles rather than a dielectric continuum. The
most commonly used non-primitive model is the mean-spherical approximation (MSA) developed by Percus
and Yevick [339] and Lebowitz and Percus [340], where the system of ions and dipoles is represented as hard
spheres. Blum et al. [341, 342, 343, 344] developed analytical solutions for the thermodynamic properties of
the MSA system, based on ion-ion, ion-dipole, and dipole-dipole contributions to the system Helmholtz free
energy. Due to its formulation for hard spheres, the MSA model can be applied in conjunction with associating
equations of state based on the same hard-sphere assumptions, as first demonstrated by Liu et al. [345] for
a range of electrolytes in aqueous solution. Lee and Kim [346] and later Herzog et al. [347] explored this
combination for PC-SAFT, with the latter authors finding a significant improvement in the description of the
water vapour-liquid coexistence envelope, together with good descriptions for activity coefficients of alkali
halides up to the solubility limit. Only one adjustable parameter was regressed per ion, demonstrating the
predictive power of the non-primitive approach relative to continuum solvation models. Other applications
of the MSA model in combination with associating equations of state include by Li et al. [348] investigating
ionic liquid solutions, Das et al. [349] comparing the results from MSA against Monte Carlo simulation of
molecular systems, and Eriksen et al. [350] more recently implementing the MSA model in combination with
the Mie potential shown in equation 2.8. However, the MSA model has seen little adoption for organic and
chain-like systems, likely due to the differences between spherical dipole systems for which MSA was devel-
oped. Further work is needed to establish the applicability of MSA-based non-primitive equations of state for
organic electrolyte and polyelectrolyte solutions.
4.6 Molecular Simulation of Electrolyte Solutions
The increasingly complex models described in section 4.5 demonstrate the need for molecular descriptions of
both solvent and electrolyte species in order to represent solution thermodynamics. But even the non-primitive
MSA model by Blum et al. [341, 342, 343, 344] is limited by its assumptions of uniform spherical dipoles and
charges. Molecular simulation offers a more direct and flexible alternative for studying electrolyte solution
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thermodynamics, by representing solvent and electrolytes as explicit molecular species.
Electrolyte model development for molecular simulation has largely been focused on monatomic ions,
together with protonatable amino acid side chains for biomolecular simulation. The solvent studied has
primarily been water, with some exceptions for e.g. alcohol solutions [351, 352] and solutions in water-
methanol mixed solvent [353, 354, 355, 356]. Unsurprisingly, electrolytes are preferentially solvated by water
in water-methanol mixtures, being an order of magnitude more soluble in this solvent as shown in figure 4.1.
Despite a significant interest in simulation of electrolyte solutions, the optimisation of ion model parameters
has been hampered by certain challenges unique to electrolytes:
• To maintain charge neutrality, ions only appear in pairwise or higher combinations. Observable properties
are hence characteristics of ion pairs rather than single species.
• Due to charge-transfer interactions with solvent, ion-ion interactions in solutions are significantly differ-
ent from those in the crystalline state, which compared to the liquid phase is more readily studied e.g.
by crystallographic methods.
• While the charge distribution in molecular species can be optimised, ions are typically assigned an integer
charge. This reduces the number of parameters for model optimisation. Additionally, integer charges
may not reflect the effective ion charge in solution due to charge transfer interactions.
In the next section, model development approaches and parameter optimisation is reviewed for a selection
of alkali halide models, reflecting our rapidly developing understanding of ion-solvent interactions [357, 358].
While alkali halides are significantly simpler than the organic ions encountered in reactive CO2 absorption,
they serve as illustrative examples for challenges and successful strategies for electrolyte model development.
4.6.1 Alkali Halide Molecular Models
Alkali halides are inorganic electrolytes formed by a group 1 alkali metal and group 17 halogen. Ions of these
compounds are both monatomic and carry a formal charge of one, making their solutions the conceptually
least complex of real electrolytes. Further, solutions of commonly encountered alkali halides such as sodium
chloride and potassium bromide are well characterised experimentally: Standard thermodynamic quantities
including osmotic coefficients, ion activity coefficients, apparent molar volumes, and enthalpies of solution
are available for a range of conditions. The properties of alkali halide solutions are somewhat similar, and
reasonably described by semi-empirical continuum solvation models as shown in figure 4.1.
The thermophysical properties of alkali halide solutions result from a range of physical interactions. In
dilute solution, ion solvation is dominated by short-ranged ion-solvent forces including charge transfer between
solvent and solute molecules. These interactions are sufficiently strong to create a relatively stable inner
solvation shell, giving rise to the coordination numbers seen experimentally for alkali halides [359]. The
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Figure 4.5: Parameter comparison for a selection of integer point-charge halide models with Lennard-Jones
dispersion interactions reported in literature. Red: Joung and Cheatham [360, 361]; Blue: Horinek et al. [362],
Green: Reiser et al. [363]. Symbol shape denotes chemical identity as indicated in the figure. Each model
is developed for simulation with the SPC/E water model [364]. Dashed lines indicate contours of constant
solvation free energy at infinite dilution as reported by Joung and Cheatham [360] at 298.15 K.
magnitude of dispersion interactions in alkali halide models varies significantly, as illustrated in figure 4.5 for
chloride, bromide, and iodide models.
As concentration increases, ions of oppositely charged species compete with solvent for coordination
sites. These ion-ion forces result in ion association pairs or higher-order complexes. Additional long-range
electrostatic forces similar to those described in section 4.3 are observed at high concentrations. Hence, a
molecular model aiming to describe alkali halide solutions at varying concentration should account for the
following three classes of interactions.
• Short-range ion-solvent interactions, including charge transfer and hard core repulsion. These interac-
tions make the primary contribution to solvation free energy, and corresponding to the r0 parameter in
the Born solvation energy from section 4.2.
• Short-range ion-ion interactions, responsible for effects such as Bjerrum pairs and cluster formation.
Ion-ion interactions additionally determine the free energy of the crystalline state.
• Long-range electrostatic interactions, generating Debye-Hückel type behaviour as considered in sections
4.3 and 4.4. Long-range electrostatics are dependent on fluid permittivity.
It is worth noting that only the short-ranged ion-solvent and ion-ion interactions are expected to be sensitive
to model parameters involving shape and short-ranged dispersion forces. Conversely, long-range electrostatic
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interactions according to Debye-Hückel or similar theory are functions of ion charge and solvent dielectric
properties, hence would depend only weakly on electrolyte model parameters.
The combination of geometric simplicity and ample experimental data for parameter regression makes
alkali halides a natural starting point for building molecular models of electrolytes. Indeed, numerous models
of alkali halides have been reported in literature attempting to capture properties of their aqueous solutions,
crystal phase, or a combination thereof. Detailed reviews of pairwise potential models of alkali halides have
been given elsewhere [357, 358] and will not be repeated here, but the most salient points of electrolyte model
development and the current state-of-the-art bears mentioning in brief due to its relevance for organic ions.
4.6.2 Target properties
Similar to solvent and polymer molecular models, the development of electrolyte models requires good quality
experimental data describing the system behaviour over a range of experimental conditions. However, unlike
organic compounds, electrolyte species cannot be observed in a pure state, and the thermodynamic properties
of their solutions must be seen in the context of solvent species. Similarly, electrolyte models are normally
developed together with a particular solvent molecular model. Electrolyte model development is therefore an
exercise in matching solution thermodynamics of the model solvent - solute system with experimental values.
For alkali halides, a wide range of target properties may be considered, mainly centring on liquid and solid
states. The target properties should be chosen based on the intended purpose of the model. As pointed
out by Nezbeda et al. [357], target properties should ideally be thermodynamic functions as a function of
fundamental variables such as density and temperature. Helmholtz free energy and its derivatives are perhaps
the most directly transferable thermodynamic functions for model development. However, changes in enthalpy
or Gibbs free energy are more readily available experimentally. Target properties may also belong to more than
one phase, such as crystal lattice ionic radii if developing a model intended to reproduce crystalline lattice
parameters. Often, a combination of properties are used to avoid over-fitting of the model. In table 4.2,
a series of physical properties used for alkali halide model development in the literature are listed together
with examples of target property combinations from Joung and Cheatham [360, 361], Horinek et al. [362],
and Reiser et al. [363]. For this work, solvent activity and solution density are adopted as target properties
due to their direct connection to vapour-liquid absorption processes and strong connection to Helmholtz free
energy. For bicarbonate model development (see section 4.9), solution structural properties are employed as
an additional target property.
4.6.3 Dispersion Potentials
The short-ranged interactions of ions resemble those between strongly dipolar uncharged molecules such as
water, comprising a repulsive core, attractive dispersion interactions, and electrostatic interactions varying
with the local charge distribution, as elaborated in section 2.2. However, due to significant charge transfer
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interactions between ions and solvent as part of the solvation process [365], the delineation of dispersion
and electrostatic interactions is less clear-cut than for uncharged molecules. What is often denoted hard-core
repulsion has is in reality some structure as a function of separation. For this reason, the use of dispersion
potentials developed for uncharged molecules may not be directly transferable to electrolyte species creating
a strongly polarized local charge distribution.
While the Lennard-Jones interaction potential discussed in the previous section is most commonly em-
ployed for electrolyte molecular simulation [357], a variety of alternative dispersion interaction potentials have
been considered in the literature. Dispersion potentials are either based on ab initio ion-solvent interaction
potentials or empirical approaches. An example of the former is the Born-Mayer-Huggins-Tosi-Fumi (BMHTF)
potential [366, 367, 368, 369] described by










with three energy parameters A,B, and C, together with r0 describing the ’sharpness’ of the repulsive
core. The BMHTF potential has been of particular interest for electrolyte force field development, due to
its flexibility in the description of short-ranged forces. Ferrario et al. [370] used the BMHTF potential to
develop a model for aqueous potassium fluoride, targeting experimental chemical potentials in the liquid and
crystal state using a thermodynamic integration approach. The authors obtained a limiting concentration of
17.9 mol l−1, compared to 24.4 mol l−1 for the experimental solution at ambient conditions. Solution liquid
density was also reasonably described, without being targeted as part of the parameter optimisation process.
The approach of Ferrario et al. [370] was later employed by Sanz and Vega [371], who developed a
model for sodium chloride based on the BMHTF potential. The authors later revisited the sodium chloride
electrolyte system [372, 373] using multiple simulation approaches, finding significant differences in solubility
depending on methodology. Other variations in dispersion potentials include the Buckingham potential (see
equation 2.7), employed by e.g. Kiss and Baranyai [374] for alkali halide ions together with a polarizable
Gaussian charge distribution. The generalized Mie potential (see equation 2.8) has yet to be investigated for
molecular simulation of electrolyte solutions, but has been employed through the electrolyte SAFT-VR-Mie
equation of state [350].
In each case, variations of ion dispersion interactions requires concomitant evaluation of ion-solvent inter-
actions, and in most cases a solvent model described by the same interaction potential. Due to the importance
of short-range ion-solvent interactions, electrolyte models have limited transferability, instead being developed
for use with a specific solvent model [357, 358]. Due to the prevalence of the Lennard-Jones potential
for molecular models of water, this has also been adopted as the de-facto standard for development and
comparison of electrolyte models [357, 358].
As for uncharged species, mixing rules are applied to calculate dispersion interaction potentials between
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unlike compounds, most commonly using Lorentz-Berthelot rules [357, 358] as defined in section 2.2. While the
use of a geometric mixing rule for dispersion energy parameters is reasonably justified for long-range induced
dipole interactions observed for uncharged molecules, its suitability for ion-solvent and ion-ion interactions has
been questioned [357]. Using integer-charge Lennard-Jones potential models for sodium chloride, Weerasinghe
and Smith [375] demonstrated that by scaling sodium-water dispersion interactions, coordination numbers of
ion-water and ion-ion pairs could be reconciled with experimental observations. The Kirkwood-Buff-derived
model of Gee et al. [359] employed a further variation, with geometric mixing rules and separately optimised
ion-ion and ion-water dispersion interactions.
In this work Lennard-Jones dispersion interactions are assumed for all electrolyte species, together with
conventional Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules. This ensures compatibility with preexisting models for both
water and organic compounds, and no conclusive evidence has been found to support alternative potential
functions.
4.6.4 Charge scaling
Models of electrolyte species are normally assigned integer charges, corresponding to the quantized elementary
charges of protons and electrons in real ions. The continuum solvent models in sections 4.3 and 4.4 are similarly
constructed on the principle of integer electrolyte charges. However, scaled charges in electrolyte solutions
have seen use to better represent charge transfer processes since the early work of Jönsson et al. [376] on
micelle formation. More recently, a formal argument for charge scaling has been presented by Leontyev
and Stuchebrukhov [377, 378, 379, 380, 381] based on electronic polarizability, challenging the conventional
wisdom of integer charges in molecular simulation of condensed systems.
Charge scaling approaches typically uses electrolyte total charge as a free model parameter, giving more
flexibility to the optimisation of ion-solvent and ion-ion interactions. By scaling ion charges, the model
effectively immitates a charge transfer effect, albeit with a constant magnitude optimised for a specific
solvent. This primarily empirical approach has been employed by Kann and Skinner [382], finding a charge
scaling factor of 0.94 for alkali halides in aqueous solution. Earlier work by Tainter et al. [383] using a
similar approach found a charge scaling factor of 0.85. Charge scaling was also employed for the alkali halide
models by Li and Wang [384, 385], using an adaptive force matching algorithm [386] in combination with ab
initio simulation of electrolyte solutions, resulting in a scaling factor of 0.804. Charge scaling has also been
used for development of electrolyte force fields which incorporate properties of the crystalline state within the
optimisation targets. Fuentes-Azcatl and Barbosa [387] developed a model of sodium chloride targeting crystal
density together with concentration-dependent solution density and permittivity, with a scaling factor of 0.885
found to produce good representations of both phases. A broader set of thermodynamic optimisation targets
were studied by Benavides et al. [388], developing a sodium chloride model for use with the TIP4P/2005
water model. Benavides et al. [388] use a scaling factor of 0.85, following the work of Tainter et al. [383].
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Further development by Zeron et al. [389] expands this model to include both uni- and bi-valent electrolyte
species, retaining the same scaling factor in both cases.
While the models presented above employ charge scaling as a primarily empirical optimisation parameter,
Leontyev and Stuchebrukhov [381] argue that the charge transfer processes, including molecular polarizability,
should be understood as a combination of electronic and nuclear polarizability. Fast electronic effects should
be treated separately from slow-moving nuclear charges. Electronic effects create a near-continuum dielectric
medium, corresponding to the electronic polarizability of condensed-phase solvent molecules. Electronic
polarizability is reasonably similar for most small molecules, with an electronic relative permittivity εelecr near 2
proposed by Leontyev and Stuchebrukhov [381]. Typical solvent systems have a value of εelecr in the range 1.7
- 2.2 [390]. To account for electronic permittivity nuclear charges should be scaled by a factor of 1/
√
εelecr ,
corresponding to 0.67 - 0.77 across the above interval of permittivity. Within this ’electronic continuum’
framework, all molecular charges - including partial charges in neutral molecules - should be scaled to reflect
the electronic and nuclear electrostatics of molecular systems according to this approach. This argument has
been tested for solvent systems by Jorge and Lue [391], finding significant improvements to solvent dielectric
properties by charge scaling to account for electronic polarizability. The arguments presented by Leontyev
and Stuchebrukhov [381] are convincing. However, literature molecular models for fluid simulations are not
developed for use in electronic continuum simulation, and it remains unclear whether a full re-parameterisation
would be required for solvents.
The varying charge scaling factors proposed above illustrate a fundamental weakness of classical models for
simulation of electrolyte solutions: the charge transfer process is electronic in nature, while classical molecular
simulation is based on nuclear degrees of freedom. The different scaling factors proposed for electrolyte
models above reflect different compromises between thermodynamic properties - and the choice of solvent
studied. Hence, model parameters become system-specific quantities. This makes scaled-charge electrolyte
models poorly transferable to new solvent systems, particularly with differing charge-transfer interactions.
Additionally, the electronic continuum framework of Leontyev and Stuchebrukhov [381] suffers from a
shortcoming of validated molecular models, particularly for organic solvents and vapour-liquid equilibrium
simulations. It is also unclear how εelecr should be resolved for systems comprising both liquid and vapour
phases. Hence, conventional integer charges are assumed for the electrolyte species in this work.
4.7 Model Development Strategy
As argued in section 4.6.2, the target properties of existing electrolyte models largely focus on the liquid
phase at infinite dilution. Conversely, the use of classical interaction potentials and integer charge electrolyte
models to describe solvent activity in electrolyte systems is largely unexplored. In the next sections, the
target properties from table 4.2 are used to develop molecular parameters for halides, alkylammonium, and
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bicarbonate, the primary species required to represent reactive CO2 absorption by organic amines. The
model parameters are in each case numerically optimized in order to obtain models which can reproduce
thermodynamic properties in real electrolyte solutions.
Parameter optimization is performed as a minimization of an objective function f(Ci) describing the degree
of agreement between physical properties in molecular simulation and those of target systems, and where Ci are
model parameters (for example, σ and ε Lennard-Jones parameters) to be optimized. However, the objective
function is a costly quantity to obtain as it must be evaluated by molecular simulation. For a single evaluation
of solvent activity a set of 3 - 10 independent simulations are used, in order to obtain a numerical precision for
∆solvG of 0.1 kJ mol
−1. While this is considerably larger than experimental uncertainty of solvent activity in
electrolyte solution, it is sufficient to allow a clear delineation of model performance between parameter sets.
Given the computational expense of estimating properties, a polynomial expansion is used to approximate
model properties in the region of likely solutions, based on a small set of trial models. This approach is
illustrated in figure 4.5 for halide model development: trial solutions are shown as open symbols, while solid
lines indicate contours of constant solvent activity and molar volume, based on local polynomial expansions.
For each iteration of the optimisation, a new set of polynomial expansions are generated and the next proposed
solution identified as the model parameters minimizing f(Ci). The iterative procedure used for parameter
optimization is illustrated in figure 4.7. In each case the objective function is formulated as a convex function
with minimum at f = 0, i.e. when all model properties are in agreement with reference values. The iteration
is continued until model properties agree with reference values to within statistical precision.
4.8 Alkylammonium Halide Model Development
Alkylammonium ions are organic compounds carrying a four-coordinated nitrogen cation. Primary, secondary,
and tertiary alkylammonium act as conjugate acids in the presence of water, in rapid equilibrium with their
uncharged amine equivalents. Conversely, quaternary alkylammonium ions are non-reactive and thus an
important class of model species for investigating the fluid properties of charged organic compounds without
the added complexity of reaction equilibria. Quaternary alkylammonium has served as model for solvation
in biomolecular systems such as proteins, where charges are buried in the interior of the molecule [392] .
Quaternary ammonium is also encountered in a range of room-temperature ionic liquids [393], with at least
31 commercially available alkylammonium-based ionic liquids [394].
Depending on the degree of substitution, we expect solute-solvent interactions for alkylammonium to
range from largely hydrophobic (tetraalkylammonium) to largely hydrogen bonding (monoalkylammonium) in
nature. The changing solute-solvent interactions between differently substituted alkylammonium ions results
in divergent thermodynamic activity for high-concentration alkylammonium solutions, as shown in figure 4.8
for mono-, di-, tri-, and tetramethylammonium chloride.
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Figure 4.6: Parameter optimization for halide molecular parameters. The optimization targets of molar volume
and solvent activity are approximated by local polynomal expansions: solid lines show contours of constant
molar volume, while dashed lines show contours of constant solvent activity. The open symbols indicate
trial models for chloride (circles) and bromide (squares), while the solid symbols indicate the final models as
detailed in section 4.8. The coloured symbols indicate literature models for halides as detailed in figure 4.5.
Similar to the alkali halides, solvation of alkylammonium ions involves strong polar and charge transfer in-
teractions through NH· · ·O hydrogen bond formation. However, solvation of the bulkier alkyl groups has been
shown to follow a hydrophobic interaction pattern. Neutron diffraction characterisation of nitrogen-solvent ra-
dial distribution functions in aqueous tetramethylammonium chloride by Turner et al. [396, 397, 398] revealed
no strong orientational effects of water around tetramethylammonium, with a single peak for both oxygen and
hydrogen. In a later study Turner et al. [399] conclude water has an edge-on orientation around tetramethy-
lammonium, characteristic for hydrophobic solvation. The interaction energy of the tetramethylammonium–
water dimer has been estimated by ab initio calculations as approximately 42 kJ mol−1 [400, 401], although
there is some variation with basis set. This compares with an estimated 103 kJ mol−1 for the NH· · ·O
methylammonium–water dimer [402] and 84 kJ mol−1 for the chloride–water dimer [403].
In summary, a molecular model for alkylammonium solutions must account for both hydrophilic and hy-
drophobic solute-solvent interactions in order to reproduce the solvent activity behaviour observed in figure 4.8.
Further to the interactions listed in section 4.6, the alkylammonium model should describe hydrophobic alkyl-
solvent interactions as illustrated in figure 4.9, similar to those observed for alkanes in aqueous solutions.
When considering tetraalkylammonium ions, the interactions of the ions are simplified considerably due
to the weak interactions of alkyl groups with solvent and other ions. Since the charge-carrying nitrogen
is shielded by methyl groups, no strong ion-solvent or ion-ion interactions are observed. Models for alkyl
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chains together with dihedral potentials for C-C-N-C and C-C-C-N torsional interactions have already been
established in chapter 3, allowing construction of realistic models for tetraalkylammonium species based on
existing parameters. Similar approaches have previously been employed for simulation of tetraalkylammonium
aqueous solutions [404, 405, 406, 407], relying on parameters for neutral organic molecules in combination
with selected ab-initio data for bond lengths and charge distribution.
Existing simulation studies for alkylammonium solvation have largely focused on dilute systems, char-
acterising ion-solvent interactions and limiting thermodynamic properties. However, as can be seen from
figures 4.4 and 4.8 the experimentally accessible concentration range for alkylammonium halides extends to
concentrations far outside the dilute regime. In the context of chemically reactive absorption in organic amine
solvents, high concentrations are required to ensure a high total loading and working capacity of the fluid.
Hence, it is essential for the development of alkylammonium models targeting industrial applications to make
use of target properties across a range of conditions including the high concentration regime.
The chosen target properties of fluid density and solvent activity are both well characterised for alky-
lammonium halides across a wide range of concentrations. A comprehensive study of activities in aqueous
mono-, di-, tri- and tetraalkylammonium chloride and bromide solutions was reported by Lindenbaum and
Boyd [321]. MacAskill and Pethybridge [408] reported further data for mono-, di-, and trimethylammonium
chloride and sulfate solutions. Bonner [409] questioned the integrity of earlier sources due to the significant
volatility of mono-, di-, and trimethylammonium chloride, reporting a new set of osmotic coefficients for these
compounds. In a later study, MacAskill and Bates [395] reported revised and extended osmotic coefficients
for these compounds, which appear to be the most thoroughly vetted experimental data for methylammonium
halide solution activities, and are shown in figure 4.8 together with the experimental data of Lindenbaum and
Boyd [321] for tetramethylammonium chloride. These solvent activities were used for parameter optimisation
in this work. As discussed in section 4.6 and our previous work [47], solvent activity in the dilute regime is
dominated by Debye-Hückel effect and largely insensitive to the specific electrolyte. As such, solvent activity
in the dilute regime has limited information content for the purpose of electrolyte model parameters, and only
concentrations beyond 2 molal are considered for parameter optimisation in this work.
The liquid density of methylammonium solutions has also received considerable experimental interest. Lo-
Surdo and Wirth [410] reported apparent partial molal volumes of tetraalkylammonium bromides and related
species, observing regular trends with temperature and alkylammonium chain lengths. Leduc and Desnoy-
ers [411] studied apparent partial molal volumes of tetrabutylammonium bromide and carboxylates, seeing
evidence of the hydrophobic solute-solvent interactions discussed previously. Perron et al. [412] characterised
volumes, heat capacities, and expansibilities of tetraalkylammonium halide solutions over the temperature
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where ADHφ is the Debye-Hückel limiting slope and Bφ is an electrolyte-specific coefficient describing the
dependence of apparent molar volume on short-range solute-solute interactions. Coefficients for equation 4.33
are reported in 5 K intervals [412] and the correlation is valid up to approximately 1 molal. These values are
employed in this work, with apparent molal volumes evaluated from molecular simulation at concentrations













where m is the exact solution molality, ρ is the liquid density at m, ρs is the liquid density of the pure
solvent, and M is the solute molar mass. Densities are obtained from molecular simulation based on the usual
ensemble averages, with a comprehensive list of simulation parameters given in appendix A.
As outlined above, the optimization parameters for alkylammonium halides comprise Lennard-Jones poten-
tial parameters σ, ε for halides, together with hydrogen partial charge qH for mono-, di-, and trialkylammonium.
These parameters were treated as free variables and optimised using the objective function
f(σ, ε, qH) =
(











where Vsim and asim are obtained by molecular simulation using equations 4.34 and 5.18. The sum over
molalities m ranges from 2 molal to approximately the point where aw drops below 0.4, in 2 molal increments.
Activity is referenced against the TIP4P/2005 model [128] at normal temperature and pressure. The minimum
concentration of 2 molal for activity calculations was selected due to the low sensitivity of solvent activity to
model parameters in the low-concentration region.
4.8.1 Tetraalkylammonium Model
The representation of alkylammonium ions using a pairwise potential model requires parameters for Lennard-
Jones dispersion interactions, atomic partial charges, and geometric parameters describing bond lengths and
angles, as described in section 2.2. In order to permit integration of organic ammonium groups into larger
organic compounds, including partially protonated forms of PVAm, the parameters for alkylammonium face
an additional constraint: the potential model should be as congruent as possible with parameters used for
non-charged organic compounds. This facilitates transferrability of the model to e.g. long-chain butylammo-
nium ions and multi-substituted organic amines such as alkanolamines. For this reason, the dispersion and
bonded parameters of the TraPPE-UA model [208, 209] (previously used for unprotonated organic amines
in PVAm) are adopted for describing alkyl groups. In table 4.3, non-bonded parameters are summarized for
tetraalkylammonium species.
For the alkylammonium nitrogen multiple sets of dispersion parameters were evaluated for use, deriving
from analogous primary, secondary, and tertiary amine compounds [212]. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the choice of
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Table 4.3: Non-bonded parameters for simulation of alkylammonium halides in TIP4P/2005 [128]. Atom type
is indicated in bold, with R denoting saturated organic substituents. Saturated alkyl dispersion parameters
from the TraPPE-UA models for linear and branched alkanes [208, 209]. Nitrogen dispersion parameters
based on TraPPE-EH model [212] for ternary amines. Hydrogen is represented with a partial charge but no
disperson parameters, as done for aliphatic amines in chapter 3. Nitrogen partial charges are calculated to
yield integer formal charges for the resulting ionic species.
type σ / Å ε / k−1B K q / e source
R–N+–H3 3.78 12 -0.810 [212], this work
R2–N+–H2 3.78 12 -0.540 [212], this work
R3–N+–H 3.78 12 -0.270 [212], this work
R4–N+ 3.78 12 0 [212], this work
N+–H 0 0 +0.52 this work
N+–CH3 3.75 98 + 0.25 [208, 209, 404]
N+–CH2–R 3.95 46 + 0.25 [208, 209], this work
N+–CH–R2 4.68 10 + 0.25 [208, 209], this work
N+–C–R3 6.4 0.5 + 0.25 [208, 209], this work
Cl- 4.21 560 - 1 this work
Br- 4.41 758 - 1 this work
nitrogen dispersion interactions has no significant effect on the properties of tetralkylammonium, owing to the
obstruction of the central nitrogen from interacting with surrounding solvent. Rather, the nitrogen dispersion
interactions are important for modulating short-ranged NH· · ·O bonds of mono-, di-, and trialkylammonium
in aqueous solution. Optimization of nitrogen dispersion parameters was for this reason performed as a
secondary step, based on mono-, di-, and trimethylammonium solutions (see section 4.8.3).
As noted by Port and Pullman [400], there is some disagreement regarding the charge distribution of the
tetraalkylammonium ion. Here, partial charges of +0.25 were assigned to each methyl group attached to alky-
lammonium, giving a residual zero charge on the central nitrogen in the case of tetramethylammonium, chosen
in line with previously reported simulations of tetramethylammonium based on ab initio calculations [413, 404].
As with nitrogen dispersion parameters, ammonium hydrogen atom partial charges were optimized as a sec-
ondary step based on lower-order ammonium ions. For longer alkyl chains, the +0.25 charge was retained
on the α carbon relative to alkylammonium, reflecting the localization of positive charge near the nitrogen
atom [400].
4.8.2 Halide Model
As detailed in the previous section, alkylammonium is described as a tetrahedrally coordinated integer-charge
model with TraPPE-UA parameters for the methyl groups. Conversely, halides are described as point-particles
with a Lennard-Jones dispersion potential and integer negative charge. This leaves the halide dispersion
parameters σ and ε as free optimisation variables. By varying σ and ε, solution density and solvent activity
in alkylammonium halide solutions can be modulated to match experimentally observed solution properties.
Values for σ and ε for halide models reported in the literature fall into a broad range, as can be seen for
chloride, bromide, and iodide models in figure 4.5. In particular, the ε parameter has been found to have
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little influence on ion properties [363], likely due to the small magnitude of attractive dispersion interactions
relative to electrostatic interactions. Instead, σ and ε in combination modulate the repulsion (r12) term of the
Lennard-Jones potential. For a given ion, σ corresponds approximately to the ionic radius, with Cl < Br < I as
seen in figure 4.5. However, the attractive contribution of the Lennard-Jones potential nonetheless contributes
to the total cohesive energy of the system, which becomes significant as ε increases in magnitude.
In combination with the tetramethylammonium model as described in section 4.8.1, σ and ε for chloride
and bromide ions were optimised using the objective function in equation 4.35. Due to the computational
cost of estimating solvent activity in aqueous tetramethylammonium a quadratic local function approximation
was used, trained on the halide models of Joung and Cheatham [360, 361], Horinek et al. [362], Reiser et
al. [363], together with additional trial halide models near the objective function minimum. The final model
parameters are reported in table 4.3.
In figure 4.10, activities of water in tetramethylammonium chloride solution obtained from molecular
simulation are compared against the experimental values reported by Lindenbaum and Boyd [321]. The
models of Joung and Cheatham [360, 361] and Horinek et al. [362] both significantly underestimate water
activity in tetramethylammonium chloride solution for concentrations over 2 molal, with respectively 10%
and 14% mean average deviations calculated using linear interpolation of the experimental data. The model
of Reiser et al. [363] performs somewhat better, with a mean average deviation of 5.2%. The proposed
model parameters reduce the mean average deviation to 2.2%, well within the average statistical simulation
uncertainty of 4.4%. Further, there is no indication of deteriorating model performance at high concentration.
4.8.3 Mono-, Di-, and Trialkylammmonium Models
Removal of methyl groups from tetramethylammonium produces a homologous sequence of alkylammonium
ions with gradually changing solution properties, as illustrated in figure 4.8. The molecular model of alkylam-
monium chlorides should capture this progression in order to accurately reflect the solution thermodynamics
of alkylammonium ions. With a fixed model for tetramethylammonium and chloride parameters already op-
timised, the remaining molecular parameters are those of the hydrogen atoms of the alkylammonium group,
together with short-ranged nitrogen dispersion interactions.
Bonded parameters for hydrogen comprise bond length, bond angles, and torsional angles. Following the
united-atom apprach for amines and alcohols, hydrogen is assigned charge but no Lennard-Jones dispersion
interactions. For bond angles and dihedral interactions, we adopt the united-atom parameters for amines as
detailed in chapter 3. For the nitrogen-hydrogen bond we use a fixed length of 0.101 nm, adopted from the
OPLS model [413, 234, 202] on which TraPPE-UA is built. The electrostatic interactions of the ammonium
group are determined both by the nitrogen-hydrogen bond lengths and atomic partial charges, and only one
of these should be used as a free optimisation variable.
The alkylammonium hydrogen partial charge has been estimated in several ab initio studies; however,
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Lennard-Jones parameters for tertiary amines, listed in table 4.3, were found to give acceptable values for
solvent activities together with apparent molar volumes across mono-, di-, and trimethylammonium species.
Similar to the optimisation of halide Lennard-Jones parameters, the optimised hydrogen partial charge was
found using a quadratic local function approximation. The optimised hydrogen partial charge was determined
as +0.52, somewhat higher than the estimates from ab-initio calculations. The resulting simulated water
activities in solutions of mono-, di-, and trimethylammonium chloride solutions are shown in figures 4.11 and
4.12, and compared against experimental sources for the same systems.
The simulated water activities in protonated methylammonium chloride systems follow a similar behaviour
as for tetramethylammonium chloride solutions. For dimethylammonium chloride and trimethylammonium
chloride solutions, the model reproduces experimental solvent activity to within statistical uncertainty, with
mean average deviations of 2.4% and 2.3%, respectively. The experimental values of MacAskill and Bates [395]
are used for comparison. For methylammonium chloride agreement is somewhat worse, with a mean average
deviation of 4.4%. Nonetheless the solvent activity in each alkylammonium chloride solution is captured
to within statistical uncertainty, and with a precision that allows useful comparison of solutions of different
concentration and chemical composition. For further improvement to the model, three-variable optimisation of
nitrogen Lennard-Jones parameters together with hydrogen partial charges would allow more granular control
of the short-ranged ion-solvent interactions, improving the description of hydrogen bond strength and hence
overall solution thermodynamics.
4.9 Bicarbonate Model Development
The derivative species formed in reactive absorption of CO2 involve carbonic acid, bicarbonate, carbonate, as
well as carbamate and various transition state species, which will be discussed further in chapter 5. However,
under typical working partial pressures of CO2, bicarbonate is expected to be the primary species formed
in solution for sterically hindered amines [415, 416], and the only free CO2 species present in significant
concentration. For this reason a realistic description of the bicarbonate ion is essential for a molecular model
of amine – CO2 solutions, and chemically reactive CO2 absorption.
The bicarbonate ion HCO –3 has a distorted trigonal-planar shape, with three oxygen atoms connecting to a
central carbon atom and a single hydrogen attached, as indicated in figure 4.13. Most of the negative charge
on the bicarbonate ion is localized near the two charge-carrying oxygen atoms, which form strong hydrogen
bonds in aqueous solution [417]. Conversely, the hydrogen-carrying oxygen has a more neutral character, and
neither it or the hydrogen appear to form hydrogen bonds with water [417].
The exact geometry of the bicarbonate ion has been determined by diffraction crystallography for e.g.
sodium bicarbonate [418]. However, we should expect bicarbonate to behave somewhat differently as a
hydrated ion in the liquid state. The geometry of bicarbonate in aqueous solution, together with radial
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distribution functions for the distribution of solvent molecules, has been characterised using ab initio methods
by Vchirawongkwin et al. [417]. Bicarbonate, carbonic acid, and their dimers with water have also been
studied using ab initio methods by George et al. [419] in vacuum conditions. Both in solution and vacuum
conditions the bond connecting the central carbon to the hydrogen-carrying oxygen is elongated, with a bond
length of 0.1370 nm reported by Vchirawongkwin et al. [417] and 0.1429 nm by George et al. [419]. This
is in contrast to the short bonds connecting the charge-carrying oxygens to the central carbon, averaging
respectively 0.1244 nm in solution [417] and 0.1245 nm in vacuum [419]. For comparison, the carbon-oxygen
bond in the CO2 molecule is 0.1162 nm [420].
The hydrogen atom of bicarbonate rapidly exchanges with water in aqueous solution [416], establishing a
reaction equilibrium with carbonic acid (H2CO3) and carbonate (CO
2–
3 ). Additionally, molecular CO2 is gener-
ated through the dehydration reaction of carbonic acid. The escape of CO2 means most organic bicarbonate
salts are volatile, in turn making reliable measurements of solution properties challenging. Tetraalkylammo-
nium bicarbonate species are exceptions to this tendency since tetraalkylammonium ions do not participate in
protonation reactions, unlike the salts formed by CO2 with protonatable organic amines. Hence, tetraalkylam-
monium bicarbonate permits characterisation of thermodynamic properties of organic bicarbonate solutions,
similar to those encountered in reactive CO2 absorption applications.
The properties of tetraalkylammonium bicarbonate solutions are less well documented than salts of
monatomic ions like the tetraalkylammonium halides, and pertain mainly to aqueous conditions at 298.15 K.
The only available values for osmotic coefficients are reported by Abdel-Salam [421] for tetramethylammonium
bicarbonate, measured using a dew point technique. For volumetric properties, the standard partial molar
volumes of Marcus [422] can be used to calculate apparent molar volumes, with Vm = 28.9 cm
3 mol−1 for
bicarbonate and Vm = 84.1 cm
3 mol−1 for tetramethylammonium giving a combined molar volume of Vm =
113 cm3 mol−1 for tetramethylammonum bicarbonate. Beyond aqueous properties, Levitin et al. [423] reports
the phase properties of tetramethylammonium bicarbonate in methanol and water solutions at high pressures,
while Yang et al. [424, 425] details the effect of tetramethylammonium bicarbonate on vapour-liquid equilib-
ria in methanol – water and methanol – dimethyl carbonate solvent mixtures. These systems are interesting
cases for exploring the interactions of bicarbonate with organic solvents, but are not considered further in the
present work.
4.9.1 Bicarbonate Model
Similar to the model for alkylammonium ions, the representation of bicarbonate should be compatible with
existing models for water, organic polymer, and alkylammonium ions relevant to the systems of interest
for facilitated transport membranes. Conventional Lennard-Jones interaction parameters are employed for
dispersion interactions, with hydrogen left without dispersion interactions as detailed for united-atom alcohols
and amines in chapter 3. Bicarbonate is assumed to carry an integer charge of −1, with the two charge-
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Table 4.4: Bonded parameters for the bicarbonate ion. Bond lengths and equilibrium angles assigned based
on mean bond lengths and angles for hydrated bicarbonate from Vchirawongkwin et al. [417]. Force constants
and dihedral parameters are adopted from the model of carboxylic acids by Kamath et al. [426], developed
for compatibility with the united-atom TraPPE alkane model [208, 209].
bond r0 / Å source
C–O 1.245 This work
C–OH 1.370 This work
O–H 0.960 This work
angle θ0 / ° kθ / kJ mol−1 rad−2 source
O–C–O 115 146.334 This work, [426]
O–C–OH 129 519.651 This work, [426]
C–O–H 107 335.071 This work, [426]
dihedral C0 / kJ mol
−1 C1 / kJ mol
−1 C2 / kJ mol
−1 source
O–C–O–H 31.219 5.238 -25.981 [426]
carrying oxygen atom assumed to carry most of the molecular charge. Further, these two oxygen atoms are
treated as equivalent for all purposes, and the hydrogen atom is free to rotate around the H-O-C-O dihedral
angles. The minor differences in geometry and charge distribution, reported by Vchirawongkwin et al. [417]
and George et al. [419] between the oxygen atoms cis and trans relative to hydrogen, are too small to warrant
separate sets of dispersion parameters and partial charges.
In developing a model for the intramolecular degrees of freedom of bicarbonate, the geometric parameters
of existing united-atom molecular models for carboxylic acids [426], ketones [104], and esters [427] were
compared to those reported for bicarbonate in aqueous solution [417]. The geometric parameters for carboxylic
acids were in particular found to be quite close to those for bicarbonate. Hence, force constants for bond
angle and dihedral potentials in carboxylic acids were adopted, in combination with equilibrium bond lengths
and angles reported by Vchirawongkwin et al. [417]. The resulting non-bonded parameters employed for
bicarbonate are listed in table 4.5.
As a five-atom molecule, bicarbonate has considerable flexibility in the distribution of charges, and as
much as 9 free variables if both charge distribution and dispersion interactions for carbon and oxygen atoms
are included (3 free partial charges + 3 sets of 2 dispersion interaction parameters for carbon, charge-carrying
oxygen, and hydrogen-carrying oxygen). In order to avoid over-fitting based on the limited amount of data
available, the oxygen dispersion parameters were fixed to those of the TraPPE-UA models for alcohols [105]
and ketones [104] for hydrogen-carrying and charge-carrying oxygens, respectively; the same parameters used
for the united-atom representation of carboxylic acids [426]. The non-bonded parameters of the bicarbonate
ion are listed in table 4.5. The following five parameters were used for model optimisation.
• Charge-carrying oxygen partial charge (qO).
• Hydrogen-carrying oxygen partial charge (qOH).
• Hydrogen partial charge (qH).
• Carbon size parameter (σC).
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Table 4.5: Non-bonded parameters for the bicarbonate ion. Lennard-Jones parameters for oxygen atoms
adopted from TraPPE-UA models for alcohols [105] and ketones [104]. Remaining parameters regressed
against partial molar volume and radial distribution functions according to equation 4.36, with weights ωV
equal to 0.1, 1, and 10 for Trial Model 1, Trial Model 2, and the Final Model, respectively.
Trial Model 1 Trial Model 2 Final Model
atom σ / Å ε k−1B / K q / e σ / Å ε k
−1
B / K q / e σ / Å ε k
−1
B / K q / e
O 3.05 79 -0.620 3.05 79 -0.658 3.05 79 -0.661
OH 3.02 93 -0.479 3.02 93 -0.478 3.02 93 -0.518
H 0 0 0.226 0 0 0.242 0 0 0.233
C 5.58 47 0.493 5.27 42 0.552 4.94 44 0.607
• Carbon energy parameter (εC).
Due to the large number of free parameters, solvent activity was not chosen as a target property due to
the significant computational expense of estimating this property. Rather, the standard partial molar volume
of bicarbonate as reported by Marcus [422], Vm = 28.9 cm
3 mol−1, was selected in combination with the
integrated radial distribution functions reported by Vchirawongkwin et al. [417] for aqueous solution. In
combination, this ensures that both liquid density and the strength of solute-solvent interactions are considered
in the optimisation process. Radial distribution functions have the additional advantage of being atom-specific,
allowing e.g. hydrogen bonding to be well resolved.
To optimise the bicarbonate model, the five parameters above were treated as free variables and adjusted
to minimise an objective function, similar to the approach for alkylammonium halides in section 4.8. Based
on the set of target properties outlined above, the objective function was defined as
f(qO, qOH, qH, σC, εC) = ωV
(









































where gi−j(r) denotes the radial distribution function for bicarbonate atom i and water atom j. The super-
scripts sim and QM indicate respectively simulated values and the ab initio values from Vchirawongkwin et
al. [417]. The integrals in equation 4.36 are approximated by sums over r up to the second peak of the radial
distribution function, covering approximately the interval 0.2 nm - 0.6 nm. The weighting factor ωV allows
for adjustment of the relative importance of the volumetric and structural target properties. Three sets of
non-bonded parameters were developed, corresponding to ωV = 0.1, ωV = 1, and ωV = 10, denoted ’Trial
Model 1’, Trial Model 2’, and ’Final Model’ in table 4.5, respectively.
A series of simulations were carried out where the parameters outlined above were allowed to vary and the
resulting objective function evaluated. Each simulation was carried out at 298 K and 100 kPa, using a system
size of approximately 3 nm. Bicarbonate was added at a concentration of 0.1 molal, giving approximately 500
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water molecules per bicarbonate ion. No counter-ion was added to the solution, with the negative system
charge instead removed by the Ewald summation method [93]. Each iteration comprised an initial 100 ps of
simulation in the canonical ensemble, followed by 10 ns of simulation in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, with
Vm and gi−j evaluated as averages from the isobaric-isothermal ensemble. A comprehensive list of simulation
parameters is given in appendix A.
Minimization of the objective function was done using the adaptive simplex algorithm described by Gao and
Han [250], as it does not require gradient information and is numerically stable with some amount of noise. The
initial estimate for non-bonded model parameters was obtained using carbon Lennard-Jones parameters from
the TraPPe-UA model of carboxylate esters [427] and CM1A optimised partial charges from the LigParGen
web server [428]. The simplex algorithm was re-initiated multiple times to check for convergence, each time
using the set of molecular parameters from the most recent iteration. The final non-bonded parameters are
listed in table 4.5. Radial distribution functions for each of the three models are presented in appendix C,
including comparison with the ab initio values of Vchirawongkwin et al. [417].
Due to the different weighting of the objective function in equation 4.36 towards volumetric and structural
properties, the three bicarbonate models have considerable differences in the obtained standard partial molar
volumes. In order to assess the predictive accuracy of the three models against volumetric properties of
real alkylammonium salts, tetramethylammonium bicarbonate solutions were simulated across a range of
concentrations and the apparent molar volumes calculated using equation 4.34, with the resulting values shown
in figure 4.14 for the Final Model. For each model, the simulated values were extrapolated to infinite dilution
using a second-order polynomial. The resulting infinite dilution apparent molar volumes were 139.4 cm3 mol−1
for Trial Model 1, 126.9 cm3 mol−1 for Trial Model 2, and 119.7 cm3 mol−1 for the Final Model, compared
against the experimental value of 113.0 cm3 mol−1 [422]. With estimated deviations of 23% and 12%, Trial
Model 1 and Trial Model 2 were precluded from further testing. The Final Model, with an estimated deviation
of 6%, was selected for use in simulation of vapour-liquid systems. Simulated apparent molar volumes
of tetramethylammonium bicarbonate based on this model are presented in figure 4.14, together with the
extrapolation to infinite dilution.
With the primary objective for both alkylammonium and bicarbonate model development being a descrip-
tion of solvent activities in aqueous solutions of alkylammonium bicarbonate, a final test of model performance
was made to assess predictive capacity in these systems. As noted for both alkylammonium and bicarbonate,
these species are volatile compounds and there are limited data available e.g. for primary amines. Hence, the
activity data reported by Abdel-Salam [421] for tetramethylammonium bicarbonate were chosen as a test case.
Tetramethylammonium bicarbonate solutions were simulated at 298 K and 100 kPa using the alkylammonium
model detailed in section 4.8 together with the bicarbonate model developed here, for concentrations up to
10 mol kg−1. The resulting solvent activities are presented in figure 4.15.
The predicted activity of tetramethylammonium bicarbonate based on the models developed in this work
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are in good agreement with those reported by Abdel-Salam [421], with an average deviation of 2.5%. This
is well within the statistical uncertainty 4.3% for this set of simulation data. While the last two data points
in figure 4.15 taper down somewhat, the statistical precision is not sufficient to suggest a departure from the
experimental trend.
4.10 Summary
This chapter started by considering the thermodynamic properties of electrolyte solutions based on a contin-
uum solvent approach. Solubility and solution activities in dilute solutions were found to be well described
by the Born and Debye-Hückel theories for ion-solvent and ion-ion interactions, with both relying on prior
knowledge of solvent relative permittivity. Semi-empirical approaches were shown to extend the validity range
of the continuum solvent approach to higher concentration for simple electrolytes. However, for solutions of
complex electrolytes such as the organic ammonium compounds found in reactive CO2 absorption, continuum
solvent models were shown to rapidly fail due to a breakdown of underlying assumptions. As an alternative
to continuum solvent models, three contemporary molecular equations of state approaches were considered
with different approaches to modelling electrolytes.
• The ePC-SAFT equation of state takes a pragmatic approach, layering Debye-Hückel model on top of
the molecular equation of state and requiring prior knowledge of permittivity.
• The eCPA equation of state uses an elaborate geometric framework to estimate solvent permittivity,
allowing representation of well-understood solvent mixtures but without clear extension to more complex
systems such as polymer solutions.
• Non-primitive models reject the Born and Debye-Hückel models entirely, instead making use of an explicit
representation of solvent as dipolar molecules, but have seen less development than continuum-based
approaches and are yet to be applied to polymer-electrolyte systems.
With no satisfactory equation of state approach identified to represent facilitated transport systems, explicit
molecular models were considered instead. Three key aspects of electrolyte model development were reviewed:
selection of target properties, representation of dispersion interactions, and charge scaling. By building on
existing models for organic compounds together with a point-particle representation of halide, a generic model
for alkylammonium compounds was developed. The proposed model accurately captures solvent activity
and liquid densities in aqueous methylammonium solutions, demonstrating the feasibility of representing the
thermodynamic properties of complex organic electrolytes based on classical molecular simulation.
In order to study reactive CO2 absorption by aqueous amine solution, models for both ammonium ions
and bicarbonate ions are required. A model for bicarbonate was developed following similar principles as for
alkylammonium, but employing ab initio radial distribution data instead of solvent activities for parameter
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optimisation. The resulting model for bicarbonate, when combined with the previously developed model for
tetraalkylammonium, was found to predict the solvent activity in aqueous tetramethylammonium bicarbonate
solution with good accuracy. The apparent molar volume of tetramethylammonium bicarbonate was found
to be within 6% of the experimental value.
Together, the newly developed models for alkylammonium and bicarbonate permit molecular simulation
of the typical species found in reactive CO2 absorption. In chapter 5, the models for alkylammonium and
bicarbonate developed here will be employed to study reactive CO2 absorption in aqueous amine solution, as
well as to calculate physical gas solubility in aqueous amine as a function of HCO –3 concentration.
The electrolyte models also permits molecular simulation of PVAm at varying states of hydration and CO2
absorption. Chapter 6 applies the models developed here to facilitated transport membranes, considering
the PVAm - H2O system at varying states of protonation. Additionally, the models presented here for
alkylammonium and bicarbonate are applicable to a wide range of amine systems relevant to CO2 absorption
and processing beyond the facilitated transport membranes considered in this work.
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Chapter 5
Models of Reactive Solvent Mixtures
5.1 Overview
As discussed in chapter 1, facilitated transport membranes rely on cocurrent pathways of permeation through
the polymer, producing an increase in overall CO2 transport. An important factor contributing to the fa-
cilitation effect is the high solubility of CO2 in hydrated polymer, similar to that seen in amine solutions.
Hence, it is important to have the appropriate tools and models to describe the chemical equilibrium of CO2
in aqueous-organic systems in order to build a predictive molecular model for facilitated transport membranes.
In the preceding chapters we have considered systems of fixed composition, where solvent activity and gas
solubility are functions of temperature and pressure. Conversely, in facilitated transport membranes and other
aqueous amine systems, system composition is variable in response to CO2 activity, due to the hydration of
CO2 to form carbonic acid, and its equilibrium with basic organic amines. This chemical reactivity plays a
central role for the separation performance of facilitated transport membranes. However, the reactions of CO2
bring the system from a simple aqueous-organic solution to a complex aqueous-organic electrolyte solution
with dependencies between phase equilibrium and reaction equilibrium, presenting challenges for contemporary
thermodynamic frameworks.
This chapter aims to identify a molecular modelling framework suitable to describing the reactions of CO2
in facilitated transport membranes, and develop suitable model parameters for these reactions. We begin
by describing the primary reaction pathways present in water - amine - CO2 solutions in section 5.2. Next,
reaction thermodynamics are presented in section 5.3, together with literature approaches to model reactive
CO2 absorption in aqueous amine systems, building from the concept of dilute solution reaction equilibrium.
Chemical reactions are also discussed in the context of associating equations of state, with both explicit and
implicit schemes for reactions adopted in recent literature. A reaction-implicit SAFT model is shown to give a
good representation of CO2 absorption in aqueous methyldiethanolamine (MDEA), a well-characterised amine
absorbent. However, the predictive power of equation of state approaches is limited for systems with high
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amine content.
Further, molecular simulation approaches to reactive systems are considered in section 5.4, including
reaction ensemble Monte Carlo, reaction ensemble molecular dynamics, and the ReaxFF potential model.
An approach similar to reaction ensemble molecular dynamics is developed, suited for simulation of aqueous
solutions for which reaction equilibrium data are available for the infinite dilution reference state. Together
with the models developed for amines in chapter 3 and electrolytes in 4, this approach allows prediction of
reaction equilibrium in systems of arbitrary composition.
The proposed approach for combining molecular simulation and experimental data are tested using the
systems MDEA - H2O - CO2 and MDEA - H2O - CO2 - CH4, for which vapour-liquid data are available across
a range of conditions. The molecular models previously developed for organic ammonium and bicarbonate
are employed to describe this mixed solvent system, with additional torsional parameters proposed for amine
and ammonium in alkanolamine compounds. The new approach shows promise for the description of acid gas
absorption, and is readily extended to other reactive systems.
5.2 CO2 Absorption in Hydrated Amine Solution
The chemical environment of CO2 facilitated transport membranes closely resembles that of aqueous amine
solutions, with polyamines in place of amine or alkanolamine solvent. Hence, we can expect absorption
reactions to be analogous to those observed in amine solvent mixtures. The reaction pathways of CO2 in
aqueous amine mixed solvent are relatively well understood [416], making liquid amines suitable model systems
for understand the processes underlying reactive CO2 absorption. The reaction pathways detailed for CO2
in aqueous amines are of significant industrial importance for gas sweetening and CO2 capture applications,
forming the basis of the regenerative amine process for acid gas absorption [429]. Amines are known to exhibit
a rich family of reactions towards CO2 in aqueous environments, with the specific reaction mechanisms and
kinetics dependent on amine chemistry [416].
The experimental evidence for reactive absorption in amine-based facilitated transport membranes is pri-
marily through attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) measurements prior to and
after CO2 absorption. Yu and Chuang [430] used this technique to study the reaction products of immo-
bilized primary amines in the presence of water vapour, finding predominantly carbamate structures which
persisted upon dehydration. Wu et al. [431] studied reactive absorption of both CO2 and SO2 in PVAm and
other amine-based membranes, finding competing reaction products were generated which modified mem-
brane composition over time, but in each case regenerated upon purging with N2. Due to the similar FTIR
signatures of carbamic and carbonic acid derivatives, the exact form of CO2 reaction products remains to be
conclusively determined, but likely comprises a combination of species depending on the steric environment
of the amine and other competing chemical groups (e.g. alcohol in PVA-PVAm hybrid membranes).
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Steric hindrance destabilises carbamate and increases free amine in solution [432, 433] hence increasing
both loading capacity and reaction kinetics for CO2 absorption. A number of commercial solvents (e.g. the
FLEXSORB® range by ExxonMobil [434]) for CO2 absorption have adopted sterically hindered amines to
improve process performance in separation applications.
Following the same principle of steric hindrance for enhanced absorption, secondary and tertiary amines
were investigated by Zhao and Ho [271] for application in a facilitated transport polyallylamine/PVA hybrid
membrane. The incorporation of sterically hindered polyallylamine produced an increase in both CO2 selectivity
and permeability. Successful facilitated transport membranes will likely leverage a high fraction of bicarbonate
as opposed to carbamate formation, either through steric hindrance or employing amine functionality which
otherwise favours this reaction pathway.
Further to amine chemistry and steric hindrance effects, water has been shown to play a key role in the
absorption mechanism of CO2 in immobilized amine solvent by increasing the rate of conversion and promoting
the formation of amine-CO2 reaction products [435]. However, as the presence of water stabilizes the reaction
products, it also increases the energy of absorption and consequently inhibits the release of CO2.
5.2.1 CO2 Hydration
Upon dissolution in dilute aqueous solutions, CO2 rapidly reacts with water forming carbonic acid and its







+ + HCO –3 (5.2)
HCO –3 + H2O
K3
H3O
+ + CO 2–3 (5.3)
where K1,K2 and K3 are equilibrium constants for each reaction, reported by e.g. Edwards et al. [415].
The formation of carbonic acid and its derivatives is in response to CO2 activity through the left hand side
of reaction 5.1, and hence directly related to CO2 pressure over the solution. Although the neutral form of
carbonic acid can be kinetically stable under certain conditions, it is thermodynamically strongly disfavoured
and its deprotonation reaction is catalyzed by water [436]. Hence, in aqueous systems it is only seen in small
quantities, and reactions 5.1 and 5.2 are often treated as a one-step process,
CO2 + 2 H2O
KCO 2
H3O
+ + HCO –3 (5.4)
describing the formation of bicarbonate from CO2 in a single reaction. The equilibrium constants are combined
as KCO2 = K1K2 [415]. Since the concentration of carbonic acid is small under all conditions considered
here, we will make use of this approximation for describing reactions in aqueous amine environments.
















Figure 5.1: Bicarbonate formation from water and CO2. An oxygen lone pair from water forms a bond to
carbon on CO2, while a hydrogen is lost to solution. Bicarbonate may lose its remaining hydrogen in a second
deprotonation step, forming carbonate.
The second deprotonation reaction of carbonic acid leads to the formation of carbonate, with a total
stoichiometric ratio of 2:1 against free proton species. The tendency of CO2 to form carbonate or bicarbonate
depends on system composition and acid-base equilibrium stoichiometric ratio. In general, high CO2 pressures
will favour the formation of bicarbonate, as this produces the highest uptake of CO2 per unit of base in solution.
This is true e.g. in the case of CO2 absorption in aqueous amines [437, 416], where low-pressure conditions
produce a combination of carbonate and bicarbonate, while high-pressure conditions produce predominantly
bicarbonate.
5.2.2 Amine Protonation
Organic amine compounds act as weak bases in aqueous solution, accepting a proton from water to form
organic ammonium compounds. Organic ammonium may remain as a conjugate acid in solution, or form
electrolyte compounds together with e.g. strong acids as discussed in chapter 4 for the case of alkylammonium
chlorides. The acidity constant pKa is a key property for amine performance in separation applications [44],
being directly correlated with absorption capacity.






where each R group can be either hydrogen or an organic substituent, giving primary, secondary or tertiary
amines.
The basicity of amines varies with chemical structure, but follow the general trend primary > secondary
> tertiary with conjugate pKa values typically in the range 9 - 11 for aliphatic amines. However, steric
hindrance from organic substituents act to decrease basicity [438], such that e.g. a highly sterically hin-
dered primary amine may show similar basicity to a less hindered secondary amine. Studies of amine basicity
distinguish between basicity in solution and gas-phase basicity [438], where the latter is a product of the
amine chemical structure and the former additionally includes solvation effects. While solvation effects vary
depending on solvent composition, Frenna et al. [439] found a linear correlation between basicity of amines
in water and benzene, indicating that free energy contributions from solvation effects to a good approxima-
















Figure 5.2: Carbamate formation from primary amine and CO2 following the reaction pathway reported by
Kortunov et al. [416]. The nitrogen lone pair forms a bond to carbon on CO2, while a hydrogen is lost to
solution (alternatively migrating to one of the carbamate oxygens).
tion are non-specific between amine compounds. Gas-phase amine basicity have been studied both through
theoretical [440, 441, 442] and experimental [438] approaches. However, pKa values remain challenging to
predict accurately based on computational approaches, with Sumon et al. [443] concluding group-contribution
empirical approaches outperform ab initio methods. Finally, thorough-space strain effects can significantly
decrease the basicity of amine compounds [444], although these are most often found in aromatic heterocyclic
or small-ring compounds and have little bearing on the systems studied here.
5.2.3 Amine-CO2 Complexes
Further to the aqueous reaction products described for CO2 and amines, certain amine-CO2 reaction products
may form in solution depending on the specific amine compound. The most significant of these are carbamates,
formed by nucleophilic attack by the nitrogen lone pair towards the CO2 carbon as illustrated in figure 5.2.
Carbamate formation follows the general reaction equilibrium
2 RNH2 + CO2 RNHCOO
– + RNH +3 (5.6)
and unlike the carbonic acid absorption pathway does not consume water as part of the reaction, although
it takes part in the proton transfer step. As reaction 5.6 shows carbamate has an absorption capacity of 1
CO2 per 2 amine, half that of the bicarbonate pathway. For this reason carbamate formation is disfavoured
at high CO2 activity.
Similar to amine conjugate acid pKa values, the propensity to form carbamate species depends on the
steric environment of the amine [445]. It is a major species for primary amines, while tertiary amines including
MDEA show no sign of carbamate formation [445]. For polyamines including PVAm there is no conclusive
evidence for or against carbamate formation, likely due to the experimental difficulty of distinguishing carbonic
acid derivatives and carbamate. However, increased cross-linking and amine alkylation is expected to reduce
carbamate formation.
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5.2.4 Water Ionization
Further to the protonation reactions shown in equations 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, the water auto-dissociation reaction
influences acid-base equilibrium in aqueous amine solutions. Water ionizes to form H3O






where the water auto-dissociation constant Kw varies considerably with temperature. Here, the correlation of
Bandura and Lvov [446] is adopted, with Kw represented to within experimental uncertainty in the temperature
range 273 K - 1073 K.
5.3 Reaction Thermodynamics and Modelling Approaches
In general, CO2 solubility in aqueous amines can be described as a combination of a vapour-liquid equilibrium of
molecular CO2 and reactive absorption through chemical equilibrium of CO2 with amine and water in the liquid
phase. As outlined in section 5.2, two primary reaction products may form: the carbamate ion RNHCOO–
favoured for primary amines and low partial pressures of CO2, and the bicarbonate ion HCO
–
3 favoured for
tertiary and sterically hindered amines and high partial pressures of CO2. The stoichiometric ratio of absorbed
CO2 against reacted amine is 1:1 in the case of bicarbonate formation, and 1:2 for carbamate formation. Hence,
absorption processes where bicarbonate is the dominant species have the potential for twice the loading for a
given pressure, making these amine compounds stronger absorbents for CO2 separation applications.
Reaction thermodynamics describe the balance between formation of products and reactants in an equilib-
rium reaction. All reactions are in principle reversible, although some lean so far towards reactants or products
that the reverse reaction is not observed. In a regenerative system such as those considered here for CO2
absorption, all reactions are reversible within the process timescales in response to chemical activities of the
system species. The forward or backward movement of a reaction depends on the sign of the reaction free





where ν is the stoichiometric coefficient for each species. Note that ν is a signed integer, such that it takes on
positive values for products and negative values for reactants. When ∆rG is negative, the reaction proceeds
in the forward direction, and opposite for positive values. The chemical potential is related to activity for
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where b is the molal concentration and b◦ the standard molality. Inserting equation 3.1 into equation 5.8 for





νi ln ai (5.10)
where the term ∆rG
◦ contains the sum over µ◦ for each species. It is worth noting at this point the difference
between these two free energies of reaction: ∆rG is the reaction free energy, and can take on positive or
negative values depending on the composition of the reactive system. ∆rG
◦ is the standard reaction free
energy, and is a fixed quantity describing the net change in formation free energies of reactants and products
in the system under standard conditions. Chemical equilibrium is defined by ∆rG = 0, i.e. residual chemical
potentials exactly balance the standard reaction free energy and the reaction does not proceed in either











defining the equilibrium reaction constant Keq in terms of the standard reaction free energy ∆rG
◦. While the
activity product on the right hand side of equation 5.11 can be evaluated by molecular simulation or molecular
equations of state, the left hand term including ∆rG
◦ typically cannot, as formation free energies include the
quantum mechanical ground state energy of each species which is outside the scope of molecular models of
fluid systems.
For reactions in aqueous solutions, the activities in equation 5.11 are commonly expressed as concentrations
referenced against a hypothetical 1 molar solution at infinite dilution (e.g. not accounting for Debye-Hückel
effects or other solution non-ideal behaviour). A more robust approach is the use of concentrations corrected
by activity coefficients depending on the system composition. Both approaches have been adopted for studying
CO2 solubility in aqueous systems, and are briefly reviewed in the following sections.
5.3.1 Kent-Eisenberg Model
As demonstrated by reactions 5.1 - 5.6, CO2 absorption in amine solutions can be represented as a system of
reactions comprising hydration, acid-base equilibrium, and formation of amine-CO2 complexes. The balance of
each reaction is described by reaction constants of the form given by equation 5.11. If the reaction constants
are known, or can be fitted to experimental data, the species activities can be calculated by simultaneously
solving each reaction equilibrium in the system.
The Kent-Eisenberg model [447] for acid gas absorption in aqueous amine solutions uses experimental
vapour pressure data for ternary water-amine-gas systems to correlate equilibrium constants, allowing calcula-
tion of the resulting distribution of species in solution. The activities from equation 5.11, including electrolyte
species, are approximated by concentrations without attempting to introduce activity coefficient corrections.
Hence, the equilibrium constants correlated from solution data represent an amalgamation of equation 5.11
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where bi is the concentration of species i relative to the reference state. This is a good approximation provided
solution properties do not change too much (i.e. activity coefficients remain close to unity for all species). The
value of Keq is in turn a function of temperature, regressed based on available data. Kent and Eisenberg [447]
used the correlation
lnK = c0 +
c1
T
+ c2 lnT + c3T (5.13)
where c0, c1, c2, c3 are adjustable parameters. The Kent-Eisenberg model has been successfully applied to
a number of systems within the field of aqueous amine absorbents. Jou et al. [448] measured the solubil-
ity of CO2 and H2S in aqueous methyldiethanolamine (MDEA), fitting values for equilibrium constants of
amine reactions based on equation 5.13. In addition to variation with temperature, they found systematic
concentration-dependent variations in the resulting equilibrium constants. Chakma and Meisen [449] reviewed
a comprehensive set of data for CO2 absorption in aqueous diethanolamine (DEA) and suggested the use of
more elaborate correlations for Keq, including system concentrations in addition to temperatures to improve
on the Kent-Eisenberg model. Variations in the functional form of correlations for Keq are sometimes denoted
modified Kent-Eisenberg models, and while the addition of further model parameters improves agreement with
experimental data, it is questionable to what extent the additions provide a physically meaningful description
of the real system. Approaches with small adjustments to the treatment of reactions, such as the model by
Gabrielsen et al. [450], generally have similar performance and will not be discussed separately.
Applications of Kent-Eisenberg models have been made by Tontlwachwuthikul et al. [451] for CO2 solubility
in 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP), with temperature- and concentration-dependent expressions for Keq.
Park et al. [452] considered CO2 in monoethanolamine (MEA), diethanolamine (DEA), and AMP together







and finding good predictive power for aqueous mixtures of the three amines with up to 30% amine weight
fraction. For systems with a narrow range of physical conditions the Kent-Eisenberg model can work well,
as illustrated by Le Tourneux et al. [453] for CO2 absorption in dilute aqueous solutions of 2-amino-2-
hydroxymethyl-1,3-propanediol (AHPD, amine weight fraction 0.0015 - 0.025). More recent applications of
the Kent-Eisenberg model include Pahlavanzadeh et al. [454] correlating CO2 solubility in 2-amino-2-methyl-
1-propanol (AMP) and Heider et al. [455] in 2(methylamino)ethanol (MAE), both using the 4-parameter
expression in equation 5.13. Mondal et al. [456] considered CO2 solubility in aqueous sodium glycinate, finding
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good agreement with experimental data despite not explicitly considering electrolyte interactions in the system.
A hybrid approach using the Kent-Eisenberg model in combination with an equation of state approach for
predicting species activities was investigated by Suleman et al. [457] for CO2 solubility in alkanolamine–water
systems, based on earlier investigations into equations of state in these systems [458].
Several weaknesses of the Kent-Eisenberg model become evident when considering systems with complexity
beyond dilute aqueous solutions. There is no mechanism by which to capture compositional dependence in the
system, with model performance generally deteriorating for high amine weight fractions. There is no account
of known physical effects, such as those long-range electrostatics described by Debye-Hückel theory, and their
influence on the resulting reaction equilibrium. Perhaps most importantly, it is not a predictive model for other
properties than speciation, such as solvent activity, heat capacity, or density. The Kent-Eisenberg approach
is useful for rapidly evaluating the chemical speciation of a system, but does not provide means by which to
calculate other key properties for fluid systems, such as water absorption, non-reactive gas solubility, and the
impact of electrolyte concentration on system thermodynamics.
5.3.2 Deshmukh-Mather Model
The limitations of the Kent-Eisenberg model with regards to activities have prompted refinements aiming to
incorporate additional effects into the thermodynamic framework to improve model performance. Perhaps the
most widely adopted modification is the inclusion of extended Debye-Hückel theory, proposed by Deshmukh
and Mather [459]. Extended Debye-Hückel theory describes the activity of ionic species due to long-range








where Aφ is the Debye-Hückel constant (a function of solvent continuum dielectric properties), I is the solution
ionic strength, B is a model constant set equal to 1.2 as suggested by Pitzer [315], βij is a pairwise interaction
parameter and b the concentration on molality basis. For further detail about the Debye-Hückel model of










where activity coefficients γ are given by equation 5.15, accounting for the stabilisation of electrolyte species
due to long-range electrostatics. The initial model by Deshmukh and Mather [459] maintains solvent activity
coefficients of unity, despite the Gibbs-Duhem relation implying a concomitant increase in solvent chemi-
cal potential. As such it is an inconsistent thermodynamic framework, but nonetheless represents a useful
refinement over the Kent-Eisenberg model.
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Modifications to the Deshmukh-Mather model were proposed by Roberts and Mather [460] for modelling
of mixed solvent systems, with Aφ in equation 5.15 adjusted by solvent composition to better capture mixture
dielectric properties. MacGregor and Mather [461] adopted these modifications to investigate competitive
absorption of CO2 and H2S in a MDEA - sulfolane - water mixture, using an empirical correlation for mixed
solvent dielectric properties.
The binary parameters in equation 5.15 allows for a large number of adjustable parameters in multi-species
systems. Jou et al. [462] measured CO2 solubility in 30% weight fraction MEA solution and employed the
Deshmukh-Mather model for data regression with a binary interaction parameters for all species in solution.
They found good agreement with experimental values in the temperature range 273 K - 423 K. Benamor
and Aroua [463] employed a similar strategy for binary and ternary aqueous DEA and MDEA mixtures, also
incorporating experimental carbamate concentration in fit.
Due to its simplicity and flexibility across amine-like systems, the Deshmukh-Mather model has seen sig-
nificant adoption in evaluating chemistries for CO2 absorption in carbon capture applications. Ma’mun et
al. [464] investigated a novel amine compound, finding good agreement for CO2 absorption isotherms and
reasonable agreement with composition analysis of liquid phase species. Similarly, Jahangiri et al. [465] em-
ployed the Deshmukh-Mather model for CO2 removal by 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP). A comparison
of theoretical models for amine desorber design by Tobiesen et al. [466] found the Deshmukh-Mather model
to give the best agreement with experimental data, with mean absolute deviation 6.8% across both high and
low loading conditions.
Later work by Li and Mather [467] employs the Clegg-Pitzer equations [468, 469], combining the Pitzer
model for electrolyte interactions [315] with a three-suffix Margules expansion for excess Gibbs energy GE










where αij and αijk are two- and three-suffix solvent-specific interaction parameters. This model provides
explicit activity coefficients for both solvent and electrolyte species, at the cost of additional model parameters.
While the model performs well for prediction of mixed solvents the authors identify several weaknesses, most
significantly deviations for low- and high-loading systems as well as the ideal gas-phase approximation used
for the vapour phase. The Clegg-Pitzer equations are commonly used for multi-electrolyte solutions in mixed
solvent, but have seen limited adoption for modelling CO2 absorption.
The inclusion of electrolyte effects in the Deshmukh-Mather model improves meaningfully on the Kent-
Eisenberg model, likely due in part to the increased number of adjustable parameters available. Deshmukh-
Mather models have good predictive power for mixed solvent systems and capture concentration dependence
without Keq incorporating concentration-dependent terms. However, it suffers from similar weaknesses: with
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Figure 5.3: Approaches to reaction modelling for reactive H2O absorption using SAFT molecular equations of
state, exemplified by the MDEA-H2O-CO2 system. Left panel: Reaction-explicit model for CO2 absorption,
as detailed by Cleeton et al. [47]. Hydrogen bonding is described by association sites A and B (red and blue
colour). The reaction products MDEAH+ and HCO –3 are represented by the molecular parameters of MDEA
and CO2, respectively. Equilibrium composition is calculated using equation 5.11. Right panel: Reaction-
implicit model for CO2 absorption. Hydrogen bonding is described by association sites A and B (red and blue
colour) while CO2 absorption is described by association sites C and D (green and orange colour). Equilibrium
composition is calculated by the SAFT free energy expression in equation 2.52.
solvent composition as a dependent variable there is no clear way to calculate water vapour-liquid equilibrium
and absorption. Solubility of non-reactive gases is not considered, and require ad-hoc models (e.g. Setchenow
coefficients, as done by Jou et al. [470] and Schmidt et al. [471] for methane in MDEA solution). Many of
these deficiencies may be improved upon by adoption of an equation of state-based modelling framework.
5.3.3 Reaction-Explicit Equation of State Models
The reaction framework outlined in section 5.3 relies on two pieces of information. Firstly, reaction free
energy at the chosen reference state, and secondly, a framework for calculating species activities in systems
of other compositions of interest. For species activities, both the Kent-Eisenberg and Deshmukh-Mather
models of amine absorption estimate activities relative to the reference state - that is, on the assumption of
small variations in fluid properties. Conversely, molecular equations of state as detailed in section 2.4 describe
solutions at arbitrary compositions, expanding the range where activities can be reasonably obtained.
By combining the equilibrium reaction expression in equation 5.10 with a molecular equation of state, both
chemical reactions and fluid properties may be characterised within a consistent thermodynamic framework.
This reaction-explicit description of CO2 absorption is illustrated in figure 5.3.
The use of a reaction-explicit SAFT model to describe CO2 absorption in aqueous amine solutions was first
reported by Nasrifar and Tafazzol [472] for aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA), diethanolamine (DEA), and
methyldiethanolamine (MDEA). Using the equilibrium reaction constants by Austgen and Rochelle [473] in
combination with the PC-SAFT equation of state, they obtained reasonable agreement with experimental ab-
sorption isotherms as well as speciation data. A similar approach was used by Pahlavanzadeh and Bayagi [454]
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for aqueous MDEA solutions, exploring different association schemes for hydrogen bonding. Four-site models
for both water and MDEA were found to give best results. Later work by Bayagi and Pahlavanzadeh [474]
extended the analysis for the MEA - H2O - CO2 system, finding a mean average deviation of 36% across the
temperature interval 313 K - 413 K and amine weight fractions up to 30%.
For models described so far, the liquid phase is strictly neutral - that is, no charged species are considered
when evaluating the liquid phase. However, as discussed in section 5.2 we know that reactive CO2 absorption
produces a variety of electrolyte reaction products. These electrolyte species in turn modulate fluid properties,
as discussed in chapter 4.
Electrolyte equations of state, such as ePC-SAFT, may be used in combination with a reaction-explicit
framework to improve the description of species activities. The combination of an electrolyte + SAFT equation
of state with a reaction-explicit framework for CO2 absorption was first investigated by Uyan et al. [332] for the
MDEA - H2O - CO2 system based on acid-base equilibrium reactions in water. The authors obtained a mean
average deviation of 34.4% for CO2 absorption up to 1.3 mole per mole MDEA
∗. Wangler et al. [333] later
considered the same system, fitting binary interaction parameters for electrolyte species present in solution
based on experimental osmotic coefficients. The combination of temperature-correlated equilibrium constants
and electrolyte-specific binary interaction parameters allowed for a mean average deviation of 19.7%. However,
with a total of 29 adjustable parameters used to fit the equation of state model against experimental absorption
isotherms, it is unclear to what extent the model performance reflects the predictive capacity.
An approach with a leaner set of parameters, hence lower risk of over-fitting, was explored by Cleeton
et al. [47]. The systems MDEA - H2O - CO2, MDEA - H2O - H2S, and MDEA - H2O - CO2 - H2S were
modelled with fixed-value binary interaction parameters obtained from binary systems rather than treated as
free optimisation parameters. By considering a wide range of temperatures, amine content, and CO2 loading,
we found the model to provide good agreement for solutions with amine content up to 20%, but drastically
reduced performance as amine content increased [47]. This likely reflects a breakdown in the dielectric
continuum assumptions of the ePC-SAFT model used, as detailed in chapter 4. Electrolyte equations of state
founded on continuum electrostatics have limited predictive power as compositions deviate from the initial
fluid system.
5.3.4 Reaction-Implicit SAFT Models
Given the apparent shortcomings of reaction-explicit SAFT models of CO2 absorption, it is worth considering
simplified alternatives which forego the ad-hoc machinery of equation 5.11. As seen in the previous sections,
the CO2-amine absorption process can be reasonably approximated as a one-step process where CO2 reacts
with aqueous amines to form either bicarbonate or carbamate products. Using the SAFT framework detailed
in section 2.4.3, the CO2 absorption reaction can be represented as a single association interaction between
∗Uyan et al. [332] originally reported a mean average deviation of 19.82%. The revised mean average deviation of 34.4%
from Wangler et al. [333] is used here.
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i m σ / Å ε / k−1B K Association εAB / k
−1
B K κAB εCD / k
−1
B K κCD Source
MDEA 4.3589 3.3474 237.19 AABBC 1491.60 0.29836 4031.93 0.29334 [47], *
H2O 2.1945 2.2290 141.66 AABB 1804.04 0.20390 - - [127]
CO2 2.6037 3.7039 151.04 D - - 4031.93 0.29334 [51], *
Table 5.1: Molecular parameters for MDEA, H2O, and CO2 for the PC-SAFT equation of state with reaction-
implicit CO2 absorption. Note that the association parameters for sites C and D are developed for the
amine and not generally transferable for CO2 in combination with non-amine compounds. *: Parameters for
CO2-amine association developed in this work.
CO2 and the amine group. This approach significantly simplifies the representation of reactive systems, and
provides sufficient flexibility to describe CO2 absorption in a wide range of aqueous amine systems.
The use of SAFT as an implicit model for CO2 absorption in aqueous amine solutions was first suggested
by Button and Gubbins [475] for the systems MEA - H2O and DEA - H2O. In their treatment CO2-amine
associations were not distinguished from hydrogen-bonding associations, with CO2 represented by a 4-site
model. Mean average deviations for CO2 absorption in MEA - H2O was 62%, considerably worse performance
than the reaction-explicit models discussed previously.
By considering CO2-amine association separately from hydrogen bonding associations, the parameters for
reactive absorption can be optimised specifically for this purpose rather than reflecting a muddled combination
of hydrogen bonding and acid-base reactions. This approach was first suggested by Mac Dowel et al. [476],
employing SAFT-VR with reaction-specific association parameters to study the MEA - H2O - CO2 system.
Later work by Mac Dowel et al. [477] included binary parameters for alkylamine - H2O - CO2 systems. The
proposed parameters appear to have reasonable predictive power for CO2 absorption, although no quantitative
measure is provided.
Reaction-implicit treatments of CO2 absorption has been applied to a wide range of systems. In a recent
quantitative assessment of SAFT models for CO2 and H2S capture processes, Alkhatib et al. [478] found this
approach to give excellent agreement with experimental absorption isotherms for a wide range of amine com-
pounds. The reaction-implicit SAFT absorption model was found to account for preferential H2S absorption
in these systems. The same approach was also tested for non-aqueous amine - glycol and amine - glyme mixed
solvents [479] with good results. This is in contrast with other liquid-phase acid-gas absorption systems such
as ionic liquids, where CO2 and H2S solubility can be well represented by a non-associative SAFT model as
detailed by Al-naish and Lue [480]. Further detail on the reaction-implicit approach to SAFT models for CO2
absorption is provided in the review by Pereira and Vega [481].
Due to the limited gains of reaction-explicit SAFT representations of CO2 absorption, a reaction-implicit
model is used here to represent reactive CO2 absorption in amine-water systems. Since no CO2 absorption
data are available for the test system PVAm - H2O, the system MDEA - H2O - CO2, previously characterised
using a reaction-explicit ePC-SAFT framework [47], is used to develop CO2-amine association parameters for
the PC-SAFT equation of state, shown in table 5.1. Molecular parameters for MDEA, H2O, and CO2 are
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from the molecular parameters through simulation of the target system, without the assumption of a solvent
continuum. Hence, molecular simulation can be used to evaluate species activities in equation 5.10 and










where ρ◦i is the molar density and ∆solvG
◦
i the solvation free energy of the species, both in the chosen reference
state. For this work, the reference state used is aqueous solution at the temperature of interest and a pressure
of 100 kPa, with solute molecules present at a hypothetical concentration of 1 mol l−1 but without solute-solute
interactions. The exponential term in equation 5.18 takes the place of activity coefficients in equation 5.16,
allowing evaluation of equation 5.11 in the neighbourhood of the simulated conditions – assuming activity
coefficients vary smoothly with composition. Values for Keq are taken from experimental sources in the
chosen reference state. In this work, the reference state for equilibrium constants is a hypothetical 1 molar
solution at at infinite dilution (corrected for the effects of long-range electrostatic interactions).
5.4.1 Reaction Ensemble Monte Carlo
The application of Monte Carlo simulation to study reactive systems was initially proposed by Shaw [483]
for N-particle systems, and later independently developed by Johnson et al. [484] for associative systems and
by Smith and Triska [485] for generic reactive mixtures. In reaction ensemble Monte Carlo, the deletion
and insertion of species according to one or more reactions is a randomly proposed system move, similar to
translational, rotational, and volume-change moves seen in isobaric-isothermal Monte Carlo simulations. By
accepting or rejecting reaction moves, the system composition converges to minimise the system Gibbs free
energy according to the reaction free energy balance in equation 5.8.


















i νi is the net change in molecules for the reaction, K
0 is the vacuum equilibrium constant, and
∆m,nU is the residual potential energy difference between states m and n. K
0 is analogous to Keq defined
in equation 5.11, but instead of an aqueous reference state it refers to an ideal gas reference state at system








where µ0i is the vacuum chemical potential of species i, obtained experimentally or evaluated using quantum
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mechanical methods. For further details of the implementation of reaction ensemble Monte Carlo, see the
review by Turner et al. [486].
Reaction ensemble Monte Carlo has been employed to study reactive systems across a wide range of
physical conditions [486], but only relatively recently in the context of CO2 absorption and acid-base equilibria.
Formation of carbamate, bicarbonate and organic ammonium from CO2 absorption in aqueous MEA was
considered by Balaji et al. [487], giving reasonable agreement with experimental values of speciation as a
function of CO2 loading, although no attempt to estimate CO2 partial pressure was made.
The limited adoption of reaction ensemble Monte Carlo for CO2 absorption reactions is likely a combination
of two limiting factors: Firstly, molecular models for electrolytes are poorly developed in the context of
phase equilibria, giving unreliable estimates of ∆m,nU in equation 5.19. Secondly, Monte Carlo simulation is
inefficient for sampling the dense condensed phase found in electrolyte solutions [488], particularly due to close
ion-solvent contacts. While advanced sampling methods such as continuous fractional component [489] can be
used to accelerate sampling e.g. for insertion of large molecules and were used by Balaji et al. [487], simulation
of electrolyte solutions remains challenging with Monte Carlo techniques and is more readily accessible using
molecular dynamics.
5.4.2 Reaction Ensemble Molecular Dynamics
The solution of chemical reaction equilibrium systems based on classical force fields may also be studied by
molecular dynamics simulation, as demonstrated by recent work by Smith and Qi [490] and Noroozi and
Smith [488, 491]. This approach, denoted reaction ensemble molecular dynamics, aims to minimize total






where µi,X is the chemical potential for species i given system composition X, and Ni is the number of










where P 0 is the unit pressure and x0 = 1 for the vacuum state. It is important to note that the vacuum
chemical potential µ0i includes the free energy of formation for species i, and as such must be obtained through
alternative methods such as experimental data or quantum mechanical evaluation of the molecular partition
function, as done by Smith and Qi [490]. The residual chemical potential µresi,X is evaluated for a system
of composition X using a free energy perturbation approach (e.g. the Bennet acceptance ratio method,
see section 2.3.2) relative to the vacuum state, such that µresi,X = ∆solvGi,X which is readily estimated by
molecular simulation.
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Given chemical potentials for all species obtained through equation 5.22 for a state with composition X0,











which allows the Gibbs energy in equation 5.21 to be minimized subject to the usual stoichiometric constraints.
Note that the only difference between equations 5.22 and 5.23 is the state labels X0 and X1, reflecting the
use of one state to estimate chemical potentials for another which allows the reaction ensemble molecular
dynamics approach to iteratively converge towards an equilibrium composition.
The scheme proposed by Smith and Qi [490] for reaction ensemble molecular dynamics has the advantage
of using efficient molecular dynamics sampling for converging reactive systems at prescribed conditions of
temperature, pressure, and initial composition. It is generic in its application to condensed or vapour phase
systems, provided adequate molecular models are available for all species. However, the approach is somewhat
cumbersome due to a potentially large number of iterations to reach convergence in complex systems, and
the need to construct separate simulations at each composition point rather than having system composition
converging in a single simulation, as for reaction ensemble Monte Carlo approaches.
Recent work by Noroozi and Smith [488, 491] adapted the reaction ensemble molecular dynamics approach
to study CO2 absorption in aqueous ethanolamine (MEA) solutions. Rather than explicitly considering chem-
ical potentials as function of electrolyte concentration within the reaction ensemble framework the Davies
equation [322],


































with the coefficient Aφ calculated from the solvent density and dielectric constant, obtained by molecular
simulation [488]. This hybrid approach simplifies the reaction ensemble methodology, since solvent com-
position is essentially fixed and only a single composition needs to be evaluated. Vacuum state chemical
potentials µ0i were obtained by Gaussian09 using a number of different basis sets to estimate uncertainties.
The authors do not quote comparison values for predicted CO2 partial pressures against experimental data,
but graphically appear to be within 1 - 2 orders of magnitude across the loading range 0.1 molCO2/molMDEA
for absorption in a 30% weight fraction MEA solution at 353 K. Speciation is in reasonable agreement with
experimental data for the same system [492, 493, 494, 495], showing the carbamate reaction (equation 5.6)
as the primary absorption mechanism up to high loading, where bicarbonate (equation 5.4) becomes the main
reaction product due to its more favourable stoichiometric ratio to amine.
Further work based on the reaction ensemble molecular dynamics approach was done for prediction of pKa
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values across 29 alkanolamines by Noroozi and Smith [491]. In order to study the deprotonation reaction (equa-
tion 5.5), solvation free energies for amine and ammonium species together with the H3O
+ ion are required.
However, since no suitable molecular model is available for H3O
+, the standard value of −1104.5 kJ mol−1
from Tissandier et al. [496] was used rather than attempting to calculate ∆solvG by molecular simulation of
this species. For ammonium and amines, free energy perturbation approach was used to estimate ∆solvG.
This introduces an additional free energy contribution due to the Galvani potential encountered when trans-
ferring a charged species between media of different dielectric properties [497, 498, 499]. Since the Galvani
potential is solvent-specific, the solvation of a single ion adds a further possible point of error as the dielectric
properties of the model solvent generally deviate from experimental values.
The authors found an AAD of 0.73 pKa units for the best performing set of partial charges considered [491],
which is greater than the standard deviation of 0.65 pKa units for the full set of 29 amines investigated. Hence,
it is inconclusive whether the reaction ensemble molecular dynamics approach has significant predictive power
for pKa values of alkanolamines. The authors identify poorly developed ion molecular models as the most
important area of improvement for prediction of acid-base reactions of aqueous amines, and in particular point
to the weaknesses of RESP charges generated under vacuum conditions for the study of condensed phase
systems [491].
5.4.3 Reactive Force-Field (ReaxFF)
The approaches to modelling reactive systems discussed so far hinge on the separation of inter- and in-
tramolecular degrees of freedom in the description of molecular species and their interactions. Intermolecular
interactions and the resulting residual thermodynamic potentials are assessed through simulation or equations
of state, while intramolecular interactions and the resulting ground-state energies are assessed experimentally
or through quantum mechanical methods. The reactive force-field (ReaxFF) approach attempts to unify these
two aspects, describing both inter- and intramolecular forces through classical potential functions [500, 501].
This allows bond creation or destruction to happen dynamically in a simulated microscopic system.
ReaxFF is constructed similarly to conventional classical potentials described in section 1.5, with an added
potential function describing bonded interactions. ReaxFF is based on the notion of bond order, whereby
the connectivity of atoms can be determined by the inter-atomic spacing. Bond order (BO) comprises
contributions from σ-, π-, and ππ-character bonds as
































0 are bond-specific parameters [502]. The bond order expression is the
basis for calculating energy contributions from reactive potentials, with the primary reactive bonded term

















e are adjustable parameters describing bond dissociation energy. Further to equation 5.27,
ReaxFF includes potential energy contributions from lone pair formation, over- and under-coordination, va-
lence angles, three- and four-body conjugation effects, hydrogen bond interactions, and species-specific cor-
rections [502].
The ReaxFF approach can give impressive insights to the reaction pathways in applications such as combus-
tion [502] and ion hydration in specific aqueous systems [503]. However, the inordinate number of parameters
required significantly limits practical application to new systems, and system-specific parameters have limited
transferability as evidenced by the multiple sets of independently developed ReaxFF parameters [501] for
different condensed-phase systems. In the context of electrolyte systems, ReaxFF has been employed to study
glycine tautomerisation between the neutral and zwitterion forms [504, 505] and hydration of copper ion [503]
hydration, but is untested for application to reactive CO2 absorption.
5.5 MDEA - H2O - CO2
The simulation methodologies presented in section section 5.4 offer complementary routes to obtaining species
compositions in reactive systems, and either methodology may in theory be employed provided suitable pa-
rameters are available. However, practical considerations limit the application of each methodology to char-
acterisation of CO2 absorption.
Although attractive in principle, the ReaxFF approach to reactive systems is lacking parameters for CO2
absorption, and faces the same challenges for electrolyte model development as discussed in chapter 4. ReaxFF
would require development of a new suite of application-specific parameters, which is incompatible with the
model framework employed in chapters 3 and 4.
The similar reaction ensemble Monte Carlo and reaction ensemble molecular dynamics as presented by
Smith and Qi [490] both require knowledge of vacuum free energies, which are not generally available and
require further ab initio studies of each species. Additionally, Monte Carlo simulation of electrolyte solutions
is limited by the low acceptance of translational moves for charged species, giving poor sampling of liquid
phase configurations.
Here, a hybrid approach is adopted for molecular dynamics simulation of reactive systems, utilising free
energy perturbation for residual properties together with experimental reaction constants at well defined
reference states. By measuring solvation free energies at both reference state and the system of interest,
molecular simulation can be used to evaluate species activities in equation 5.10 and consequently speciation
and loading values at prescribed system compositions. Activities are calculated using equation 5.18. Values
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Source Year T / K PCO2 / kPa Weight Fraction / %
Jou et al. [448] 1982 298, 313, 343, 373, 393 0.001 - 6,630 23.8, 51.0
Austgen et al. [473] 1991 313 0.0056 - 93.6 23.8, 51.0
Shen and Li [508] 1992 313, 333, 353, 373 1.1 - 1,979 30.0
Jou et al. [509] 1993 313, 373 0.004 - 236 35.0
Kuranov et al. [445] 1996 313, 333, 373, 393, 413 73.5 - 5,037 a 23.8, 47.3
Mathonat et al. [510] 1997 313, 353, 393 2,000 - 10,000 30.0
Rho et al. [482] 1997 323, 348, 373 0.775 - 268 5.0, 20.5, 50.0, 75.0
Haji-Sulaiman et al. [511] 1998 303, 313, 323 0.09 - 100 23.8, 47.7
Rogers et al. [512] 1998 313, 323 0.00007 - 1.0018 23.0, 50.0
Silkenbäumer et al. [513] 1998 313 12.0 - 4,080 a 31.4
Kamps et al. [514] 2001 313, 353, 393 186 - 7,565 a 48.9
Addicks et al. [515] 2002 313, 353 1,000 - 2,000 a,b 30.0, 50.0
Huttenhuis et al. [516] 2007 283, 298 0.054 - 351 b 35.0, 50.0
Dell’Era et al. [517] 2010 298, 303, 313, 323 94.5 - 103.3 a 10.0, 20.0, 49.0
Table 5.2: Literature studies reporting isothermal CO2 solubility in aqueous MDEA solution and the physical
conditions investigated. a: Total vapour pressure reported. b: Quaternary MDEA - H2O - CO2 - CH4 mixture.
for Keq are taken from experimental sources in the infinite dilution reference state, with pKa values readily
available for most common species.
To assess the performance of the reactive system methodology, a prototypical system for CO2 absorption
by sterically crowded amines was selected in the form of aqueous methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) solution.
Aqueous MDEA is particularly well suited as a test case because of its unambiguous reaction product with
CO2 and well documented physical properties of both pure and mixed solvents. Bulk properties including
density and viscosity of aqueous MDEA solutions have been reported by Rinker et al. [506] and more recently
Sobrino et al. [507] under conditions relevant to CO2 capture applications.
Solubilities of CO2 and other gases in aqueous MDEA solutions have been reported by numerous authors,
with a summary of literature studies for ternary MDEA - H2O - CO2 systems provided in table 5.2. Additionally,
physical solubility - i.e. solubility of CO2 in the non-reacted form - in aqueous MDEA solutions has been
characterised for methane and ethane [470, 471], together with vapour-liquid equilibrium data by Addicks et
al. [515] for the MDEA - H2O - CO2 - CH4 quaternary system. Quaternary VLE data has also been reported
for MDEA - H2O - CO2 - H2S by a number of authors, including recent works by Dicko et al. [518] and
Haghtalab and Izadi [519]. A review of experimental data for quaternary MDEA - H2O - CO2 - H2S systems
is provided by Cleeton et al. [47] and will not be considered further here.
5.5.1 Reaction System
The reaction mechanisms of CO2 absorption in aqueous MDEA follow those presented in section 5.2 for










Tmin - Tmax 273 K - 498 K 278 K - 368 K
Table 5.3: Parameters and temperature ranges for reference state reaction constants given by equation 5.29
for CO2 (equation 5.4) and MDEA (equation 5.28) deprotonation reactions. Parameters for CO2 from Edwards
et al. [415] and MDEA from Kamps and Maurer [520]
forming no other significant reaction products with CO2 or water [416]. The reaction constant for equation 5.28
has been determined experimentally over the temperature range 278 K - 368 K by Kamps and Maurer [520]





+ C2 + C3 ln(T/K) (5.29)
is used here, with parameters for equation 5.29 listed in table 5.3. The more recent correlation by Hartono
et al. [521] is based on potentiometric titration and considers high ionic strength solutions using an extended
Debye-Hückel model to describe the influence of other electrolytes on the MDEA deprotonation reaction.
These systems go beyond the infinite dilution conditions of interest and were disregarded for the present
study, but may be useful for further work.
Absorption of CO2 in aqueous MDEA solution can be viewed as a conjugate acid-base reaction. Combining
equation 5.4 and 5.28 in reverse gives the CO2 absorption equilibrium reaction
CO2 + H2O + MDEA
Kabs
MDEAH+ + HCO –3 (5.30)
where Kabs = KCO2/KMDEA for the reference state. As for the MDEA dissociation constant KMDEA,
values for KCO2 can be obtained from literature sources adjusted to infinite dilution. Here, the correlation of
Edwards et al. [415] is used, following the functional form in equation 5.29 with parameters listed in table 5.3.
The reaction system describing CO2 absorption in aqueous MDEA is hence given by equations 5.4, 5.7, and
5.30. It is important to note that equation 5.30 contains no OH– or H3O
+ species, hence Kabs is invariant to
changes in activity of these ionized water species.
5.5.2 Simulation Details
Molecular simulations of the CO2 −MDEA − H2O reaction system were performed both in mixed solvent and
dilute aqueous systems. As discussed in section 5.3, species activities must be considered in order to correctly
assess the free energy of reaction for systems away from the reference state. To assess activities by molecular
simulation, solvation free energies ∆solvG and number densities ρi of both the reference state and system
of interest should be simulated. The reference state for the reaction in equation 5.30 is a 1 molar aqueous
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solution at infinite dilution for all solutes, while the reference state for water is the saturated liquid state. To
calculate activities in a system of interest, CO2 absorption in a 30% mass fraction solution of MDEA at 353 K
was chosen as a test case.
Infinite dilution systems are readily assessed by simulation of a single solute in bulk solvent represented
by the usual periodic boundary conditions. Here, a solvent system with approximate size 3.2 nm is used for
all solutes, corresponding to 1095 H2O molecules. Chemical potentials were measured using the Bennett
acceptance ratio method discussed in section 2.3.2, allowing 1200 ps of simulation at each λ state with the
initial 200 ps discarded as equilibration. The λ states were defined by increments of 0.05 for both λcoul
and λdisp with each potential scaled separately, yielding 41 thermodynamic states for each molecule. A
comprehensive list of simulation parameters is given in appendix A.
While solvation free energies were measured by direct insertion for CO2 and H2O, solvation free energy
for MDEA and electrolyte species were considered together in a single step. The perturbation of MDEA,
MDEAH+ and HCO –3 are represented by the pseudo-reaction
MDEA MDEAH+ + HCO –3 (5.31)
where MDEA is transformed into MDEAH+ by the addition of a hydrogen atom and scaling of atomic charges,
while for HCO –3 both dispersion interactions and charges are scaled as done for single molecules. Rather than
corresponding to a single molecule, the resulting solvation free energy represents the net change for all three
species;
∆solvG = ∆solvGHCO−3
+ ∆solvGMDEAH+ −∆solvGMDEA (5.32)
with the negative sign for ∆solvGMDEA indicating deletion of the species. This approach improves convergence
of solvation free energies for the large molecule MDEA, retains system charge neutrality at each step of the
transformation, and avoids simulations with species for which there are no suitable molecular models available
(i.e. OH– and H3O
+).
The MDEA - H2O mixed solvent system was constructed by 767 H2O and 50 MDEA molecules, giving a
size of approximately 3.2 nm. Maintaining an even size for the two systems avoids any potential bias from
finite-size effects, which can be significant particularly for low-concentration electrolyte systems [141]. MDEA
protonation states of 0%, 50%, and 100%, were considered, covering the full range of reactive CO2 absorption.
The molecular models for organic ammonium and bicarbonate developed in chapter 4 were employed to
represent HCO –3 and protonated MDEA, with the alcohol groups of MDEA represented by compatible TraPPE-
UA potentials [105]. For the O-C-C-N dihedral potential we adopt the analytical expression by Chang et
al. [522], with electrostatic and dispersion potentials between the amine and alcohol groups discounted as per
the usual united-atom approach for 1-4 interactions.
To improve convergence of mixed solvent systems, 40 ns of simulation in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble
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Figure 5.5: Left: Sample system configuration at 100% protonation for reactive CO2 absorption in MDEA -
H2O solution. Electrolytes are indicated with red for HCO
–
3 and green for MDEAH
+. Right: Ion pair formation
between HCO –3 and MDEAH
+ showing organic ammonium and alcohol hydrogen atoms coordinating with
the bicarbonate ion. The right panel is rotated to give a better view of the MDEA-HCO –3 interaction.
was performed prior to free energy perturbation simulations. Analysis of the system total energy fluctuations
using the approach of Chodera [142] indicated convergence of the system to equilibrium conditions within
20 ns for each of the three protonation states considered, as shown in appendix D.
5.5.3 Simulation Results
The resulting solvation free energy changes for H2O, CO2, and the pseudo-reaction shown in equation 5.31
are listed in table 5.4. Additionally, the solvation free energy of CH4 was considered in this system in order to
investigate the effect of electrolyte concentration on Henry’s law solubility for volatile gases. Aqueous MDEA
solutions are known to have a positive salting-in ratio for methane solubility [471], a behaviour which can be
accurately captured by molecular simulation as shown in previous work [46]. Solvation free energy for CH4 was
obtained using the same simulation protocol as for the remaining species, except only dispersion interactions
are coupled as the TraPPE-UA model for alkanes contains no atomic partial charges [208].
The free energy of solvation for CH4 and CO2 together with MDEA molar densities in table 5.4 allows
calculation of Henry’s law constants for molecular gas solubility in these mixed solvent systems. While Henry’s
law constant is normally expressed on molarity or mole fraction basis, in aqueous MDEA systems absorption











where both ρMDEA and ∆solvGi are functions of total (reactive) CO2 absorption. The resulting Henry’s law
constants are shown in figure 5.6. For CO2, there is no significant variation in Henry’s law constant for this
system. This is as expected based on the similar values of ∆solvGCO2 across the three protonation states, but
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System H2O CO2 CH4 MDEA*
∆solvG / kJ mol
−1
H2O −27.3± 0.1 4.0± 0.2 11.6± 0.1 −567± 1
0% MDEAH+ −26.5± 0.1 3.3± 0.1 10.5± 0.1 −564± 2
50% MDEAH+ −26.1± 0.1 3.4± 0.1 11.4± 0.2 −604± 5
100% MDEAH+ −26.3± 0.1 3.8± 0.1 12.3± 0.1 −593± 9
ρi / mol m
−3
0% MDEAH+ 38710± 50 0 0 2528.9± 0.2
50% MDEAH+ 36750± 50 0 0 2402.1± 0.1
100% MDEAH+ 34970± 40 0 0 2284.7± 0.1
Table 5.4: Solvation free energy ∆solvG and species number densities ρi in neat solvent (H2O) and 0.5 weight
fraction methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) solution (solvent basis) at MDEA protonation states 0% MDEAH+,
50% MDEAH+, and 100% MDEAH+. Values obtained by molecular simulation at 353 K and 100 kPa with
TraPPE-UA and TIP4P/2005 models as described in the text. A corresponding amount of bicarbonate is
added to the 50% MDEAH+ and 100% MDEAH+ protonation systems, representing reactive CO2 absorption.
*: The MDEA excess chemical potential represent simultaneous transformation of MDEA to MDEAH+ and
insertion of HCO –3 to retain system charge neutrality. MDEA number density is the total number density of
MDEA and MDEAH+ species.
somewhat at odds with the experimental results of Bishnoi and Rochelle [523] indicating moderate salting-out
behaviour for the physical absorption of CO2 in aqueous MDEA solutions.
For CH4, there is an approximately 40% reduction in solubility with increasing electrolyte concentration,
from 3.8± 0.3 mol/molMDEA/MPa to 2.3± 0.2 mol/molMDEA/MPa with the values obtained for high Ω
systems in good agreement with the experimental data from Addicks et al. [515]. The reduction in CH4
solubility reflects the contraction of the solution due to rising electrolyte concentration, similar to the increase
in solvent activity coefficients seen in chapter 4. The good agreement for CH4 solubility gives confidence in
the simulation approach for prediction of physical CO2 solubility, where experimental data are not available.
Using the free energy of solvation for CO2, H2O, and the pseudo-reaction for CO2 absorption by MDEA,
reactive absorption of CO2 in aqueous MDEA was calculated by solving the equation system defined by
equation 5.11 for each of reactions 5.4, 5.7, and 5.30. Activities were calculated using equation 5.18 based
on free energies of solvation for CO2 and H2O, while the combined activity coefficient for reaction 5.30 is
calculated based on ∆solvG values for all species involved in the reaction. Additionally, reactive CO2 absorption
was calculated based on the dilute solution approximation in equation 5.12 in combination with Henry’s law
constant for CO2 from molecular simulation to assess the impact of simulation-corrected activities on reactive
absorption.
The predicted absorption isotherm for CO2 is shown in figure 5.7, together with experimental values re-
ported by Addicks et al. [515], Shen and Li [508], and Mathonat et al. [510]. Predicted absorption based on
simulated values for physical solubility combined with reaction equilibrium calculated based on infinite dilution
equilibrium constants is shown by the dotted line, with a mean absolute deviation of 115%. Predicted absorp-
tion based on simulated values for physical solubility and reaction equilibrium corrected for species activities




mechanisms underlying CO2 absorption were reviewed in section 5.2, and comprise the generation of carbonic
acid and subsequent acid-base equilibrium reactions with amine species. Depending on the chemistry of the
amine, CO2 may also attach covalently to the amine group forming carbamate species. These processes drive
CO2 absorption in typical aqueous amine solutions and is likewise expected to be the main driver for CO2
absorption in facilitated transport membranes.
In section 5.3 a thermodynamic framework was introduced for reactions, connecting reaction free energy
to equilibrium composition. This in turn allowed system compositions to be calculated in mixed systems
from knowledge of equilibrium constants in dilute aqueous solution together with a description of solution
activity as a function of composition. The often used Kent-Eisenberg and Deshmukh-Mather models of
CO2 absorption in aqueous amines were considered together with reaction-explicit SAFT models, each with
different approaches to estimating species activities. Finally, a reaction-implicit SAFT model was found to
give equivalent performance to reaction-explicit models for systems where absorption is well approximated as
a one-step reaction.
Molecular simulation has seen limited application in the study of reactive systems, due to the difficulty
in representing reactions using classical interaction potentials. Section 5.4 detailed contemporary approaches
to molecular simulation of reactive systems: reaction ensemble Monte Carlo, reaction ensemble molecular
dynamics, and the ReaxFF potential family. In this work, an approach similar to reaction ensemble molecular
dynamics was developed, using equation 5.18 to calculate species activities from molecular simulation and
equation 5.11 to combine these with experimental reaction free energies to predict system compositions.
Using the molecular models developed in chapters 3 and 4, aqueous amine solutions with varying degrees
of CO2 loading may be studied by molecular simulation. In section 5.5, these models were used to simulate
aqueous MDEA solutions at varying degrees of CO2 loading in the form of bicarbonate-ammonium pairs.
Aqueous MDEA is a well understood absorption system for CO2, with a similar chemical environment to
facilitated transport membranes. Activities from molecular simulation were in turn used to predict reactive
CO2 absorption in the MDEA - H2O system as shown in figure 5.5.
The simulation approach developed in this chapter offers a new route to estimating chemical absorption
of acid gases, as well as a new framework for combining experimental equilibrium constants with molecular
simulation. This approach allows prediction of system compositions for complex reactive systems, provided
accurate interaction potentials are available for each species, and equilibrium constants are available at some
reference state. In chapter 6, the molecular models developed in chapters 3 and 4 are combined with the
reaction-implicit PC-SAFT description from section 5.3.4, in order to predict the behaviour of a model facili-
tated transport membrane under varying process conditions.
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Chapter 6
Application to Facilitated Transport
Membranes
6.1 Overview
In the preceding chapters, molecular models were developed for each of the molecular ingredients found
in facilitated transport membranes. Chapter 3 developed parameters for simulation of polyamines and an
equation of state model for PVAm. Chapter 4 developed models for simulation of alkylammonium and
bicarbonate species. Chapter 5 evaluated approaches to reactive CO2 absorption using both simulation and a
PC-SAFT model. This chapter brings these molecular models together to study condensed-phase properties
and vapour-liquid equilibrium for facilitated transport membranes.
An overview of the models brought from each chapter is given in section 6.2, together with the description
of a model system comprising short PVAm oligomers at 50% protonation with bicarbonate balancing ions.
Using both molecular simulation and the PC-SAFT model, liquid densities are predicted for the partially
protonated PVAm - H2O - HCO
–
3 system in section 6.3. Further, a qualitative view of the simulation system
is presented, and a simple stepping mechanism is proposed to explain the transport of HCO –3 in facilitated
transport membranes.
In section 6.4, the PC-SAFT model is used to calculate solubility for CO2 and N2 in a quaternary PVAm
- H2O - CO2 - N2 system under post-combustion conditions. Trends with temperature and water activity are
discussed for both solubility and solubility-selectivity. Finally, section 6.5 extends the solubility predictions
to membrane permeability, using the solution-diffusion assumption and the simple Mackie-Meares model for
extrapolating diffusion constants from experimentally obtained values in aqueous solution. Comparison is
made with separation performance in real facilitated transport membranes and the Robeson upper bound
from chapter 1.
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Figure 6.1: Short-chain PVAm with bicarbonate counter-ions used as a model systems to represent facilitated
transport membranes. The polyamine backbone is represented using model parameters from chapter 3, while
electrolytes are represented using model parameters from chapter 4. Water is represented by the TIP4P/2005
model [128] (not shown).
6.2 Consolidated Model Description
The representation of facilitated transport membranes by molecular models in this work relies on the gen-
eral principle of group-contribution between similar chemical compounds, and the transferability of molecular
models between systems of different compositions and temperatures. The composition of facilitated transport
membranes varies depending on exposure to H2O and CO2, from the dry polymer studied in section 3.4, to
hydrated polymer solution seen in section 3.5, to alkylammonium-bicarbonate electrolyte solutions charac-
terised in sections 4.8 and 4.9. As argued in preceding chapters, molecular simulation and equation of state
models play complementary roles in the representation of facilitated transport membranes.
For molecular simulation, the PVAm model presented in section 3 is employed as a base structure. For
the real system, the degree of protonation for the amine group will vary depending on temperature, water
content, and CO2 partial pressure. For efficient operation of facilitated transport membranes, a partially
protonated state is expected hence a polymer protonation of 50% is chosen here. Every second amine group
is protonated and an equivalent density of bicarbonate added to the system, corresponding to a CO2 loading
of Ω ≈ 0.5. Based on comparison with aqueous amine systems (e.g. figure 5.7), this degree of CO2 loading is
representative for CO2 partial pressures near 20 kPa, corresponding to a flue gas stream at near atmospheric
pressure. A shorter 10-mer chain is used to decrease correlation times in the strongly associating electrolyte
systems, with the resulting oligomer and bicarbonate unit illustrated in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.2: Simulation model of the PVAm - H2O - HCO
–
3 system at 0.5 water weight fraction and 50%
amine protonation. Left panel: snapshot from molecular simulation at 298 K. The polymer appears fully
soluble, with bicarbonate dispersed throughout the liquid state. Right panel: Proposed transport mechanism
for bicarbonate ions. Charge-carrying oxygen atoms are seen to coordinate with one or two ammonium groups,
allowing the bicarbonate ion to ’walk’ along or between polymer strands.
The molecular model for simulation of partially protonated PVAm is the TraPPE-compatible united-
atom representation employed in previous chapters, with parameters developed in chapters 3 and 4. As for
small-molecule ammonium compounds, dihedral potentials for ammonium species are taken to be the same
as equivalent amine dihedral potentials. Nitrogen dispersion interactions are those of primary ammonium,
reported in table 4.3. Bicarbonate molecular parameters are those developed in section 4.9 for use together
with the united-atom ammonium model. Water is represented by TIP4P/2005 [128] as in previous chapters.
The condensed-phase PVAm - H2O - HCO
–
3 system is illustrated in figure 6.2.
For equation of state representation with PC-SAFT, the molecular parameters developed for PVAm in
sections 3.4.3 and 3.5.3 form the basis of both protonated and unprotonated systems. Reactive CO2 absorp-
tion in aqueous PVAm solution is represented by the reaction-implicit description from section 5.3.4, using
association parameters from table 5.1 with the assumption that CO2 reactivity is similar for the polyamine
solution as in aqueous amine solvent mixtures. The parameters used for simulation of PVAm - H2O - CO2 -
N2 systems are summarised in table 6.1. As no vapour-liquid absorption data are available for the PVAm -
H2O - CO2 system these parameters cannot be validated, but rather represent an informed assumption based
on the chemical composition of PVAm.
6.3 Prediction of ρpT Behaviour
The liquid density of partially protonated PVAm solution is an important indicator of model performance,
reflecting the total cohesive energy of the system. To evaluate liquid densities of PVAm solution under exposure
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i m σ / Å ε / k−1B K Association εAB / k
−1
B K κAB εCD / k
−1
B K κCD Source
PVAm 2.4309 2.8427 285.33 C 1491.60 0.29836 4031.93 0.29334 This work
H2O 2.1945 2.2290 141.66 AABB 1804.04 0.20390 - - [127]
CO2 2.6037 3.7039 151.04 D - - 4031.93 0.29334 [51], *
N2 1.2053 3.3130 90.96 - - - - - [51]
Table 6.1: Molecular parameters for PVAm, H2O, CO2, and N2 for the PC-SAFT equation of state with
reaction-implicit CO2 absorption. Parameters for PVAm developed in chapter 3 with CD association pa-
rameters from chapter 5. H2O parameters from Diamantonis and Economou [127]. CO2 and N2 parameters
from Gross and Sadowski [51] with added CD association for CO2 from chapter 5. The binary interaction
parameter for PVAm-H2O is −0.1336.
to CO2, model systems were constructed using both a molecular simulation and PC-SAFT approach. A PVAm
solution with 0.5 water weight fraction on CO2-free basis was chosen for comparison, reflecting the high-end
of water absorption seen for PVA/PVAm hybrid membrane reported by Deng et al. [30] and corresponding to
relative humidity in the range 80% - 90% based on experimental data.
For molecular simulation, a system of partially protonated PVAm was constructed using PVAm oligomers
with bicarbonate as balancing ions, as shown in figure 6.1. A system size of approximately 3.2 nm was used,
corresponding to 21 PVAm oligomers, 105 bicarbonate molecules, and 535 water molecules. A snapshot of
the simulation system is shown in the left panel of figure 6.2. As for the polymer-water systems in chapter 3,
the replica-exchange method was used to accelerate sampling the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, employing a
ladder of 8 temperatures geometrically spaced across the interval 298 K - 373 K and a simulation time of 40 ns
with the initial 20 ns discarded as system equilibration. The resulting liquid densities are shown in figure 6.3.
A comprehensive list of parameters for simulation in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble is given in appendix A.
Together with evaluation of thermodynamic properties, molecular simulation also allows observation of
kinetic properties such as the molecular mechanisms of transport. As outlined in chapter 1, diffusion of
CO2 reaction products in facilitated transport membranes is central to the facilitation effect, and diffusion
processes have been investigated by other authors [45]. However, it is worthwhile to consider the transport
processes for the new ion models developed in chapter 4. Through observation of HCO –3 dynamic behaviour
in the hydrated PVAm systems, a combination of single and double hydrogen bonding interactions between
bicarbonate and the ammonium groups can be identified. While HCO –3 always remains closely associated
with at least one ammonium group, it is nonetheless able to translocate between chains, ’walking’ from one
ammonium group to the next. This mechanism is illustrated schematically in the right panel of figure 6.2,
and supports the site-hopping transport mechanism proposed by Cussler et al. [524].
Liquid density in the PVAm - H2O - CO2 system was also predicted using the PC-SAFT model developed
in chapters 3 and 5. To ensure the representation of CO2 absorption in hydrated PVAm using PC-SAFT
remained consistent with the molecular system, PVAm, water, and CO2 weight fractions were fixed at 0.4,
0.4, and 0.2, respectively. The degree of association for CO2 was calculated using equation 2.50, as required
for the reaction-implicit SAFT description of absorption. Liquid densities for this system were calculated across
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Figure 6.3: Prediction of liquid density as a function of temperature for aqueous PVAm solution with 0.5
water weight fraction (CO2-free basis) and 50% amine protonation. Open symbols indicate simulated values.
Solid line indicates PC-SAFT model. Mean average deviation between the two models is 4.8% across the
temperature interval 298 K - 373 K.
the temperature range 298 K - 373 K, with resulting liquid densities shown in figure 6.3. The PC-SAFT model
predicts a somewhat lower liquid density compared to the molecular model, with a mean average deviation of
4.8% over the temperature range considered. This likely reflects the absence of electrolyte species with a loss
of the corresponding electrostatic interactions, reducing cohesive interactions in the reaction-implicit SAFT
model.
6.4 Prediction Physical and Reactive Gas Solubility
While ρpT properties are a useful check of overall system behaviour, they do not inform the use of facilitated
transport membranes for separation applications. The consolidated PC-SAFT model also permits estimation
of physical and reactive gas solubility, which is more closely associated with process performance through the
solution-diffusion model (equation 1.1). Here, we consider the PVAm - H2O - CO2 - N2 ternary vapour-liquid
system, comprising the key species found in post-combustion conditions. The physical conditions considered
can be varied arbitrarily, such that the impact of e.g. temperature or water content can be investigated. In
figure 6.4, we consider a flue gas with CO2 and N2 molar fractions of 0.2 and 0.8 respectively on dry basis,
and a variable water activity. Temperature is varied over the temperature range 313 K - 373 K while pressure
is maintained at 1 atmosphere, reflecting typical post-combustion separation conditions.
The predictions for gas solubility observed in figure 6.4 show clear trends with temperature and water
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content for both CO2 and N2. The two gases display opposite behaviour with variations in temperature. CO2
becomes progressively less soluble with increasing temperature, primarily due to the large heat of absorption
for CO2 in amine solvent [525]. Conversely, the solubility of N2 increases with temperature, consistent with the
increasing solubility observed in hydrocarbons and water at elevated temperatures [526]. The small dependence
on composition for N2 also indicates that while relative humidity is an important parameter for CO2 solubility,
it plays a limited role for non-reactive gases. CO2 solubility shows the largest variation under the conditions
considered, from 18× 10−3 mol m−3 Pa−1 at 313 K and 0.4 water weight fraction to 4× 10−3 mol m−3 Pa−1
at 373 K and 0.6 water weight fraction. CO2 being more soluble in amine-rich systems conforms to the
expectation for aqueous amine solutions.
Using the solubility data in figure 6.4 together with water activities at each composition, the solubility-
selectivity between the two gases may be calculated at each system composition. In figure 6.5, solubility-
selectivity for the CO2 / N2 pair is shown for water activities in the range 80% - 90%, within the experimental
range considered by Deng et al. [35]. As evident from figure 6.4, there is a considerable solubility-selectivity
factor in favor of CO2 under all conditions. However, solubility-selectivity is especially pronounced for low-
temperature, low-humidity systems, where values in excess of 103 can be obtained. This is driven by the
strong absorption of CO2 at low temperatures and high amine content.
6.5 Trends for Gas Separation Applications
The solubility predictions from figures 6.4 and 6.5 provide a connection between process conditions and gas
absorption in facilitated transport membranes. The high solubility-selectivity of the model is seemingly in line
with the difference in permeability observed in experiment. However, the two are not directly comparable due
to the influence of diffusivity as part of the solution-diffusion model in equation 1.1. The PC-SAFT model
developed here does not make predictions of kinetic properties. As such, further assumptions are needed for
evaluating permeability and process performance.
As outlined by Sarkisov and Fayon [45], diffusion constants in facilitated transport membranes are not
easily obtained from simulation methods due to the multiple length scales involved in transport processes and
overall slow system dynamics. However, diffusion rates appear to be linked to water dynamics, with diffusion
constants in certain cases following the Mackie-Meares model [177, 178] as discussed in section 3.3. In order
to provide a speculative view of permeability under varying process conditions, this model is adopted here,
together with the experimental aqueous diffusion constants of Cadogan et al. [527]. The resulting predictions
for CO2 and N2 permeability in hydrated PVAm are shown in figure 6.7.
As a word of caution, we note that the predicted permeability for CO2 is likely significantly overestimated
due to the use of diffusivity values from Cadogan et al. [527] together with the assumptions of the Mackie-
Meares model. The ion-ion interactions observed in molecular simulation are likely to significantly retard the
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transport of CO2 reaction products through the membrane, due to association of bicarbonate with relatively
immobile organic ammonium. Nonetheless, the predicted permeabilities are of the same magnitude as the
high-permeability membranes seen in figure 1.2 for the Robeson upper bound, and a lowering of permeability
by 1-2 orders of magnitude would bring model predictions within the same range as seen experimentally for
facilitated transport membranes.
Similar to solubility-selectivity, the predicted values for permeability of CO2 and N2 allow calculation of
selectivity between the two gases under varying process conditions. However, unlike solubility-selectivity these
values are comparable against experimentally observed selectivity in facilitated transport membranes. The
resulting values are shown in figure 6.8 as a function of temperature and water activity, and display a similar
trend as for solubility-selectivity: Under high-temperature, high-water content conditions the membrane begins
to lose selectivity, while low-water content systems show high selectivity due to increased CO2 absorption.
Low-temperature, high-water content systems also show high selectivity due to the combination of CO2
absorption and favourable kinetics; however, this may well be an artifact of using aqueous diffusion constants
and extrapolation with the Mackie-Meares model and is unlikely to be observed experimentally.
The observed selectivites range from a factor of 102 to over 103, with most systems showing a selectivity
of 103 and above. As shown in figure 1.2, experimentally observed values for selectivity are near 102. As for
permeability, a reduction in CO2 diffusivity of 1-2 orders of magnitude would bring the model prediction within
the experimentally reported range for facilitated transport membranes, with the discrepancy likely caused by
the overly simplistic treatment of kinetic properties.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, the molecular models developed in chapters 3, 4, and 5 were combined to produce a predictive
model for a hydrated PVAm. As a test case, a short-chain PVAm system was considered in sections 6.2
and 6.3, comprising oligomers of 10 monomers. The alkylammonium parameters from table 4.3 were used
to assign 50% of amine groups as protonated, with the bicarbonate model from tables 4.5 and 4.4 used to
counterbalance formal charges. Comparison of liquid densities between molecular simulation and the PC-
SAFT equation of state revealed a somewhat large mean absolute deviation of 4.8%, likely owing to poor
treatment of electrostatic interactions in the equation of state.
The PC-SAFT model was subsequently used to predict solubility of CO2 and N2 in the ternary PVAm
- H2O - CO2 - N2 system. Solubility was found to differ by a factor of approximately 10
3, with CO2 and
N2 showing differing dependencies on temperature and water content as illustrated in figure 6.4. Further,
the simplified Mackie-Meares model [177, 178] from section 3.3 was used to offer a speculative prediction of
permeability, shown in figure 6.7. Both permeability and selectivity of CO2 were significantly overestimated,




for permeability and selectivity that are near the Robeson upper bound for this system, and offer a view of
trends in system performance under varying process conditions.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This work has detailed the development and application of predictive molecular models to study the process
of CO2 absorption in facilitated transport membranes. By building on model systems for polymer-water,
alkylammonium bicarbonate solutions, and reactive solvent mixtures, a predictive model for physical and
reactive solubility of CO2 was established and tested. The model was used to identify the influence of
temperature and relative humidity on CO2 and N2 absorption, the two gases of primary importance to post-
combustion CO2 capture applications. By providing a quantitative model for the relationship between process
conditions and gas solubility, this work has informed future development of facilitated transport membranes
and the design of gas separation processes utilising these materials.
Reactive gas solubility and in facilitated transport membranes is a complex process, relying on a balance
between polymer-solvent interactions, properties of electrolyte solutions, and reaction thermodynamics. An
accurate model for fluid phase properties relies on descriptions of each physical phenomenon and in turn
their influence on CO2 absorption. Hence, this work has been organised according to the physical phenomena
encountered in facilitated transport membranes, with the developments in each section contributing to the
body of knowledge within the relevant field.
• A hybrid approach for developing equation of state parameters was developed in chapter 3, utilizing
molecular simulation to generate ρpT data on which the equation of state model can be trained. The
approach was validated on the two well-characterised polymers PEO and PVA, and applied in a predictive
manner to PVAm using a united-atom model with additional parameters developed in section 3.3.2.
• The reaction products present in amine-based facilitated transport membranes were identified as alky-
lammonium and carbonic acid derivatives, and new models were developed for simulation of their
aqueous solutions in chapter 4. The thermodynamics of electrolyte solutions were reviewed with the
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aim to find a suitable equation of state model for these systems; however, electrolyte extensions to
molecular equation of state reported in prior literature were found to offer limited predictive power for
aqueous-organic electrolyte solutions.
• A framework for combining empirical reaction constants with molecular simulation data was developed in
chapter 5 and employed to study CO2 absorption in the MDEA - H2O - CO2 model system. A variety of
thermodynamic frameworks were considered for representing reaction equilibrium within the PC-SAFT
equation of state, with a reaction-implicit SAFT model ultimately found to give similar performance to
more elaborate schemes.
• The molecular models developed for PVAm, reactive absorption, and the resulting CO2 reaction products
were combined to study reactive absorption in hydrated PVAm as a prototypical facilitated transport
membrane. The model predictions allowed for a view of absorption characteristics across different
temperatures and hydration levels, informing future experimental work and process optimisation for
facilitated transport membranes in commercial applications.
Together, these advancements represent a significant contribution to knowledge in the fields of facilitated
transport membranes and molecular modelling of fluid systems. The understanding gained from this work is
both directly applicable to facilitated transport membranes, and readily extends to fields such as biophysics and
biomolecular simulation, electrochemical systems, and the use of polyelectrolytes as fluid additives. Further,
the work on electrolyte models presented here forms part of an ongoing development in the area of molecular
simulation to identify the requirements and best practices for representation of electrolytes in fluid systems.
The approaches and models represented in this work reflect a compromise between physical accuracy and
model complexity. Any molecular system represented by classical models necessarily loses some of the detail
present in the real systems, perhaps most easily recognised by the application of coarse-grained models for
polymer in chapter 3 but carrying more gravity for the electrolyte models developed in chapter 4. As discussed
in section 4.6.4, there is growing awareness of the deficiencies in conventional electrostatics treatments for
molecular simulation, reflecting inherent incongruity between the potential energy and dielectric properties of
classical molecular models. Equation of state models for electrolyte solutions face a different range of problems
as discussed in section 4.5, but will likely need to overcome the same incongruous behaviour between potential
energy and dielectric properties. In this work we recognise the impact of these challenges, but leave it for
future researchers to attempt a resolution.
Finally, while the models presented here give predictions for the behaviour of facilitated transport mem-
branes and their gas absorption properties, blind model predictions rarely survive quantitative comparison with
real experimental data. Models reflect an incomplete and simplified view of reality, and are created in the
hope of capturing behaviour in a way which paints a useful picture of real systems. It is the hope of the
author that this work offers such a view, and will prove useful in future explorations of complex fluid systems.
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7.2 Future Work
The progress made in this work on molecular modelling approaches as well as the specific molecular models
developed in chapters 3, 4, and 5 have immediate relevance to a number of related molecular systems
and chemical engineering challenges. Forays into subject areas adjacent to this work have been limited by
constraints of time and relevance to the research questions posed in chapter 1, but represent interesting
research questions in their own right. A number of possible extensions and applications of this work presented
themselves over the course of the research project, the most promising of which are briefly summarised below.
Materials Screening for Reactive CO2 Absorption
The model parameters developed in this work are readily transferable to generic organic amine compounds,
which form the basis for existing chemical CO2 separation and scrubbing operations. While amine and
alkanolamine compounds have been studied extensively by molecular models, their ionic forms have either
largely been ignored, or represented by models developed for purposes other than solvent activity calculations.
The molecular models presented in chapter 4 allow prediction of fluid properties for solvents at varying states of
CO2 absorption. Further, by developing the reaction approach in chapter 5 to improve numerical convergence,
reactive absorption of CO2 may be predicted in mixed solvent systems based solely on pKameasurements of
the amine absorbent.
These advancements together allow for rapid screening of solvents and solvent mixtures of separation
applications, allowing performance for CO2 separation to be reliably predicted. This should in turn be used
as input for unit and process simulation, allowing performance optimisation to be vertically integrated from
material properties to plant operation. With continued interest in CO2 absorption technology, molecular
simulation promises to be a valuable tool for application-optimized solvents.
Simulation-Driven Polymer Characterisation
The simulation methodology developed in chapter 3 for characterisation of polymer ρpT behaviour may be
extended to a wide range of polymers, for which molecular parameters are available or can be developed
from small-molecule compounds. This permits rapid prediction of thermodynamics properties as well as
development of equation of state parameters for novel polymer compounds, circumventing the need for
experimental synthesise and characterisation.
By rapidly evaluating polymers of different chemistry, a virtual screening process can be used to identify
polymers with promising thermodynamic properties to be selected for synthesis and experimental character-
isation. This process may be applied to facilitated transport membranes, to consider different permutations
of amines including alkylations, cross-linking, inclusion of other functional groups, or to investigate other
polymer-solvent combinations.
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Thermodynamics of Organic Electrolyte Solutions
Organic electrolytes are seen in a wide range of fields, including biological in the form of proteins and DNA,
biomedical as bio-compatibility agents, electrochemical systems, and fluid additives in process engineering.
The alkylammonium halide and alkylammonium bicarbonate models developed in chapter 4. Perhaps of equal
importance, the approach of optimizing electrolyte models based on osmotic behaviour is a straightforward
route to development of other electrolyte models with accurate thermodynamic properties.
Of particular importance in the continued development of electrolyte models is the transferability of
electrolytes to solvents other than water. Few real-world systems are as simple as binary water-electrolytes.
By considering the osmotic properties of electrolyte solutions in solvents such as methanol, acetone, nitrile,
and dimethylether, the transferability of electrolyte models to non-aqueous environments can be assessed.
This is both a useful test of the model limitations, and can be used as a further criterion to establish realistic
and generally applicable electrolyte models.
Transport Processes
As discussed in chapter 1, it is the simultaneous absorption and transport of CO2 reaction products which
produces the facilitated transport effect. This work has been centred on absorption processes, while other
authors [45] have detailed the kinetic aspects of ion transport in model polyelectrolyte membranes. The
development of new osmotically consistent models for HCO –3 and alkylammonium in chapter 4 offer an
opportunity to revisit simulation of these polyelectrolyte systems with more suitable molecular models, which
are likely to produce more physically accurate results for diffusion behaviour.
FTM Process Optimisation
The equation of state models developed for PVAm in chapters 3 and 5 allows prediction of solubility and
solubility-selectivity for CO2 and other gas species across varying process conditions. In practical applications,
process conditions are optimised accounting for energy expenditure, product specifications, environmental
factors, and other considerations specific for the process at hand. Having a predictive model for process
performance allows this optimisation to be done more efficiently than trial-and-error methods. Inversely, a
predictive model for process performance allows design of more efficient processes from the drawing board,
informing the design next generation gas separation modules.
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Appendix A
Simulation Parameters
This appendix defines Gromacs parameters for simulation in the canonical and isothermal-isobaric ensembles,
as well as parameters for free energy perturbation simulations in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble. Each set
of parameters serves as a template for simulations of that type, with variable parameters such as run length,
temperature, and pressure. Each variable parameter is denoted by a leading $ followed by a keyword, and is
adjusted for the specific conditions of interest.
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Listing A.1: Gromacs parameters for simulation in the canonical ensemble. The variable parameter for
temperature and run length are indicated by a leading $, and are fixed to a constant value for each simulation.
Comments are indicated by a leading semicolon.
1 ; RUN CONTROL PARAMETERS
2 i n t e g r a t o r = sd
3 ; S t a r t t ime and t i m e s t e p i n ps
4 t i n i t = 0
5 dt = 0 . 0 0 1
6 n s t e p s = $N
7 ; mode f o r c e n t e r o f mass motion remova l
8 comm−mode = L i n e a r
9 ; number o f s t e p s f o r c e n t e r o f mass motion remova l
10 nstcomm = 100
11
12 ; LANGEVIN DYNAMICS OPTIONS
13 ; F r i c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t (amu/ ps ) and random s e e d
14 b d− f r i c = 0
15 ld−seed = −1
16
17 ; OUTPUT CONTROL OPTIONS
18 ; Output f r e q u e n c y f o r c o o r d s ( x ) , v e l o c i t i e s ( v ) and f o r c e s ( f )
19 n s t x o u t = 1000
20 n s t v o u t = 0
21 n s t f o u t = 0
22 ; Output f r e q u e n c y f o r e n e r g i e s to l o g f i l e and e n e r g y f i l e
23 n s t l o g = 1000
24 n s t c a l c e n e r g y = 100
25 n s t e n e r g y = 1000
26 ; Output f r e q u e n c y and p r e c i s i o n f o r . x t c f i l e
27 nstxout−compressed = 0
28 c o m p r e s s e d−x−p r e c i s i o n = 1000
29
30 ; NEIGHBORSEARCHING PARAMETERS
31 ; c u t−o f f scheme ( V e r l e t : p a r t i c l e based c u t−o f f s , group : u s i n g c h a r g e g r o u p s )
32 cutof f−scheme = v e r l e t
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33 ; n b l i s t update f r e q u e n c y
34 n s t l i s t = 10
35 ; ns a l g o r i t h m ( s i m p l e or g r i d )
36 ns−type = g r i d
37 ; P e r i o d i c boundary c o n d i t i o n s : xyz , no , xy
38 pbc = xyz
39 p e r i o d i c−m o l e c u l e s = no
40 ; Al lowed e n e r g y e r r o r due to t he V e r l e t b u f f e r i n kJ /mol/ ps p e r atom ,
41 ; a v a l u e o f −1 means : use r l i s t
42 v e r l e t− b u f f e r− t o l e r a n c e = 0.0001
43 ; n b l i s t c u t−o f f
44 r l i s t = 1
45 ; long− range c u t−o f f f o r s w i t c h e d p o t e n t i a l s
46
47 ; OPTIONS FOR ELECTROSTATICS AND VDW
48 ; Method f o r d o i n g e l e c t r o s t a t i c s
49 coulombtype = PME
50 cou lomb−modi f i e r = none
51 rcoulomb−switch = 0
52 rcoulomb = 1 . 2
53 ; R e l a t i v e d i e l e c t r i c c o n s t a n t f o r th e medium and t he r e a c t i o n f i e l d
54 e p s i l o n− r = 1
55 e p s i l o n− r f = 0
56 ; Method f o r d o i n g Van d e r Waals
57 vdwtype = c u t o f f
58 vdw−modif ier = none
59 ; c u t−o f f l e n g t h s
60 rvdw−switch = 0
61 rvdw = 1 . 2
62 ; Apply l o n g ra ng e d i s p e r s i o n c o r r e c t i o n s f o r Energy and P r e s s u r e
63 D i s p C o r r = E n e r P r e s
64 ; E x t e n s i o n o f th e p o t e n t i a l l o o k u p t a b l e s beyond th e c u t−o f f
65 t a b l e− e x t e n s i o n = 1
66 ; S e p a r a t e t a b l e s between e n e r g y group p a i r s
67 e n e r g y g r p− t a b l e =
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68 ; Spac ing f o r the PME/PPPM FFT g r i d
69 f o u r i e r s p a c i n g = 0 . 1
70 ; FFT g r i d s i z e , when a v a l u e i s 0 f o u r i e r s p a c i n g w i l l be used
71 f o u r i e r−n x = 0
72 f o u r i e r−n y = 0
73 f o u r i e r−n z = 0
74 ; EWALD/PME/PPPM p a r a m e t e r s
75 pme−order = 4
76 e w a l d− r t o l = 1e−05
77 e w a l d− r t o l− l j = 0 . 0 0 1
78 lj−pme−comb−rule = Geometr i c
79 ewald−geometry = 3d
80 e p s i l o n− s u r f a c e = 0
81
82 ; OPTIONS FOR WEAK COUPLING ALGORITHMS
83 ; Temperature c o u p l i n g
84 tc−grps = system
85 ; Time c o n s t a n t ( ps ) and r e f e r e n c e t e m p e r a t u r e (K)
86 tau−t = 2 . 0
87 r e f− t = $T
88 ; p r e s s u r e c o u p l i n g
89 p c o u p l = No
90
91 ; OPTIONS FOR BONDS
92 c o n s t r a i n t s = none
93 ; Type o f c o n s t r a i n t a l g o r i t h m
94 c o n s t r a i n t− a l g o r i t h m = LINCS
95 ; Do not c o n s t r a i n t he s t a r t c o n f i g u r a t i o n
96 c o n t i n u a t i o n = no
97 ; Use s u c c e s s i v e o v e r r e l a x a t i o n to r e d u c e th e number o f shake i t e r a t i o n s
98 Shake−SOR = no
99 ; R e l a t i v e t o l e r a n c e o f shake
100 s h a k e− t o l = 0.0001
101 ; H i g h e s t o r d e r i n t he e x p a n s i o n o f th e c o n s t r a i n t c o u p l i n g m a t r i x
102 l i n c s− o r d e r = 6
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103 ; Number o f i t e r a t i o n s i n th e f i n a l s t e p o f LINCS . 1 i s f i n e f o r
104 ; normal s i m u l a t i o n s , but use 2 to c o n s e r v e e n e r g y i n NVE r u n s .
105 ; For e n e r g y m i n i m i z a t i o n w i t h c o n s t r a i n t s i t s h o u l d be 4 to 8 .
106 l i n c s− i t e r = 1
107 ; L i n c s w i l l w r i t e a warn ing to th e s t d e r r i f i n one s t e p a bond
108 ; r o t a t e s o v e r more d e g r e e s than
109 l i n c s−w a r n a n g l e = 30
110 ; Conver t harmonic bonds to morse p o t e n t i a l s
111 morse = no
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Listing A.2: Gromacs parameters for simulation in the isobaric-isothermal ensemble. The variable parameters
for temperature, pressure, and run length are indicated by a leading $, and are fixed to a constant value for
each simulation. Comments are indicated by a leading semicolon.
1 ; RUN CONTROL PARAMETERS
2 i n t e g r a t o r = sd
3 ; S t a r t t ime and t i m e s t e p i n ps
4 t i n i t = 0
5 dt = 0 . 0 0 2
6 n s t e p s = $N
7 ; mode f o r c e n t e r o f mass motion remova l
8 comm−mode = L i n e a r
9 ; number o f s t e p s f o r c e n t e r o f mass motion remova l
10 nstcomm = 100
11
12 ; LANGEVIN DYNAMICS OPTIONS
13 ; F r i c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t (amu/ ps ) and random s e e d
14 b d− f r i c = 0
15 ld−seed = −1
16
17 ; OUTPUT CONTROL OPTIONS
18 ; Output f r e q u e n c y f o r c o o r d s ( x ) , v e l o c i t i e s ( v ) and f o r c e s ( f )
19 n s t x o u t = 1000
20 n s t v o u t = 0
21 n s t f o u t = 0
22 ; Output f r e q u e n c y f o r e n e r g i e s to l o g f i l e and e n e r g y f i l e
23 n s t l o g = 1000
24 n s t c a l c e n e r g y = 100
25 n s t e n e r g y = 1000
26 ; Output f r e q u e n c y and p r e c i s i o n f o r . x t c f i l e
27 nstxout−compressed = 0
28 c o m p r e s s e d−x−p r e c i s i o n = 1000
29
30 ; NEIGHBORSEARCHING PARAMETERS
31 ; c u t−o f f scheme ( V e r l e t : p a r t i c l e based c u t−o f f s , group : u s i n g c h a r g e g r o u p s )
32 cutof f−scheme = v e r l e t
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33 ; n b l i s t update f r e q u e n c y
34 n s t l i s t = 10
35 ; ns a l g o r i t h m ( s i m p l e or g r i d )
36 ns−type = g r i d
37 ; P e r i o d i c boundary c o n d i t i o n s : xyz , no , xy
38 pbc = xyz
39 p e r i o d i c−m o l e c u l e s = no
40 ; Al lowed e n e r g y e r r o r due to t he V e r l e t b u f f e r i n kJ /mol/ ps p e r atom ,
41 ; a v a l u e o f −1 means : use r l i s t
42 v e r l e t− b u f f e r− t o l e r a n c e = 0.0001
43 ; n b l i s t c u t−o f f
44 r l i s t = 1
45 ; long− range c u t−o f f f o r s w i t c h e d p o t e n t i a l s
46
47 ; OPTIONS FOR ELECTROSTATICS AND VDW
48 ; Method f o r d o i n g e l e c t r o s t a t i c s
49 coulombtype = PME
50 cou lomb−modi f i e r = none
51 rcoulomb−switch = 0
52 rcoulomb = 1 . 2
53 ; R e l a t i v e d i e l e c t r i c c o n s t a n t f o r th e medium and t he r e a c t i o n f i e l d
54 e p s i l o n− r = 1
55 e p s i l o n− r f = 0
56 ; Method f o r d o i n g Van d e r Waals
57 vdwtype = c u t o f f
58 vdw−modif ier = none
59 ; c u t−o f f l e n g t h s
60 rvdw−switch = 0
61 rvdw = 1 . 2
62 ; Apply l o n g ra ng e d i s p e r s i o n c o r r e c t i o n s f o r Energy and P r e s s u r e
63 D i s p C o r r = E n e r P r e s
64 ; E x t e n s i o n o f th e p o t e n t i a l l o o k u p t a b l e s beyond th e c u t−o f f
65 t a b l e− e x t e n s i o n = 1
66 ; S e p a r a t e t a b l e s between e n e r g y group p a i r s
67 e n e r g y g r p− t a b l e =
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68 ; Spac ing f o r the PME/PPPM FFT g r i d
69 f o u r i e r s p a c i n g = 0 . 1
70 ; FFT g r i d s i z e , when a v a l u e i s 0 f o u r i e r s p a c i n g w i l l be used
71 f o u r i e r−n x = 0
72 f o u r i e r−n y = 0
73 f o u r i e r−n z = 0
74 ; EWALD/PME/PPPM p a r a m e t e r s
75 pme−order = 4
76 e w a l d− r t o l = 1e−05
77 e w a l d− r t o l− l j = 0 . 0 0 1
78 lj−pme−comb−rule = Geometr i c
79 ewald−geometry = 3d
80 e p s i l o n− s u r f a c e = 0
81
82 ; OPTIONS FOR WEAK COUPLING ALGORITHMS
83 ; Groups to c o u p l e s e p a r a t e l y
84 tc−grps = system
85 ; Time c o n s t a n t ( ps ) and r e f e r e n c e t e m p e r a t u r e (K)
86 tau−t = 2 . 0
87 r e f− t = $T
88 ; p r e s s u r e c o u p l i n g
89 p c o u p l = Parr ine l lo−Rahman
90 p c o u p l t y p e = i s o t r o p i c
91 n s t p c o u p l e = −1
92 ; Time c o n s t a n t ( ps ) , c o m p r e s s i b i l i t y (1/ bar ) and r e f e r e n c e P ( bar )
93 tau−p = 5 . 0
94 c o m p r e s s i b i l i t y = 4 . 5 e−05
95 ref−p = 1 . 0
96 ; S c a l i n g o f r e f e r e n c e c o o r d i n a t e s , No , A l l o r COM
97 r e f c o o r d− s c a l i n g = a l l
98
99 ; OPTIONS FOR BONDS
100 c o n s t r a i n t s = none
101 ; Type o f c o n s t r a i n t a l g o r i t h m
102 c o n s t r a i n t− a l g o r i t h m = LINCS
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103 ; Do not c o n s t r a i n t he s t a r t c o n f i g u r a t i o n
104 c o n t i n u a t i o n = no
105 ; Use s u c c e s s i v e o v e r r e l a x a t i o n to r e d u c e th e number o f shake i t e r a t i o n s
106 Shake−SOR = no
107 ; R e l a t i v e t o l e r a n c e o f shake
108 s h a k e− t o l = 0.0001
109 ; H i g h e s t o r d e r i n t he e x p a n s i o n o f th e c o n s t r a i n t c o u p l i n g m a t r i x
110 l i n c s− o r d e r = 6
111 ; Number o f i t e r a t i o n s i n th e f i n a l s t e p o f LINCS . 1 i s f i n e f o r
112 ; normal s i m u l a t i o n s , but use 2 to c o n s e r v e e n e r g y i n NVE r u n s .
113 ; For e n e r g y m i n i m i z a t i o n w i t h c o n s t r a i n t s i t s h o u l d be 4 to 8 .
114 l i n c s− i t e r = 1
115 ; L i n c s w i l l w r i t e a warn ing to th e s t d e r r i f i n one s t e p a bond
116 ; r o t a t e s o v e r more d e g r e e s than
117 l i n c s−w a r n a n g l e = 30
118 ; Conver t harmonic bonds to morse p o t e n t i a l s
119 morse = no
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Listing A.3: Gromacs parameters for free energy perturbation simulation in the isobaric-isothermal ensemble.
The variable parameters temperature, pressure, and run length are indicated by a leading $, and are fixed to
a constant value for each simulation. Comments are indicated by a leading semicolon.
1 ; RUN CONTROL PARAMETERS
2 i n t e g r a t o r = sd
3 ; S t a r t t ime and t i m e s t e p i n ps
4 t i n i t = 0
5 dt = 0 . 0 0 2
6 n s t e p s = $N
7 ; mode f o r c e n t e r o f mass motion remova l
8 comm−mode = L i n e a r
9 ; number o f s t e p s f o r c e n t e r o f mass motion remova l
10 nstcomm = 100
11
12 ; LANGEVIN DYNAMICS OPTIONS
13 ; F r i c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t (amu/ ps ) and random s e e d
14 b d− f r i c = 0
15 ld−seed = −1
16
17 ; OUTPUT CONTROL OPTIONS
18 ; Output f r e q u e n c y f o r c o o r d s ( x ) , v e l o c i t i e s ( v ) and f o r c e s ( f )
19 n s t x o u t = 1000
20 n s t v o u t = 0
21 n s t f o u t = 0
22 ; Output f r e q u e n c y f o r e n e r g i e s to l o g f i l e and e n e r g y f i l e
23 n s t l o g = 1000
24 n s t c a l c e n e r g y = 100
25 n s t e n e r g y = 1000
26 ; Output f r e q u e n c y and p r e c i s i o n f o r . x t c f i l e
27 nstxout−compressed = 0
28 c o m p r e s s e d−x−p r e c i s i o n = 1000
29
30 ; NEIGHBORSEARCHING PARAMETERS
31 ; c u t−o f f scheme ( V e r l e t : p a r t i c l e based c u t−o f f s , group : u s i n g c h a r g e g r o u p s )
32 cutof f−scheme = v e r l e t
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33 ; n b l i s t update f r e q u e n c y
34 n s t l i s t = 10
35 ; ns a l g o r i t h m ( s i m p l e or g r i d )
36 ns−type = g r i d
37 ; P e r i o d i c boundary c o n d i t i o n s : xyz , no , xy
38 pbc = xyz
39 p e r i o d i c−m o l e c u l e s = no
40 ; Al lowed e n e r g y e r r o r due to t he V e r l e t b u f f e r i n kJ /mol/ ps p e r atom ,
41 ; a v a l u e o f −1 means : use r l i s t
42 v e r l e t− b u f f e r− t o l e r a n c e = 0.0001
43 ; n b l i s t c u t−o f f
44 r l i s t = 1
45 ; long− range c u t−o f f f o r s w i t c h e d p o t e n t i a l s
46
47 ; OPTIONS FOR ELECTROSTATICS AND VDW
48 ; Method f o r d o i n g e l e c t r o s t a t i c s
49 coulombtype = PME
50 cou lomb−modi f i e r = none
51 rcoulomb−switch = 0
52 rcoulomb = 1 . 2
53 ; R e l a t i v e d i e l e c t r i c c o n s t a n t f o r th e medium and t he r e a c t i o n f i e l d
54 e p s i l o n− r = 1
55 e p s i l o n− r f = 0
56 ; Method f o r d o i n g Van d e r Waals
57 vdwtype = c u t o f f
58 vdw−modif ier = none
59 ; c u t−o f f l e n g t h s
60 rvdw−switch = 0
61 rvdw = 1 . 2
62 ; Apply l o n g ra ng e d i s p e r s i o n c o r r e c t i o n s f o r Energy and P r e s s u r e
63 D i s p C o r r = E n e r P r e s
64 ; E x t e n s i o n o f th e p o t e n t i a l l o o k u p t a b l e s beyond th e c u t−o f f
65 t a b l e− e x t e n s i o n = 1
66 ; S e p a r a t e t a b l e s between e n e r g y group p a i r s
67 e n e r g y g r p− t a b l e =
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68 ; Spac ing f o r the PME/PPPM FFT g r i d
69 f o u r i e r s p a c i n g = 0 . 1
70 ; FFT g r i d s i z e , when a v a l u e i s 0 f o u r i e r s p a c i n g w i l l be used
71 f o u r i e r−n x = 0
72 f o u r i e r−n y = 0
73 f o u r i e r−n z = 0
74 ; EWALD/PME/PPPM p a r a m e t e r s
75 pme−order = 4
76 e w a l d− r t o l = 1e−05
77 e w a l d− r t o l− l j = 0 . 0 0 1
78 lj−pme−comb−rule = Geometr i c
79 ewald−geometry = 3d
80 e p s i l o n− s u r f a c e = 0
81
82 ; OPTIONS FOR WEAK COUPLING ALGORITHMS
83 ; Groups to c o u p l e s e p a r a t e l y
84 tc−grps = system
85 ; Time c o n s t a n t ( ps ) and r e f e r e n c e t e m p e r a t u r e (K)
86 tau−t = 2 . 0
87 r e f− t = $T
88 ; p r e s s u r e c o u p l i n g
89 p c o u p l = Parr ine l lo−Rahman
90 p c o u p l t y p e = i s o t r o p i c
91 n s t p c o u p l e = −1
92 ; Time c o n s t a n t ( ps ) , c o m p r e s s i b i l i t y (1/ bar ) and r e f e r e n c e P ( bar )
93 tau−p = 5 . 0
94 c o m p r e s s i b i l i t y = 4 . 5 e−05
95 ref−p = 1 . 0
96 ; S c a l i n g o f r e f e r e n c e c o o r d i n a t e s , No , A l l o r COM
97 r e f c o o r d− s c a l i n g = a l l
98
99 ; OPTIONS FOR BONDS
100 c o n s t r a i n t s = none
101 ; Type o f c o n s t r a i n t a l g o r i t h m
102 c o n s t r a i n t− a l g o r i t h m = LINCS
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103 ; Do not c o n s t r a i n t he s t a r t c o n f i g u r a t i o n
104 c o n t i n u a t i o n = no
105 ; Use s u c c e s s i v e o v e r r e l a x a t i o n to r e d u c e th e number o f shake i t e r a t i o n s
106 Shake−SOR = no
107 ; R e l a t i v e t o l e r a n c e o f shake
108 s h a k e− t o l = 0.0001
109 ; H i g h e s t o r d e r i n t he e x p a n s i o n o f th e c o n s t r a i n t c o u p l i n g m a t r i x
110 l i n c s− o r d e r = 6
111 ; Number o f i t e r a t i o n s i n th e f i n a l s t e p o f LINCS . 1 i s f i n e f o r
112 ; normal s i m u l a t i o n s , but use 2 to c o n s e r v e e n e r g y i n NVE r u n s .
113 ; For e n e r g y m i n i m i z a t i o n w i t h c o n s t r a i n t s i t s h o u l d be 4 to 8 .
114 l i n c s− i t e r = 1
115 ; L i n c s w i l l w r i t e a warn ing to th e s t d e r r i f i n one s t e p a bond
116 ; r o t a t e s o v e r more d e g r e e s than
117 l i n c s−w a r n a n g l e = 30
118 ; Conver t harmonic bonds to morse p o t e n t i a l s
119 morse = no
120
121 ; F r e e e n e r g y v a r i a b l e s
122 f r e e−e n e r g y = y e s
123 couple− lambda0 = none
124 couple− lambda1 = vdw−q
125 c o u p l e− i n t r a m o l = no
126 i n i t− l a m b d a− s t a t e = $LAMBDA
127 fep− lambdas = $LAMBDA FEP
128 coul− lambdas = $LAMBDA COULOMB
129 vdw−lambdas = $LAMBDA VDW
130 ca lc− l ambda−ne ighbors = −1
131 sc−alpha = 0 . 5
132 sc−power = 1
133 sc−r−power = 6
134 sc−sigma = 0 . 3
135 sc−cou l = no
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Figure B.1: Density in PEO-H2O systems at 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 H2O mass fraction as a function of
temperature. Open circles indicate simulation with the TraPPE-UA model for PEO and TIP4P/2005 model
for water, as detailed in chapter 3. Solid lines indicate the PC-SAFT model described in chapter 3. Mean
average deviation between simulation and the PC-SAFT model is 0.8%.
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Figure B.2: Density in PVA-H2O systems at 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 H2O mass fraction as a function
of temperature. Open circles indicate simulation with the Trappe-UA model for PVA and TIP4P/2005 model
for water, as detailed in chapter 3. Solid lines indicate the PC-SAFT model described in chapter 3. Mean
average deviation between simulation and PC-SAFT models is 0.9%.
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Figure B.3: Density in PVAm-H2O systems at 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 H2O mass fraction as a
function of temperature. Open circles indicate simulation with a TraPPE-UA compatible model for PVAm
and TIP4P/2005 model for water, as detailed in chapter 3. Solid lines indicate the PC-SAFT model described
in chapter 3. Mean average deviation between simulation and the PC-SAFT model is 0.8%.
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Figure B.4: Water activity in PVAm-H2O solution as a function of water content at temperature 298 K and
pressure 1 atmosphere, predicted by the PC-SAFT equation of state as detailed in chapter:3.
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Figure C.1: Radial distribution functions and integration numbers for bicarbonate - water atomic centres,
using bicarbonate model 1 (see table X). Solid lines indicate normalised simulated radial distribution functions.
Dashed lines indicate simulated integrated radial distribution functions. Circles indicate ab initio integrated
radial distribution functions reported by Vchirawongkwin et al. [417] for a single hydrated bicarbonate ion.
Vertical red dotted lines mark peaks in the radial distribution function reported by Vchirawongkwin et al. [417].
The peaks near 0.2 nm for O-Hw and 0.3 nm for O-Ow indicate formation of hydrogen bonds towards charge-
carrying oxygen atoms. This feature is absent from the OH group atoms, suggesting weaker solute-solvent
interactions.
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Figure C.2: Radial distribution functions and integration numbers for bicarbonate - water atomic centres,
using bicarbonate model 2 (see table X). Solid lines indicate normalised simulated radial distribution functions.
Dashed lines indicate simulated integrated radial distribution functions. Circles indicate ab initio integrated
radial distribution functions reported by Vchirawongkwin et al. [417] for a single hydrated bicarbonate ion.
Vertical red dotted lines mark peaks in the radial distribution function reported by Vchirawongkwin et al. [417].
The peaks near 0.2 nm for O-Hw and 0.3 nm for O-Ow indicate formation of hydrogen bonds towards charge-
carrying oxygen atoms. This feature is absent from the OH group atoms, suggesting weaker solute-solvent
interactions.
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Figure C.3: Radial distribution functions and integration numbers for bicarbonate - water atomic centres,
using bicarbonate model 3 (see table X). Solid lines indicate normalised simulated radial distribution functions.
Dashed lines indicate simulated integrated radial distribution functions. Circles indicate ab initio integrated
radial distribution functions reported by Vchirawongkwin et al. [417] for a single hydrated bicarbonate ion.
Vertical red dotted lines mark peaks in the radial distribution function reported by Vchirawongkwin et al. [417].
The peaks near 0.2 nm for O-Hw and 0.3 nm for O-Ow indicate formation of hydrogen bonds towards charge-
carrying oxygen atoms. This feature is absent from the OH group atoms, suggesting weaker solute-solvent
interactions.
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Figure D.1: Time correlation analysis of 0.5 amine weight fraction MDEA-H2O solution at 0% protonation.
Blue: System total energy as a function of simulation time, with values shown on the left axis. Red:
Uncorrelated samples calculated using the method of Chodera [142], showing the number of uncorrelated
samples remaining as a function of simulation time. The red filled circle indicates the time estimate for the
system reaching the equilibrium state.
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Figure D.2: Time correlation analysis of 0.5 amine weight fraction MDEA-H2O solution at 50% protonation
with HCO –3 counterions. Blue: System total energy as a function of simulation time, with values shown on
the left axis. Red: Uncorrelated samples calculated using the method of Chodera [142], showing the number
of uncorrelated samples remaining as a function of simulation time. The red filled circle indicates the time
estimate for the system reaching the equilibrium state.
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Figure D.3: Time correlation analysis of 0.5 amine weight fraction MDEA-H2O solution at 100% protonation
with HCO –3 counterions. Blue: System total energy as a function of simulation time, with values shown on
the left axis. Red: Uncorrelated samples calculated using the method of Chodera [142], showing the number
of uncorrelated samples remaining as a function of simulation time. The red filled circle indicates the time
estimate for the system reaching the equilibrium state.
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